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ABSTRACT 

Nigeria's current democratic dispensation which started in 1999 entered its sixteenth year 

with the general elections held between March 28 and April 11, 2015. This suggests that 

democracy is gradually finding its feet in the nation. Some scholars advocate that politics 

must become more responsive to citizens' needs and demands (voter-oriented) (Lees

Marshment, 2003:26; Scammell, 2014: 16), hence, the introduction of marketing principles 

and practices into politics. This study, among other objectives, set out to ascertain whether 

political party leaders, political candidates, campaign managers and consultants were aware 

of and practised the principle of political marketing. It also examined the various political 

marketing strategies the ruling and opposition political parties in South-Western Nigeria 

(within the study period of 1999 to 2015) employed in their efforts win votes and secure 

elective political offices, the measure of effectiveness of the political marketing strategies, 

and attempted to predict the direction and future of political marketing in Nigeria. The 

analysis of data collected through a combination of survey, interview and observation 

methods led to the conclusion that the ruling and opposition political parties and candidates 

in the South Western states, with the exception of Lagos state, are not aware of the true 

concept of political marketing. This explains why their behaviour and disposition to elections 

and the electorate has been product-oriented. At the presidential level however, the study 

concludes that the then ruling political party PDP and its candidate GEJ lost to APC and its 

candidate P MB because the opposition political party (APC )and the campaign organisation 

of P MB subscribed to, and deployed market-oriented strategies in their campaign for 20 J 5 

presidential election. On the direction and future of political marketing in Nigeria, the study 

submits that political marketing has started to evolve and that it will continue to develop, 

provided, electoral violence, rigging and other electoral fraud, use of money to induce voters 

and such other variables that are extraneous to political marketing are objectively and 

consciously eliminated. If the electoral umpire (!NEC) sustains and build on the success of 

the 2015 general elections and the idea of 'One man, one vote' is sustained, democracy and 

elections in the country will in-turn become more voter-oriented. 

Key Terms: Election, Campaign, Market-Oriented, Sales-Oriented and Product-Oriented. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Political Marketing is an evolving field of study in Nigeria and indeed developing nations. 

However, the application of political advertising and marketing communication media and 

tools are not new in the nation's politics. It dates back to the 1960s when party volunteers and 

aspirants approached the electorate one-on-one, and through public campaigns to solicit their 

votes and support. In this new age, campaign for electoral offices in Nigeria has developed 

from the rudimentary stage of pre-independence era to what now can be described as 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) dominated era. 

While old practices still survive, the professionalised political campaigns have added new 

dimensions to the practice of politics. The extensive use of television and radio has 

supplanted the direct appearance of politicians on campaign trail, which was popular in the 

first and second democratic dispensations in Nigeria (Olujide, Adeyemi & Gbadeyan, 20 l 0) . 

Similarly, Internet and Global System Mobile (GSM) have expanded the channels through 

which political parties and candidates can reach the public with their political adverts and 

publicity messages. As a matter of fact, the past two decades witnessed tremendous increase 

in the use of political advertising. Today, Nigerian electorates are now more exposed to 

political adverts than ever before; they have access to more information that can guide their 

political and voting decisions and choices. Unlike in the distant past, when election 

campaigns were exclusively an internal activity planned and executed by political party 

leaders and contestants, there is evidence today to show that political parties and candidates 

now consult professionals (individuals and corporate organisations) in the areas of publicity, 

media planning and buying, brand management, message development and propaganda. 

These profound changes are brought about by changes in the media and communication 

landscape, technology, emergence of many groups as actors in the political system, 
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globalization of the discourse of democracy, the mediatisation of politics, and the emergence 

of political campaign managers and consultants among others. 

Prior 1999, the researcher observes that the political party leaders perceived and presented 

themselves as 'the philosopher kings', the elites who know what is good for the people. As 

such, they expected the electorate to accept and appreciate them and their party programmes, 

and in turn, give them and their political party unalloyed support. The relationship between 

political party leaders and candidate, and the electorate was more of a master - servant. 

During this period, it was unacceptable and highly dangerous to have, and to express 

differing opinion or position to that of the ruling party or leader in each region. Such defiance 

was usually met with great negative consequences. The politics of this period was more 

product-oriented; it lacked competition and the electorate were denied the opportunity to 

make their choice. 

The situation is gradually changing. With the clamour for free and fair elections in Nigeria 

gaining more support, and the results of elections of 2003, and 2011, which saw incumbent 

governors and ruling political parties in many South Western states losing to the opposition, 

the place of the electorate as the 'customer king' is becoming clearer to the politicians and the 

electorate themselves. 

With a population of 174.51 million and a compact area of 923, 768sq km, Nigeria is the 

eighth most populated nation in the world (Nationmaster, 2013).The country has 25 

registered political parties (INEC, 2014) and 73,528.040 registered voters as at 2011 elections 

(IDEA, 2003). These political parties and registered voters are spread across the 36 states and 

the federal capital territory. This is sub-divided into six geo-political zones of the North-East, 

North-West, North-Central, South-East, South-South and South-West. 
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The South-West region which is the focus of the study has six states: Lagos, Ogun, Oyo, 

Osun, Ondo and Ekiti. Between 1999 and 2015, the South-Western political landscape has 

witnessed a lot of transformation. Political groups and parties have come together to form 

alliances, mergers or even change party name and image. 1 Within this same period, some 

political parties which enjoyed the status of "dominant parties" have seen themselves 

becoming opposition political parties. For instance, in 1999, Alliance for Democracy (AD) 

the party that prides itself as a progressive party was in control in all the six states of the 

South-Western Nigeria. In 2003, the party lost all the states but Lagos to Peoples ' Democratic 

Party (PDP) and Labour Party. PDP maintained its foothold in Ekiti, Osun and Ondo states 

until the Appeal Court upturned the stolen mandate and declared the candidates of Action 

Congress (AC) winners in Ekiti and Osun States, and the candidate of Labour party, the 

winner in Ondo state. By 2014, All Progressives Congress (APC) controlled five of the six 

states with the exception of Ondo state which was under the control of the Labour party. 

Figure 1.1. Map of Nigeria, Highlighting the Six South Western States 
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' The dominant party in the south-West in 1999 was Alliance for Democracy (AD). After the election of 2003 , a formidable group in the 
party left to form a new party, Action Congress (AC). Action Congress later changed its name to Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN). Earl y 
2013 , Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN), Congress for Progressive Change (CPC), All Nigerian Peoples Party (ANPP) and a fact ion of All 
Progressive Grand Alliance (APGA) merged to form All Progressive Change (APC). 
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If political marketing is an exchange process by which political organizations choose to build 

their actions and products upon the needs and wants among chosen target groups and 

stakeholders as espoused by Strom back et al. (2010), and if electoral campaigns are indeed 

marketing actions employed by political parties and their candidates to know how to allocate 

their resources and develop better knowledge about how and why voters make their choices 

as suggested by Apospori et al. (2010), an understanding of the concept of political 

marketing, its strategies, media, practices and relevance will help a developing democracy 

like Nigeria. 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

Wherever and whenever politics is mentioned, democracy comes to mind. Democracy is an 

all-inclusive system of government that presupposes that power resides with the people 

(voters). They are the target market (customer) whose goodwill and patronage determines 

who gets into political elective office. Political parties and candidates in trading with the 

electorate must consider them as kings; their views and interests must be factored into the 

product development. After-all, a product is not good if it does not meet the needs and wants 

of the customer. 

Political marketing comes at a cost to the political parties and the candidates. The key actors 

in politics commit long human and economic hours into product planning, development, 

implementation and evaluation. Millions, at times billions of Naira (N) is budgeted and 

expended on political marketing strategies and campaigns. Political parties and candidates 

commit this huge amount in the hope that the electorate will consider their offering better 

than that of the competitor, and in return, vote them into elective offices/positions. The 

electorate on the other hand, support and vote the party and candidate they believe would 

better serve their interest. 
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Politicians, as citizen of the global community, are aware of the changes in the media and 

communication landscape; the emergence of political marketing experts and the global 

discourse of democracy among others. They are aware of the use of marketing strategies and 

tools such as: Research, Direct Marketing, Public Relations, Advertising and a host of others. 

There are indications that, unlike in the past, political parties and candidates now engage the 

services of political campaign professionals. However, unlike what we have in commercial 

marketing where purchase decision is mostly the responsibility of the customer, in political 

marketing, voters' choice is collective. The relations between how an individual voter votes 

and the final result of the election is hardly relevant. What matters is the distribution of 

support across the whole society (Brennan & Buchanan, 1984 ). 

Between 1999 and 2014, political parties and candidates in Nigeria have committed huge 

sums of money into their political campaign; they have won and lost elections in South-West 

Nigeria. The problem therefore is, what can be responsible for their success or failure at the 

polls; is it the adoption, mis-adoption or non- adoption of political marketing strategies? 

1.3 Objectives of the Study 

The main objective of this study is to ascertain whether political party leaders, political 

candidates, campaign managers and consultants are aware of, and practice the concept of 

Political Marketing. The study examines the various political marketing strategies the ruling 

and opposition political parties in South-Western Nigeria (within the study period of 1999 

and 2015) used in their bid to earn the votes of the electorate and secure political offices. 

Furthermore, the study will assess the measure of effectiveness of the political marketing 

strategies deployed by the ruling and opposition political parties in recent electoral contests. 

In conclusion, the study will attempt to predict the direction and future of political marketing 

in Nigeria. 
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1.4 Research Questions 

This study seeks to answer the following questions: 

- To what extent are South-West political party leaders, candidates, campaign managers and 

consultants aware of the existence of the concept of political marketing? 

- Which political marketing strategies do the ruling and opposition political parties in South

Western states of Nigeria use in the electoral contests from 1999 to 2015? 

- How effective are the political marketing strategies deployed by the ruling and opposition 

political parties in winning customers (voters) in recent electoral contests in the south-

western states of Nigeria? 

- Apart from political marketing strategies, what other variables could be responsible for the 

success or failure of political parties and candidates in recent electoral contests in South-

West Nigeria? 

- What is the future of political marketing in Nigeria? 

1.5 Significance of the Study 

Political marketing is allied to management. In recent times, elections are becoming very 

costly; the use of modern day marketing techniques and the engagement of consultants come 

at a cost. At the same time, election regulators impose rules and regulations that political 

candidates and their parties are expected to obey. Meanwhile, political marketing strategies 

are geared towards achieving goals. Hence, the absolute foundation for any marketing action 

is managing the finances in the most efficient way to achieve campaign goals (Hermsom and 

Campbell, 2009). 

Since independence in 1960, the current democratic experience in Nigeria is the longest. 

Between May 29, 1999 and now, the nation has transited from one civilian government to 

another, not without hues and cries though. While the 1999, 2003 and 2007 elections were 

adjudged by many as fraudulent and violent, the 2011 elections though started on a shaky 
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note, but by the end of the election, Nigerians, local and international observers, adjudged the 

elections as fairly decent, free and fair. The cry for "one man, one vote" and that "people 's 

vote must count" seem to have found listening and responsive ears (Akinola, 2014). The 2015 

elections with the introduction of Permanent Voters Card (PVC) and card readers suggest that 

election credibility is improving in Nigeria. 

While the nation looks forward to more successful general elections, political parties and 

their candidates, campaign managers and consultants, particularly in the South- West of 

Nigeria, would like to evaluate the political marketing environment in order to be able to 

design and develop appropriate marketing strategies. This study, therefore, will have practical 

implications on subsequent elections in Nigeria. Political parties, candidates and their 

campaign managers will obviously benefit from the findings of this study. 

As the nation strengthens its democracy, and the awareness of political marketing continues 

to rise, the need for requisite skilled man-power to service this industry will also arise. It is on 

this premise that this study serves as a source of information and inspiration for the possible 

development of Political Marketing curriculum in our universities, not only in Nigeria but in 

other developing democracies. This study will also help political parties and candidates 

evaluate the electorate' views and attitude towards their political marketing efforts and 

strategies, and guide them in designing future strategies. 

1.6 Research Ethics 

Confidentiality - The researcher guaranteed the anonymity and confidentiality of all 

participants and their responses. This was a condition given by many of the respondents . The 

politicians were afraid that their interviewed can be used against them in subsequent 

elections. Some who refused to grant interview were of the opinion that their strategies will 
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be revealed and that this might be counter-productive for them in the future. It is in the light 

of this, that the researcher used abbreviation to represent the identities of the respondents. 

Information - The researcher informed the participants of the aims and implications of the 

research. Particularly, that the information solicited from them will not have any direct 

personal relation to their person, but to gain an understanding of the general behaviour and 

attitude of politicians to the voting public. The researcher and/or his research assistants did 

not force the participants to give information; rather they sought the participants ' support and 

consent. The participants were communicated in the language they understood. 

Intimidation/Force - The researcher and his research assistants, at no point or under any 

circumstance, intimidated or pressurized anybody to participate in the study. As a matter of 

fact, willingness of a respondent was a critical condition for the qualification of sampled 

population. 

Deception - The researcher and his research assistants did not use any means to deceive the 

participants. 

Harm - The researcher ensured that every participant in this study, particularly the research 

assistants were protected against any form of harm as a result of the study. The researcher 

protected the participants of the study against physical, mental or psychological harm, stress 

or trauma. 

Authenticity - The researcher declares that the reports and findings of the study are honest 

and without falsification. 

1. 7 Structure of the Study 

This study is divided into seven chapters. Apart from the introductory chapter, there are six 

other chapters that are connected and related to the study and its objectives. 
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Chapter two titled Literature review and theoretical framework, provides a brief background 

to Nigeria's politics and democracy. It goes further to reviews existing literature thematically 

and empirically. The chapter ends with theoretical framework. Thematic review addresses the 

evolution, development, definitions of political marketing, the marriage of marketing and 

politics, the arguments for and against political marketing. For the empirical review, seven 

carefully selected and related journal articles were empirically reviewed to give context to the 

current study. The review of Lees-Marshment's Comprehensive Political Marketing (CPM) 

and Ormrod's Political Market Orientation (PMO) models end the chapter. Chapter three is 

an extension of the literature review in that it expands the discussion of political marketing by 

focusing on the political marketers and their strategies. Chapter four deal with methodology 

of the study. 

The objective of this study is to among other things, ascertain whether Nigerian political 

party leaders, political candidates, campaign managers and consultants are aware of, and 

practice the concept of Political Marketing; identify the political marketing strategies adopted 

and assess the measure of effectiveness of the political marketing strategies deployed by the 

ruling and opposition political parties in recent electoral contests. Because of the largeness of 

the study population, the study was delimited to the six South Western states. However, since 

the presidential election presents a slightly difference picture, chapter five was devoted to 

the appraisal of the 2015 presidential election and its unique result. Chapter six presents data 

analysis and interpretation, while in chapter seven, conclusions were drawn and 

recommendations offered. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

2.0 Introduction 

Since this study focuses on the periods between 1999 and 2015 , this chapter starts with a 

brief background of Nigeria's politics and democracy covering a period of 1960 to 1999. The 

reason for this is to establish a trend and provide an historical overview of the development of 

democracy and election campaign in Nigeria. Similarly, in view of the relative newness of the 

concept of political marketing as an academic discipline and its application in a developing 

democracy like Nigeria, this chapter presents a thematic review of the evolution, 

development, definition of political marketing and the marriage of politics and marketing. 

Thereafter, some selected studies are empirically reviewed for insight, better understanding 

and the application of political marketing strategies. This chapter ends with the review of 

relevant models . 

Background to Nigeria's politics and Democracy (1960 - 1999) 

The amalgamation of the Northern and Southern Protectorates by the British colonial 

government in 1914 tactically signified the birth of Nigeria, Africa's most populous nation, 

made up of 250 ethnic groups, with Hausa/Fulani, Ibo and Yoruba being the dominant 

(Olusanya, 1973; Akinyele, 2004). It is the interaction of the politics of these three major 

ethnic groups and their combined efforts to drive out their British ruler that constitute the 

story of Nigerian politics (Olusanya, 1973: 1 ). 

The Kings College students' protest against the use of their dormitories by soldiers, 

sometimes in 1944, gave birth to Nigeria's first national political party, the National Council 

of Nigeria and the Cameroons (NCNC) with Herbert Macaulay and Nnamdi Azikiwe 

emerging the President and General Secretary respectively (Schwarz, 1965). The period of 
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I 948-52 according to Coleman (1955) was decisive in determining the future shape of 

Nigerian political system. It was during this period that Nigeria emerged as a federation of 

three regions. The period also marked the emergence of two additional political parties : 

Action Group (AG) and National Peoples' Congress (NPC); political parties that were first 

and foremost concerned solely with gaining and consolidating control of their own regions. 

According to the Action Group leader, Chief Obafemi Awolowo, AG is first and foremost a 

Western Regional political party with the primary objective of winning the then approaching 

Western Regional elections (Awolowo, 1960). 

There are conflicting reports about the 'when' and 'how' the Northern Peoples' Congress 

(NPC) started (see, Dudley, 1982:49; Schwarz, 1965:75; Olusanya, 1973:150). Using 

Olusanya's (1973) account, NPC was formed in 1951, the same year the AG was formed . 

Hitherto, no highly effective political party existed in the North because the North tactically 

isolated itself from the rest of the country. This isolation, Olusanya (1973) attributed to the 

cultural and religious differences that existed between the North and South, the uneven 

development between the two regions, the attitude of Southern residents in the North and the 

British colonial policy in the Northern Region. The party adopted as its motto: 'One North, 

One People, irrespective of religion, rank or tribe'. 

Pre-Independent Elections: Campaign Strategies and Result. 

Nigeria's pre-independence elections were held in two stages: the first on a regional level in 

I 956, and the second on a federal level in 1959. The 1956 election was the final regional 

election before independence. At the end of the elections, all the regional political parties 

experienced little difficulty in ensuring that they retained control of their respective regions. 

In Dudley's words; "it seemed as if there had emerged an unwritten agreement between the 

three main political parties that none was to seek to extend its influence outside the region it 

dominated" (1982:55). 
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With Great Britain's promise to hand over power to an elected government in 1960 if so 

demanded, the 1959 election became crucial for the various political parties. There were 

different tones to the campaign of the three major parties. For instance, AG advocated the 

creation of new regions to cater for the minority ethnic groups, and was also very critical of 

the feudalism and political repression in the North. NCNC was silent on this and the political 

repression in the North. The dominant theme of NCNC's campaign was its demand for 

acknowledgement and appreciation for the work and sacrifices of being the first national 

political party. All the three political parties promised to deliver more schools, hospitals, 

roads, water and other welfare services to their people (Schwarz, 1965). 

The use of helicopter for campaign by AG won for it commendations and condemnations, all 

at the same time. Its creativity and effectiveness in many areas were acknowledged. For 

instance, Schwarz (1965:103) opined that in 1959, "the Action Group (AG) mounted the 

most intensive, best organised, and expensive campaign that had ever been seen in Nigeria". 

Ironically, the helicopter was also subject of attack by its opponents. An NPC Minister, 

Alhaji Aliyu Makama Bida, at a political rally, took a swipe at AG for using helicopter to fly 

over their compound and seeing their women in purdah. He stated that this was a violation of 

their tradition and a crime for which AG and its leaders will never be forgiven (Schwarz, 

1965). At the end, NPC won 134 seats, NCNC 89, AG 73 , with independent candidates 

winning the remaining 16 seats (Dudley, 1982:61 ). The voting pattern of 1959 elections and 

political party support revolved mainly around ethnic, regional and religious considerations. 

Post-Independence Elections and the Crisis that Followed 

Nigeria witnessed serious political instability between the periods of 1964 to 1970. Ethnic 

and regional rivalry, absence of a strong federal government, census crisis of 1962/63, the 

violent and fraudulent nature of the regional and federal elections of 1964 and 1965 led to the 
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uprising in the Western Region in 1965; the military coup and counter-coup of 1966; and the 

Biafran civil war of 1967-1970. 

In 1975, General Yakubu Gowon who became the Head of State after the counter-coup of 

1966 was ousted in a bloodless coup staged by Gen. Muritala Mohammed who was later 

assassinated in the February 13, 1976 aborted coup. Lt. Gen. Olusegun Obasanjo who 

succeeded Gen. Muritala kept to the transition programme and time-table and supervised the 

elections that led to the second civilian administration in the country (Osaghae, 1998). Before 

the election, a new constitution that opted for the Presidential system of government and 

introduced the policy of "Federal Character" aimed at combating the threshold problem of 

competing primordial loyalties in the country had been drafted and approved (Ekeh, 1989). 

Five major political parties competed for power in the 1979 elections. Of these five , three of 

them, National Party of Nigeria (NPN), United Party of Nigeria (UPN) and Nigerian People's 

Party (NPP), appeared to be a continuation of the old NPC, AG and NCNC of the first 

Republic respectively (U.S. Library of Congress, 2015). At the end of the elections, NPN 

won 7 of the 19 states in the country, 36 of the 95 Senate seats and 165 of the 443 House of 

Representatives seats. The NPP took three states, 16 Senate seats and 78 House of 

Representatives seats, so that in combination with the NPN, their coalition had a majority in 

both the House of Representatives and the Senate. The UPN took five states, 28 Senate seats, 

and 111 House of Representatives seats, effectively becoming the official opposition political 

party. The Great Nigerian People's Party (GNPP) managed to win two states, eight Senate 

seats and 43 House of Representatives seats. The People's Redemption Party (PRP) won 

Kano and Kaduna states, seven Senate seats, and 49 House of Representatives seats. 

The 1979 general elections were not devoid of violence and electoral malpractices. The entire 

electoral process was reportedly marred by violence and various forms of electoral 
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malpractices such as victimization, use of thugs, manipulations of results by the polling 

agents, to bribing of electoral officials as well as policemen (Ugoh, 2004; Nwolise, 2007). 

The 1983 general elections conducted by Alhaji Shehu Shagari-led National Party of Nigeria 

(NPN) were not different from previous elections. According to Ojo (2014 :7), "The elections 

were badly organized and turbulent as NPN wanted to remain in power at all cost". This 

desperation of the ruling party led to an upsurge of violence before, during and after 

elections. The Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) is reported to have submitted that: "The 

1983 elections were badly done; only a fool will say we had an election. While all parties 

rigged the elections, the ruling NPN employed gestapo and mafia tactics to win its landslide" 

(sic) (Fola & Ihonvhere, 1985:221). It was in the midst of these confusion, unabated riots and 

violence that the military once again struck on 31st December 1983. 

The Buhari/Idiagbon military regime which sacked the NPN-led civilian government was 

itself overthrown by Major General Ibrahim Babangida in a palace coup in August 1985 . 

Babangida ruled Nigeria for eight years, designed and supervised the longest and most 

expensive transition to democracy. The electoral process of the transition was not only 

adjudged to be of good standard, the election of June 12, 1993 was itself considered the freest 

and fairest in the nation's history. Beyond these, the voting pattern showed a departure from 

the past. The assumed winner, M.K.O. Abiola recorded victory across the different regions of 

the country (Siollun, 2008). The election was however annulled and the transition truncated 

on flimsy and frivolous grounds. 

The annulment of the June 12, 1993 elections, did not only abort the Third Republic, it made 

1993 and 1994, years Nigerians will not forget in a hurry (Akinola, 2014), and once again, 

returned the country to a full-blown military dictatorship (Ojo, 2006:225). Abacha's death on 

June 8, 1998, resulted in General Abdulsalami Abubakar assuming power as the Head of 

State. General Abdulsalam Abubakar organized the shortest transition programme in the 
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annals of military-midwifed political transitions in Nigeria. On May 29, 1999, Gen. Abubakar 

handed over the reins of government to Chief Olusegun Obasanjo, the Presidential candidate 

of Peoples' Democratic Party (PDP) as the third civilian President of the Federal Republic of 

Nigeria. (See, Ojo, 2000; Ojo, 2006; Singh, 2011). 

Britain's Role and Influence in Nigeria's Political Development 

The political history of this era will be incomplete without reflecting on the role and 

influence of Britain in the evolution of Nigeria and its struggle with democracy. According to 

Harold Smith, himself a Briton, and a staff of the British Colony in Nigeria, Britain loved the 

North and had manipulated and perfected an arrangement that ensured that the North 

controlled 50 percent of the seats in the Federal Legislature. He described the 1959 Federal 

election as a mockery because the result was assured before a single vote was cast. He 

alleged that the 1956 and 1959 elections were deliberately manipulated by Britain so that the 

Northerners would dominate the country after independence. He also alleged that the division 

of the South into Western and Eastern Regions was a move to weaken the South in 

comparison with the North (Smith, 2005:11). Singh (2011) is also of the opinion that Britain 

helped in deepening the existing ethnic cleavages in the nation by adopting varying divisive 

policies across the country. In Ademoyega's (1981) opinion, Nigeria's political problems 

sprang from the care-free manner in which the British took over, administered and abandoned 

the government and people of Nigeria. He was of the opinion that the British colonial 

administration did not make effort to unite Nigeria and its heterogeneous group of people. 

Neither did Britain use its superior military force to entrench personal liberty. Smith (2005) 

blamed Britain for sowing the seed of destruction of Nigeria's democracy and preparing the 

ground for the conflicts and war that had bedeviled Nigeria. This position is echoed by 

Oyovbaire (1989) who reasoned that by the divide and rule policies of Britain, regionalism 
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became an inherent part of the psyche of the Nigerian state and divided the country on 

various regional and ethnic grounds. 

In Nigeria' s 57 years of existence as a country, civilians have only held office for 28 years 

with 1999, till date, being the longest stretch. Between 1966 and 1998, Nigeria has had seven 

military heads of state, five successful, two aborted, one attempted and three alleged coups. 

In summary, Nigeria has experimented with the British Parliamentary and America's 

Presidential system of government. It is also noted that the nation, though emotionally 

prepared for self-rule in 1960, lacked proper structures. The British indirect rule system of the 

colonial government perpetuated ethnic differences and favoured traditional aristocracy 

against the new educated class. The indirect rule policy of Britain shielded the North from the 

transforming influences of the South, and left the North backward, fearful and resentful of the 

South; and the South, scornful of the North. The resulting tension not only distorted and 

bedevilled Nigerian politics; it made national integration harder (Schwarz, 1965 :29). A wider 

view of the activities and events of pre-independent Nigeria to 1999 also showed that politics 

was highly regional, tribal and religious rather than national. The political leaders as rightly 

observed by scholars, were more concerned about their personal and tribal interest at the 

expense of building a nation. 

The British manipulation of the first civilian dispensation, the militarization that followed and 

blossomed into the second civilian regime of 1979-1983, did have grave consequences on the 

Nigerian electorate, and by extension, the nation' s politics. Regional and national elections 

from 1954 through to 1983 were seriously fraudulent. Every party cheated in their areas of 

strength; results were manufactured and manipulated with electoral malpractices and violence 

almost everywhere. Prior the historic June 12, 1993 elections, adjudged by Nigerians and 

indeed foreign observers as the freest and fairest in Nigeria's political history, Nigerian 

electorate were treated like servants in the political scheme (they voted, but their votes didn ' t 
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count). But for the annulment of that historic election, the Nigerian electorate for the first 

time, discovered their power and relevance within the democratic framework. 

It was, therefore, very painful and unacceptable to a large section of the Nigerian electorates, 

that the first truly democratic election which gave them the opportunity to elect a leader 

devoid of ethnic and religious consideration was annulled. This explained the prolonged and 

sustained pressure against the military to leave the stage and handover to the assumed winner 

of Nigeria's most credible election. Even after the mysterious death of M.K.O. Abiola and 

that of the maximum military ruler, Gen. Sani Abacha, Nigerians remained resolute in their 

demand for the return of the military to the barracks and the enthronement of the civilian 

system of government. It would not be out of place to say that the sustained civilian rule from 

1999 till date is a result of the sacrifices of many who fought, and the blood of many who 

died fighting for the actualization of the June 12, 1993 elections. 

Media and Politics in Nigeria 

The media has always been a powerful tool of socio/political mobilization; an information 

and propaganda machine used to sway public opinion and sympathy towards or against issues 

or ideologies. The early Newspapers such as !we Irohin (1859), Anglo- African (1863), Lagos 

Times ( 1880) and a host of others were used by the early nationalists to fight colonial rule in 

Nigeria. The likes of Herbert Macaulay, Nnamdi Azikiwe, Obafemi Awolowo, Ladoke 

Akintola among others used Daily News (1925), West African Pilot (1937), Nigerian Tribune 

(1959) and Daily Sketch (1964) to sensitise the public and promote their political parties and 

ideologies. 

It is evidently clear that the press in Nigeria is not just a publicity tool used by its patrons to 

attract public attention to issues and personalities, It has, and is still been used to attack 

political opponents. For instance, Coker (1968) reports that The Morning Post was 
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established in 1961 by the Tafa Balewa led federal government in response to the venom and 

fire coming from the pens of prolific writers/columnist such as Lateef Jakande (John West) , 

Bisi Onabanjo (Ayekoto ), Ayo Ade banjo (Micky Mouse) and host of others. The idea and 

establishment of The Morning Post in 1961 was to strike a balance in the flow of information 

to the people, such that the federal government will break the monopoly hitherto enjoyed by 

the opposition. 

In a democracy, the goodwill of the people is always needed. The politicians understand and 

appreciate this; hence they invest in publicity to shore their image before the election. While 

in office, more publicity is needed to assure and reassure the people of their performance. 

Even when they lose, publicity is yet needed to maintain relevance for future elections. This 

underscores why the media booms in a democracy. Just like in the early days of politics in 

Nigeria, a substantial number of the newspapers in Nigeria today are owned by politicians 

and/or their proxies. Former governor of Lagos state, Bola Tinubu, former governor of Abia, 

Idika Kalu, former governor of Ogun state, Gbenga Daniel, and a governorship candidate in 

the Ondo state, Jimoh Ibrahim are rumoured to be behind The Nation, The Sun, Nigerian 

Compass and Daily Mirror respectively. Similarly, there is an exponential increase in the 

number of Radio and Television stations in the country today. Apart from those owned by the 

state and federal governments, the three biggest broadcast organisations are owned by 

politicians. The Silverbird Group, Daar Communications and Radio and Television 

Continental are owned by a serving Peoples' Democratic Party (PDP) Senator, Ben Murray 

Bruce, A PDP chieftain, High chief Dokpesi, and a former governor and leader of All 

Progressives Congress (APC), Bola Tinubu. The increase in the number of Newspapers, 

Radio and Television stations, is an indication of their considered relevance, at least from the 

point of view of the proprietors. Similarly, the personality of the proprietors of some of these 

media organisations equally underscores how important the media is to politics in Nigeria. 
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Although in the 60s, politicians used printed leaflets to canvass for votes, the limited nature 

of the printing press technology would not allow for colour and large format printing 

available today. It will also be recalled that the popular print media available during this 

period, were those owned by political leaders and Regional governments, and as such, they 

were expectedly biased, promoting the views, opinion, ideology and activities of their 

principals and political party and attacking the views, programmes and personalities of their 

opponents. The electronic media, until 1985, were owned by regional, state and federal 

governments and each of them promoted its principal and his party. 

2.1 Thematic Review 

2.1.1 Evolution, Development Contentions and Definitions of Political Marketing 

Although Kelley (1956) is generally credited with the first use of the term ' political 

marketing', the literature in the US however identifies John Beckley, a member of the 

Thomas Jefferson campaign team, as one of the first political consultants (Menon, 1966). 

This does not eliminate the possibilities of some other individuals performing similar roles 

earlier in other societies. In Lees-Marshment's (2009) view, marketing has been in use in 

politics in some forms or others for a long time. ShE:, however, notes that it was in the 1980s 

that it gained relevance among academics and media commentators. 

The rise of political marketing and research into it can be attributed to the "broadening 

debate" of marketing in the 1970s (Kotler & Levy, 1969; Kotler & Zaltman, 1971; Kotler, 

1972; Hunt, 1976; Levy, 2002). The developments in the field of political marketing have 

thus far been shaped mainly by the contributions of Anglo-American scholars who have been 

trained in the field of marketing and have thus transposed, adjusted, and applied ideas, 

concepts, and methods developed in the field of mainstream marketing to the political arena 

(Prodromos, 2008). He noted that their main research focus has been the analysis of electoral 
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contests, directing attention to the needs of the customer (citizen-voter), and demonstrating 

the relevance of market research (surveys, focus groups, interviews, content analysis) in 

campaign strategy, message development, political advertising, etc . 

Prior to this period, marketing traditionally applies to profit-oriented entities rather than to 

non-profit ones like political parties (Berthon, Opoku, Pit & Nel, 2007; Blankson, Mbah & 

Owusu-Frimpong, 2009; Owusu-Frimpong & Martins, 2010). However, changes in the 

political and electoral systems, declining party loyalty, development and expansion of the 

media, the emergence of marketing-savvy consumers, political marketing consultants and 

advisers accounted for the development of political marketing (Menon, 2008 ; Mair & Van 

Biezen, 2001; Brown, 2003). Lees-Marshment (2009) also reports that the political 

marketplace, which includes the candidate, political party or government and voters ' 

behaviour, has changed significantly since the 1960s. She attributes the changes to voters' 

exposure to multiple sources of political information, more critical and independent 

reporting, continual media coverage, decline in party membership and loyalty, emergence of 

new movements, pressure groups and complex electoral segments defined by ethnicity, race, 

lifestyle and age, rather than class, geography and family background. She also identifie s 

increased electoral volatility (a situation where voters change the party they vote for from one 

election to the next), the number and nature of media outlets and competition, and the fact 

that voters have become more critical of the political elites and institutions (ibid.) . 

There is no doubt that political marketing as a discipline has significantly developed since 

Kotler ' s (1975) seminal article which highlights the obvious similarities between marketing 

consumer products and political candidates during elections. The emerging discipline, 

however, still lacks concrete theoretical basis coupled with contention over definitions 

(McDonnell & Taylor, 2014). In recent years, scholars such as O 'Cass (2002); 

O'Shaughnessy (2001); Lees-Marshment (2009); Cwalina, Falkowski & Newman (2011 ); 
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Scammell (2014) and a host of others have published articles with a growing interest in the 

theoretical development, description and implications of political marketing for the academia 

and working practitioners. Their works have been influential in cultivating widespread 

acceptance for the evolving discipline. 

However, as the discipline grows, pressures relating to its legitimacy still remam. Major 

concern stems from the ambiguities and controversies concerning much of its terminology 

and how the differences between political marketing and its parent discipline of marketing 

should be addressed. Concepts such as the political product, the mechanism of exchange, how 

marketing concept applies to political markets, and whether political marketing should be 

more closely aligned with services marketing continue to dominate the academic discourse. 

For instance, while some scholars associate political marketing with election campaign and 

political communication, some others posit that: political marketing does entail election 

campaign and political communication, but it goes much further than that. "The key 

difference is that political marketing is now seen as potentially affecting the way politicians, 

parties and governments behave, not just how they communicate that behaviour" (Lees

Marshment, 2009:28). The assumption that political marketing is all about campaign 

(formulation and distribution of messages through various media) is not only wrong but 

undemocratic. 

Despite the lack of consensus as to a one comprehensive definition of political marketing, it 

is broadly accepted that the activity and terrain of politics have become increasingly 

influenced by strategies and techniques associated with marketing (Reid, 1988; Lock & 

Harris, 1996; Scammell, 1999; Lees-Marshment, 2001, 2003; Savigny, 2004; Menon, 2008). 

Lees-Marshment (2001a), describes political marketing as a "marriage" between politics and 

marketing. How the marriage is perceived, contracted, and the compatibility of the entities 

however remains contentious. To highlight the consensus and contentions in the relationship, 
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provide a clear understanding, and put political marketing m proper perspective, a few 

definitions are hereby reviewed: 

Political marketing is describes as the process by which political candidates and ideas are 

directed at the voters in order to satisfy their political needs and thus gain support for the 

candidate and ideas in questions (Shama, 1975 :767). For Newman (1994), political marketing 

is about understanding the voter's needs, and the development of a product to satisfy those 

needs. He further explains political marketing as the application of marketing principles and 

procedures in political campaigns by individuals and organizations. On their own part, Lock 

& Harris (1996:21) define political marketing (in terms ofresearch) as the study of exchanges 

between political entities and their environments and among themselves, with particular 

reference to the position of those entities and their communications. (As an activity), political 

marketing is concerned with strategies for positioning and communications and the methods 

through which these strategies may be realized, including the search for information, 

awareness and response of the target audiences. 

Political marketing, in the opinion of Wring (1997:653), is the party's or candidate's use of 

opinion research and environmental analysis to produce and promote a competitive offering 

that will help realize organizational aims and satisfy groups of electors in exchange for their 

votes. Similarly, Lees-Marshment (2001b:1074) describes political marketing as the political 

organizations' adaptation of business marketing concepts and techniques to help them 

achieve their goals (such as win elections or pass legislations). Henneberg (2002: 103) 

pictures political marketing as seeking to establish, maintain and enhance long-term political 

relationships at a profit for society, so that the objectives of the individual political actors and 

organizations involved are met. Hughes & Dann (2004) define political marketing as political 

communications; organizational function and a set of processes for creating, communicating 
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and delivering promises of value to customers, and for managing customer relationships in 

ways that benefit the political organization and its stakeholders. 

From these definitions, the following consensus and contentions can be deduced: 

Consensus 

1. Political marketing is multi-disciplinary, combining elements from the two 

disciplines of politics and marketing. 

11. Political marketing transcends political communication (use of promotional tools 

and strategies to communicate election promises and canvas votes) to cover 

market research and behaviour of political parties, candidates and other 

stakeholders. 

111. Political marketing goes beyond winning elections; it covers governance and 

political activities pre- and post- elections. 

1v. Political marketing is a strategic discipline in the sense that it entails analysis, 

planning, implementation and control of political and electoral programmes. 

Contentions: 

1. What are the political needs of the voters and how are these needs determined and 

met? 

11. What product(s) are on sale in the political market; who are the sellers and buyers; 

what is the means of exchange; where and what is the duration of the market? 

111. What is the limit and extent of political marketing activities? 

The description of political marketing as a one way, top - down approach to politics and 

election as suggested by Shama (1975) is undemocratic and unacceptable in the current 

political market. Voters are no longer "consumers"; they are today conscious of their position 
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as individuals who decide the fate of political parties and aspiring candidates; they have since 

moved from 'consumers' to 'prosumers'. Today's politics is an exchange between two or 

more political actors with each possessing something of value as opined by (Farrell & 

Wortmann, 1987). Political marketing is also rightly described by Henneberg (2002) as 

seeking to establish, maintain and enhance long-term political relationships at a profit for 

society. Politics is not all about election; it entails governance. Political activities therefore, 

cannot be short-term but long-term. Political parties and candidates that win elections must 

sustain their relationship with the electors, not only to serve the term of their election in full , 

but also to win in subsequent elections. Losing parties and candidates will not only be in 

opposition to the winning party, they will also seek to unseat the incumbent in subsequent 

elections, and hence, political marketing is a never ending activity. 

Newman's (1994) definition of political marketing, as an understanding of the voters ' need 

and the development of product that meet these needs by the party is consistent with the 

submissions of Wring (1997) and Lees-Marshmnet (2001 b). In addition to stressing the prime 

position of the voter in the political market, they opine that political marketing activities are 

designed and directed towards satisfying the needs and wants of the voting public (electors). 

Lees-Marshment, however underscores the relevance of market research in understanding the 

needs, wants and behaviour of the voters. Political marketing has also been broadened to 

incorporate party behaviour outside of election campaigns, thereby suggesting that marketing 

is a continuous process, reinforcing the notion of a permanent campaign (Newman, 1994; 

Lees-Marshment, 2001). Despite this, the emphasis is on the use of marketing to achieve the 

objective of winning elections. Whether the campaign extends outside of the traditional 

election campaign period or not, the ultimate goal is assumed to be the same: to win the next 

election. It is therefore save, to see political marketing as a marketing management strategy 
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directed towards understanding and meeting the needs and wants of electors for the mutual 

benefit of the party, candidate, electorate and the society in the long-term. 

2.1.2 The Marriage of Marketing and Politics 

The incursion of marketing into politics is no longer restricted to the United State of America. 

Its relevance, applicability and influence is now being felt in Europe and some established 

and developing democracies in Africa, Asia and Latin America. Despite the 'wedlock', the 

compatibility and relatedness of the two fields has continued to engage the attention of 

scholars. Newman (1994), reasons, that the ultimate goal of business is financial success, 

whereas, in politics, strengthening democracy through the voting process is the goal. He 

states further that the deployment of marketing strategies in commercial business is the result 

of thorough market research. While in politics, a candidate's own philosophy often influences 

the scope of marketing strategies. He also identifies the continuous and increasing use of 

negative advertising in political marketing as a distinguishing feature of the two spheres. 

Baine, Brennan & Egan (2003) emphasise the fact that in political marketing, the key form of 

transaction is the election, which occurs infrequently and does not constitute a legal contract 

between the 'buyer' and the 'seller' . They identify the party manifesto as the most tangible 

product offered by the 'seller', but voters (buyers) have yet to sue the 'seller' (political party 

or candidate) for failing to deliver on manifesto promises. They also echo the concern about 

price and competition. 

Lock & Harris (1996:20-23) highlights seven areas of divergence between the two "partners", 

these are: 

Time of Purchase - In politics, eligible voters choose their candidate the same day (Election 

Day), consumers in mainstream marketing can purchase their product or service at different 

times depending on their needs and capacity to buy. 
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Price & Value of Exchange - While the consumer purchasing a product or service is aware of 

the cost (price and value expressed in financial terms), no financial price is attached to the 

voter's voting decision. This underscores why Butler & Collins (1994) refer to the reciprocal 

offer given by political actors as 'ambiguous and multifaceted'. In many instances in politics , 

it is after the elections that the voters get to know the 'price' of their 'purchase'. 

Social vs Individual Choice - In politics, voters understand and accept that electing a 

representative is a collective choice, even when the final result goes against individual voter's 

preference. In mainstream marketing, purchase decision is personal rather than collective. 

Winner-takes-all - In commercial marketing, structures and strategies are put in place by 

market regulators to ensure a level playing ground and prevent market monopoly. In politics 

however, after the elections, the winner takes all. 

Complex and Intangible Nature of Product - Political product (party or candidate) is a 

complex, intangible product that the voter cannot unpack to see the inside (you can only see 

the true nature of a political product after purchase). In commercial marketing, there are 

products and services that customers cannot unpack and check before purchase, but the 

proportion of such products is greater in political marketing. Besides, in commercial 

marketing, customers may change their mind and change the product or service almost 

immediately. This may be difficult in politics; if voters decide to change their mind, they will 

have to wait till the next election. 

Introducing New Brands - Introducing new brands is much easier in commercial marketing. 

Corporate organizations such as Coca Cola, Guinness, Apple, etc. continue to introduce new 

brands to the market. This is quite difficult and remote in time in politics. 
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Brand Positioning - In commercial marketing, brand leaders tend to stay in front. However, 

in politics, many political parties and candidates start to lose public support after winning 

elections. 

In his review of the seven areas of 'difference' investigated by Lock & Harris (1996) , Egan 

(1999) argues that some of the perceived differences may require a re-think. For instance, he 

suggests that same day transaction is not peculiar to political marketing. He identifies sim ilar 

characteristics in a number of 'long-term' purchases in commercial marketing. He cites 

examples of Annual Insurance and other such services or membership which renewals take 

place on a particular date, or in some cases, the same date for all customers. On the point that, 

there is no price directly or indirectly attached to voting or in the choice of a party, he 

considers this submission as one based on a narrow definition of price. Using two major UK 

parties as a case study, Egan explains that the price voters have to pay might be said to have 

been either higher taxes with higher services or lower taxes with lower services. Whatever 

benefit is perceived best by the voter (presumably lower taxes or higher services), will always 

be accompanied by a price to pay (lower services or higher taxes). He cites Wring (1997) and 

Reid (1988) to buttress the point that there may, in fact, be a 'political price' which comprises 

voter's feeling of national, economic and psychological hope or insecurity, and that a vote is 

perceived as a 'psychological purchase'. 

That a voter has to live with the collective choice, even though it might not have been his or 

her preference as suggested by Lock & Harris ( 1996), Egan argues that this difference may 

have been manufactured by regulation rather than a peculiarity of political marketing. "That 

the political 'market' is currently, manipulated to produce an apparent anomaly is not grounds 

for supposed differentiation" (Egan, 1999:499). Similarly, he challenged the perception of 

'winner takes all' in political marketing as a significant differentiator. He argues that this may 

be dependent on regulation rather than the concept of political marketing. Egan further argues 
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that many commercial offerings particularly those with high service content are as complex 

and intangible as political products. He gives a moderately complex example of a computer 

purchase, with many purchasers having little knowledge of computer specifications as voters 

have little accurate knowledge of party policy. Both customers either take advice or make a 

decision on the perceived benefits of the package. Just as voters who, having made a mistake 

must wait until the next election, the computer buyers having purchased the wrong 

specification are unlikely to resolve the problem (financially) for some time. 

While acknowledging that brand extension or new introduction happen very infrequently in 

political marketing as compared with the mainstream, he disagrees that commercial brand 

leaders tend to stay in front but that this is not the case in political marketing. He cites the 

case of the UK where the Conservative Party has dominated as market leader particularly for 

most of the second half of the twentieth century. From a mainstream marketing perspective, 

over the same period, market leaders such as Sainsbury, IBM and Ford have dominated their 

respective segments for much of this time but have, more recently, lost their claim to top 

spots. The fluidity associated with political marketing may be reflected elsewhere as 

competition continues to rise in most consumer markets (Egan, 1999:499-500). 

The general notion that 'negative advertising' is more prominent in political advertising than 

in the mainstream marketing is flawed on the altar . of regulation. Whereas, in mainstream 

marketing, regulation restricts direct attack on competitive products, in political marketing, 

negative advertising (or so-called 'ugly hits') seem to have become an accepted part of 

campaigning lore (Beresford, 1998). It would be interesting to imagine what would happen 

without a regulator in a highly competitive commercial market. 

While noting that most marketing models neglect to emphasise the importance of local 

campaigning in the political marketing model Baines et al. (1999); and Egan (1999) using 

UK as an example, suggest that the marketing responsibilities be split with the franchisor 
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orgamzmg the macro or mass-marketing element but leaving the franchisee with local 

autonomy to adopt or adapt local marketing strategies where appropriate. His argument is 

based on the assumption that localized element is important as local issues and competition 

change in different parts of the political market. This report by Savigny (2005) substantiates 

Egan ' s ( 1999) submission: 

On the 6th May 2005, Tony Blair led Labour to an historic 
third successive term in office, following an election campaign 
extensively informed by political marketing. While the use of 
marketing in election campaigns is nothing new, what was 
different this time was the extent to which the tensions 
between different aspects of political marketing were exposed, 
leading to a more direct and individualized campaign waged 
through direct marketing and away from the mass media. The 
result was two different campaigns; broad image management 
at national level, and a highly individualized segmented and 
personalized campaign at local level (Savigny, 2005:925). 

In summary, Egan (1999) contends that some of the perceived differences between political 

and mainstream marketing are not as relevant as they were regarded in the past. He attributes 

this to the rapid developments in the field of marketing and politics. 

2.1.3. In Defence of Political Marketing 

From the outset, political marketing has been like the proverbial Nigerian talking drum with 

two faces ( one face looking forward and the other looking backward depending on where the 

beholder stands). This exciting new area of study has not only arrested the attention of 

politicians, academics, journalists and the public, it has also made significant progress in the 

last 30 years. The number of conference papers, articles, special editions of marketing 

journals, edited collections, books, even monographs on political marketing, has increased 

tremendously. This notwithstanding, while some acknowledge its contributions to politics 

( democracy and governance), others treat political marketing with suspicion and trepidation. 

Writing under the title 'Democracy is Dead, Long Live Political Marketing ' Hughes (2011) 

reasons that: 
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Political marketing has killed off political parties with long
term ideology and platform, and replaced them with politicians 
who are market-driven, short-term in focus and chase after 
electoral success at any cost ... Electorate now act as groups of 
consumers, thinking short-term and not long-term. The 
visionary voter disappeared with the visionary party years ago" 
(Hughes, 2011 :4). 

Marketing' s entry into the political arena has not been universally applauded, Butler & 

Collins (1999) report that it brought discomfort to many who believe that politics has a 

'higher purpose' than commercial profitability, and also to those who equate marketing with 

'style' (form) rather than 'substance' (content). These critics warn that adopting a voter

orientation may also lead to populist rather than rational policies and programmes. 

Egan (1999) cites Wells et al. (1995) as blaming marketing for the damage to the political 

process; they blame marketing for putting more focus on images than issues and removing 

rationality from the electorate ' decision making. "Marketization of politics dilutes the salience 

of elections, promoting more of ephemeral and non-policy matters such as personality contest 

rather than policy choices, this is the key reason why we hate politics" (Hay, 2007: 119). 

Similarly, Sandel (2012: 17) argues forcefully against the application of business marketing to 

politics and democracy. He is of the conviction that democratic politics is, or should be, about 

fundamental questions of social justice and common good, and these cannot be reduced to 

simple question of supply and demand. Political marketing is commonly criticised for being 

about advertising, slogans, sound bites and spin-doctors; turning voters to consumers; "we ' ve 

lost the voters, but gained the consumer" (Hughes, 2011 :4). 

Marketing is built upon a paradox; it starts with the consumer, is directed at the consumer, 

but is fundamentally concerned with the satisfaction of the producer' s own interest 

(Sackman, 1992). This is in consonance with Habermas' (1991) description of the public 

sphere of 18th to 20th century as manipulative, staged publicity which replaced the bourgeois 

public sphere of critical, rational discourse among private individuals. He identifies this 
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phenomenon as characterising the public sphere of advanced capitalist societies in which 

media publicity reigns, advertising replaces critical reasoning and debate, and active 

participants are transformed into passive consumers of mass culture, a development that has 

negative implications for the political marketing field. If indeed political marketing partakes 

in the manipulation of images, the engineering of consent, and the depoliticization of issues, 

it does not only call to question the credibility of marketing and its application to politics, it 

equally weakens political participation, and consequently, democracy suffers. 

Is democracy truly dead? If yes, is marketing culpable? Lees-Marshment (2003) agrees that 

the ethical implications of political marketing are immense: citizens become consumers ; 

professional decisions are replaced by focus groups; political leaders are following people 

rather than advancing ideals to be debated. For her, this is a good development; it is good for 

politics to become more responsive to citizens' needs and demands for that is the very 

essence of politics itself. She goes further to advocate that political marketing can help 

organisations meet their demand: 

Although marketing ongmates in business, its concepts and 
techniques have considerable applicability and transferable 
value to the political environment. Political marketing can 
examine how political organisations and institutions respond 
to the public and deliver or meet the needs of those they serve. 
Analysis can explore what the goal of such services are, what 
their product is, who they are run by, who they seek to serve 
(what is their 'market'), whether they attempt to identify the 
demands of their 'consumers,' if they solicit feedback in order 
to improve their service, how they integrate professionals and 
advice from 'outside experts' within the organisations. (Lees 
Marshment, 2003 :26). 

In stout defence of political marketing, Scammell (2014) argues that political marketing 

cannot be responsible for the self-interested calculations, scandals, dirty tricks and corruption 

associated with modern politics; neither are these inventions of modern times; 

From Cicero to our modern politicians, manoeuvring, 
compromise, deception, manipulation, and backstabbing are 
familiar in political practice. Politics is a blood sport, in 
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which, to paraphrase Winston Churchill, one may be killed 
many times" (2014:7). 

She notes that the divergent views about the relevance of political marketing reflects the 

different focus; while marketing advocates deal with the individual (party, candidate, and 

voter) pragmatically within a relatively short-term horizon, marketing critics are concerned 

with the system wide effects and broad principles aimed at protecting democratic ideals in a 

relatively long-term. This notwithstanding, Scammell stresses that political marketing is a 

clear response to societal changes. Such as the broadening of democracy, the extension of 

the franchise, rising affluence, and education that effectively shifted balance of power from 

few elites to population (2014: 16). She reasons that unlike in the past, when leaders through 

the use of propaganda shape public opinion rather than follow it, marketing has made 

consumers become more collectively powerful, co-creators of public policies rather than 

mere consumers. It has given the public "voice" not only in communication but also in 

shaping political programmes . 

Baines & Worcester (2000) have also argued that bringing systematic and objective data from 

the ' demos' to party managers should be good for a representative democracy, so long as 

public opinion is only one, among many considerations in public policy formulation. In 

agreement with Baines & Worcester (2000); Lees-Marshrnent (2003) and Scammell (2014:2), 

submit that marketing in principle is democratic because of its essential elements of 

reciprocity and mutuality, as such, it can "enhance democratic politics; make it more vibrant, 

responsible and accountable". 
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2.2 Empirical Review 

2.2.0 Introduction 

To put this current study in proper context, in line with the set objective of the study, the 

following journal articles were carefully selected and empirically reviewed: 

"Three faces of political marketing strategy" Nielsen (2011 ). 

"The Context, Content and Process of Political Marketing" Baines & Lynch (2005). 

"Political Marketing Funding and Expenditure in the UK General Election Campaign 

of 2005" Harris & Lock (2005). 

"Turbulent Election History: An Appraisal of Precipitating Factors in Nigeria" Ojo 

(2014). 

"Democracy in Nigeria: Practice, Problems and Prospects" Ajayi & Ojo (2014) 

"Political Marketing Strategies in Africa: Expert Opinions of Recent Political 

Elections in Ghana" Hinson & Tweneboah-Koduah (2010). 

"Political Marketing Strategies and Democracy in Nigeria" Gbadeyan (2011 ). 

In selecting the papers for review, the researcher considered the relevance of the contents and 

contexts of the papers with a view to comparing Nigeria's political and democratic 

environment, elections and electoral process and the practice of political marketing with 

those of other countries . The papers under review cover issues such as the definition, 

relevance and the use of political marketing strategy, election campaign funding, democracy 

in Nigeria and the application and relevance of political marketing strategy in Ghana and 

Nigeria. 

Nielsen (2011) acknowledges the definitions of Baines and Lynch (2005) and Collins & 

Butler (2002), yet he reasons that the concept of political marketing strategy is ill-defined, 

lacks clarity and problematic for researchers and marketers . Drawing from the strength and a 
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few grey areas of these definitions, Nielsen (2011 :294) defines political marketing strategy as 

"the identification of a political entity's purpose and the scheme through which that purpose 

will be achieved". He goes further to outline what he terms the three faces of political 

marketing strategy, and discusses how political marketers use the categorisation in selecting 

the appropriate political marketing strategy. He notes that political marketing strategy is not 

only relevant to political parties, but also other political 'entities' which include nations, 

NGOs, parties and candidates, and that "purpose", relates to the conscious and subconscious 

aims and objectives of the political entity at a particular time. Party A could aim to win 

election to attain an office while party B could choose to remain relevant by getting votes 

without necessarily winning election. 

"Scheme" suggests how political entities accomplish this purpose. Similarly, Nielsen 

(2011 :295) acknowledges the categorisation of Baines & Lynch (2005) and also agrees to the 

fact that a strategy is more than the content of the marketing plan; that, it extends to cover the 

legal, cultural and institutional context constraining actors. His categorisation of political 

marketing strategy is similar to what obtains in the field of business strategy (2011 :296). He 

premises the three faces of political marketing: Design, emergent and interpretive faces upon 

four principles: Actor assumptions, political environment, strategic behaviour and objective 

and relevant critique. 

The first face 'design face' is hinged on the assumptions that most actions of political 

marketers are based on their ability to predict the move of voters and competitors in a 

relatively stable environment. It is on the basis of the assumptions that political marketers 

craft strategy that will identify and target segments of the voting population, position the 

political entity and implement the strategy. This strategy face is a controlled game plan 

designed and implemented by the top management in the political organisation. Nielsen 

opines that the design face is the most widespread in political marketing; that it confers a 
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super human status on the top management; assumes that voters are perfect rational human 

beings; and that the organisation's environment is stable and predictable. Despite noting the 

fact that design face strategy can be time consuming, leaving no room for feedback from the 

environment, Nielsen yet submits that it is the constructive starting point in creating political 

marketing strategy. 

He describes the emergent face as "marketing strategy carried out on the run" (Nielsen, 

2011 :297). This face he premises on the assumption that political organisation's environment 

is unstable, constantly taking new shapes and forms, thereby necessitating a more reactive 

strategy. "Under this condition of unpredictability, political marketing strategy becomes an 

emergent process ... matching and learning in order to have a competitive advantage in the 

market". (Nielsen, 2011 :297). For emergent face strategy therefore, political marketers must 

constantly monitor and adjust to the dynamic, constantly transforming and ever changing 

political market environments. He however warns that constantly changing or fine-tuning 

policy offerings may present a political organisation as unfocused and lacking a clear-cut 

ideology. 

The basis upon which the interpretive strategy is founded is that the world is socially 

constructed, and as such, political marketers do not simply just have to respond to it as it 

evolves, rather, they should actually frame and give form to the world. The assumption of 

interpretive strategy face is that political parties and candidates build strategies to manipulate 

and alter the environment with the ultimate aim of gaining legitimacy. Nielsen is of the 

opinion that "by envisioning and enforcing new world-views, symbols, norms and metaphor, 

a party can transform the general perception of a policy output" (2011 :298). He agrees with 

Ming & Moufahim (2009) that the interpretive strategy face can be viewed as a radical 

approach and that it is just gaining relevance in political marketing. Therefore, rather than 

accepting the world as it is and planning accordingly ( design) or adapting to the ever 
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changing, dynamic environment (emergent), there is a great potential in adopting the 

interpretive strategy face. This submission of Nielsen is in sharp contrast with the notion and 

spirit of the market-oriented strategy recommended by Lees-Marshment (2001 ). It also rai ses 

a fundamental question about who leads in a democracy, the politician or voters? This is a 

question that divides scholars and actors in the developing field of political marketing. Some, 

mostly from the political science discipline and the political actors themselves, support the 

idea of politicians as ' philosopher-king'. On the other hand, scholars and practitioners in the 

marketing areas, advocate "voters as customers" and that the interest and expectations of the 

voter are paramount. 

Baines & Lynch (2005), writing as guest editors for the special edition of the Journal of 

Political Marketing Volume 4, (2/3) 2005, argues that the idea of "companies-as-parties" and 

"voters-as-customers" not only underplays some important facets of political marketing 

strategy but also may undermine other useful insights into the development of political 

marketing strategy. They propose an alternative insight into political marketing - context, 

content and process and also explore the implications of these for the development of 

political market strategy. 

"Context" is defined as the circumstances surrounding, defining and confining a strategic 

decision. The political marketing context substantially differs in every country of the world 

because it is bounded by laws, regulations, specialists, media regulations, type of political 

system/competition and the degree of competition. "Content" is defined as the chosen 

strategy and specific actions that follow in order to implement the plan. This mostly involves: 

identifying the target electorate and developing specific campaigns to persuade the identified 

electorate to favour a particular political party, group or candidate. They relate the "Process" 

to the decision making managerial processes that blend with the "context" and "content" . 

They note that the "process" strategy in political marketing is special and different from 
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marketing strategy in other areas because actual election requires a greater degree of 

flexibility than in the traditional business marketing strategy; this is due to the condensed 

time element of the election. 

To support their proposed strategy, they review the political contexts in the U.K, USA, 

France, Turkey and Mexico using the Background, System and Framework (BSF) paradigm 

and submit that the context of each individual country has an impact on both the content and 

the process of political marketing in those countries. 

Harris & Lock (2005) paper examines UK's 2001 and 2005 general elections campaign 

funding pattern and expenditure, and the financial regulatory framework that guides election 

funding and spending in the UK. Using participants and media account in a discursive rather 

than analytical approach, the paper presents the different arguments for and against 

expanding state funding for political parties. Citing the MORI Survey (2003), the paper 

reports that a sizable majority of the UK public is currently against the funding of political 

parties by taxpayers, even though they believe that the current system of voluntary donations 

is open to abuse. While identifying that 2005 campaign spending is similar to that of 2001 but 

considerably lower than that of 1997 which was considered a high spending election year, the 

paper equally identifies that prior to 2005, a significant proportion of campaign expenditure 

of political parties and candidates was spent on advertising, promotion and activities designed 

to attract media coverage. The 2005 UK general elections are "the first in the UK in which 

the two main parties made widespread use of databases and direct-marketing techniques to 

deliver tailored messages to floating voters in marginal seats" (Harris & Lock, 2005: 1121 ). 

The high point of the paper is that direct marketing plays a much larger role in 2005 general 

election thereby signifying the expansion of direct communications at the expense of press 

and outdoor advertising. The use of direct marketing, primarily telephone and direct mail in 

2005 election, significantly differentiate it from that of 2001. 
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In conclusion, Harris & Lock (2005) share Winston Fletcher, former chairman of the 

Advertising Association and Britt (2005) submissions that direct mail, makes politicians less 

reliant on what the media reports and gives the parties the chance to bypass the media and 

speak directly to swing voters. The paper submits that the 2005 general election may be seen 

as the complete acceptance of political marketing in the UK, and that this will be the pattern 

for future elections for reasons of relative economy and efficiency versus other media as well 

as the targeting lessons drawn from the USA and Australia. 

Ojo's (2014) study stresses the critical place of credible elections in a democracy. He 

observes that electoral violence has been the bane of democracy in Nigeria. The study is 

hinged on Cohen's (1996) pluralist theory, Gurr's (1980) theory of relative deprivation and 

Davies' (1971) J-curve hypothesis. It attempts to catalogue the electoral violence in the 

political history of Nigeria. Ojo (2014:9-12) identifies the ostentatious lifestyle of political 

office holders; non enforcement and non-adherence to the laws guiding the electoral process; 

poverty and unemployment; rigging and lack of trust in the electoral tribunal as factors that 

make electoral violence so pervasive in Nigeria. 

To purge the nation's politics and democracy of the infestation of incessant electoral 

violence, the paper offers the following suggestions: The political class in Nigeria must 

adhere to the provisions of the law; the electoral law must be enforced as stipulated in the 

electoral act to check the excesses and impunity of politician and the followers; the judiciary 

and the electoral umpire must be truly independent and seen to operate efficiently without 

bias or prejudice; the mass media must practise its trade with journalistic integrity, avoiding 

bias and partisan reporting during electioneering period; poverty and unemployment must be 

addressed, as idle hands are easily hired by politicians as political thugs to achieve their end; 

strengthening and training of security agencies are also imperative. Finally, the National 

Orientation Agency (NOA), the mass media, political stakeholders and other relevant 
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agencies and groups must embark on massive and sustained civic education of the citizenry 

on the negative consequences of electoral violence and the need to imbibe democratic ethos 

and principles. 

The paper considers the conduct of 2011 elections as better than that of 2007 despite the post

election violence that led to the death of over 800 people. This improvement he attributes to 

the transparent leadership of the Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) boss, 

Professor J ega. The high point of the paper is that violence has been a recurring trend in 

Nigeria's election history and that it poses a great threat to Nigeria's growing democracy. 

Still on democracy in Nigeria, Ajayi & Ojo (2014) appraise the pace, practice, pattern. 

priorities, problems and prospects of Nigerian democracy. The descriptive study which 

employs historical data analysis identifies deep-rooted ethnicity, complacent and spendthrift 

leadership, incessant interventions of the military in the democratic process, electoral fraud , 

widespread poverty and high level of illiteracy as some of the impediments to the 

institutionalisation of democracy in Nigeria. The paper fundamentally identifies corruption as 

the biggest challenge to democracy in Nigeria. 

The above notwithstanding, the paper opines that all hope is not lost because despite myriads 

of disappointment of hopes, denial of rights and betrayal of trust by successive Nigerian 

governments, the desire for democracy amongst Nigerians has remained unassailably high. 

The paper contends that the Nigerians' eagerness to participate in the electoral process; the 

relative stability and sustenance of multi-party system and the general realisation in the 

country that the only acceptable and popular route to the acquisition of political power is the 

ballot box are strong indices to suggest the survival and strengthening of democracy in 

Nigeria. On the strength of the sustained civil rule and successful transition of civilian to 

civilian leadership in Nigeria since 1999, one may concede that democracy is getting stronger 

and the nation's democratic survival almost sure. The only concern is the issue of dwindling 
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voter turnout. It is however, anticipated that the more government ensures that voters' votes 

count and that the electoral process is devoid of violence and fraud the more people will 

participate in the electoral process. 

Hinson & Tweneboah-Koduah (2010) observe that political communication expertise which 

had hitherto been non-existent is increasing across the continent. This they attribute to the 

travels and obvious exposure of African politicians to best practices of political marketing 

from other continents. They also observe that there is a research gap in the area of the extent 

to which political communications influence electorates ' voting decisions and the impact of 

other exogenous variables that determine election successes and failures. Thus, in an attempt 

to fill this gap, the study seeks to know whether or not the use of marketing communications 

influenced the decisions of Ghanaian voters and possibly other factors apart from marketing 

communication messages that determined the voting decisions of Ghanaian electorates at the 

2008 Presidential poll. 

The study adopts a qualitative research approach. Three categories of marketing 

communication experts (who all at least had an average of 10 years of industry experience 

and were in the throes of completing an MBA [ marketing option] degree) are interviewed. 

The categories include five marketing and communications experts, an aspiring member of 

parliament, a media (radio) expert, a media (television) expert and a commercial director of 

global FMCG brand. The data are analysed in accordance with Butler & Collins (1994) four 

key structural characteristics of political marketing. The structural features are product, 

organisation, market and process characteristics. These structural features contain certain 

elements that are considered to be vital in analysing the political marketing strategy. 

The paper concludes that the NPP lost to the NDC because the party did not deploy effective 

political communication and campaign strategies. Hinson & Tweneboah-Koduah (2010) also 

note that NDC took advantage of the flaws in NPP's political communications campaign and 
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turned them into political advantages. The paper posits that NPP failed in almost all four key 

themes addressed in the work of Butler & Collins (1994). Allegations of corruption, 

economic policies, unfulfilled election promises, the God card that the NDC played, internal 

disharmony, neglect of foot soldiers, excessive political amateurism, IMC campaign replete 

with wrong messages, failure to communicate with grassroots groups, choice of style over 

substance, and market factors like the readiness of the electorates to effect change, failure to 

ideologically charge electorate, and activities of counter-consumerism and the general 

negative perception of marketing contributed to the NPP's defeat and NDC ' s success in the 

2008 election. 

However, from Hinson & Tweneboah-Koduah's (2010) title: "Political Marketing Strategies 

in Africa: Expert Opinions of Recent Political Elections in Ghana", the expectations are that 

the study will address political marketing strategies and not political communication 

strategies, and that the focus area of the study will be Africa. The paper rather concentrates 

on political communication by addressing the promotional aspects of political campaigns. 

Political communication and political marketing are not the same. Political communication 

deals with the promotional strategies, tools and methods used in political campaign; its focus 

is on formulating and communicating campaign messages. On the other hand, political 

marketing deals with the entire behaviour and relationship of the political party and candidate 

with the internal and external stakeholders as suggested by Lees-Marshment (2001) & 

Ormrod (2007). In the context of the above, the study simply should have been "Political 

Communication Strategies in Ghana: Expert Opinions of the 2008 presidential Election". 

This is because there is nowhere in the study where the researchers made reference to any 

other African nation. Similarly, only the 2008 presidential election in Ghana is analysed. 

For Gbadeyan (2011), his primary concern is to examine if there is a best political marketing 

strategy political organizations can adopt to maximize voters ' support and ultimately win 
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elections. To achieve the set objective, he reviews the various political marketing strategies 

employed by political organisations and their members between 1999 and 2011 and their 

effects on the Nigerian polity. Gbadeyan (2011: 10) highlights four basic arenas and their 

primary actors. At the parliamentary arena, he identifies members of parliament from 

different parties as the primary actors and that maximizing parliamentary influence is the 

strategic goal of the political parties. In the electoral arena, the primary actors are the voters 

and the key aim is to maximize voters' support. Party members and the activists are the key 

actors in the internal arena and the strategic goal is the maximization of the internal cohesion 

of the political organizations. In the media arena, he identifies journalists as the critical actors 

and the strategic goal is to maximize positive publicity and downplay negative publicity. 

The study adopts the quantitative research method. 1531 respondents aged between 18 years 

and above, selected from Ilorin city and its immediate environs are surveyed. Data collected 

and analysed reveal that political organizations employed political marketing strategy to win 

elections by maximizing voters' support, maintaining positive publicity, building strong 

internal cohesion and maximizing parliamentary influence. The study also identifies some 

critical challenges to the effective utilization of political marketing strategies in Nigeria and 

recommends that presenting credible and acceptable candidates for elections, eradicating the 

phenomenon of 'political God fatherism' and the use of money to influence electorate's 

voting behaviour, ensuring that campaign information is reliable and dependable, building 

strong internal party cohesion and consigning politics of bitterness, violence and negative 

campaign to the dust-bin of history will encourage the use of political marketing strategies in 

Nigeria. 

The concept of political marketing strategy has been given many different interpretations 

(See, Nielsen, 2011). This may not be unconnected to the loose use of the word "strategy" 

itself. However, the premise upon which this particular study is conducted is that political 
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marketing is the marriage of politics and marketing as suggested by Lees-Marshrnent (2001 

& 2003). To put it more succinctly, political marketing is the adoption of marketing 

principles and practices to the field of politics and election campaign. The researcher is not 

unmindful of the different strategies that have been adapted to the field of political campaign 

(See, Marland, 2003: 111-112). This notwithstanding, there must be a clear and unambiguous 

definition and conceptualisation of the term political marketing. In the researcher ' s view, the 

least that should be acceptable is to visualise politics and election campaign in the context of 

the marketing mix, the marketing process or marketing related theories. 

Nielsen's (2011) proposed three faces of political marketing strategy share a few areas of 

similarity with Lees-Marshment's (2001) market-oriented and product-oriented strategies. 

The design face strategy like the market-oriented strategy suggests that the actions and 

decisions of the political marketer be voter-oriented. The design face strategy, like Ormrod ' s 

(2005) Political Market Orientation (PMO), gives consideration to the competitor. The area 

of divergence is however the rigidity and zero tolerance for feedback from the public in the 

design face strategy, as against the allowance for 'product adjustment' in market-oriented 

strategy. The Interpretive face strategy of Nielsen (2011) can also be equated to the product

oriented strategy of Lees-Marshment (2001 ), in the sense that, political parties, candidates 

and marketers build their strategy to manipulate and alter the market in order to attain their 

set objectives. Nielsen's (2012) three faces of political marketing strategy like Lees

Marshrnent's (2001c) Comprehensive Political Marketing (CPM) speak more to the 

behaviour and attitude of the political entity than the processes of election campaign. 

To determine and probably justify the relevance of political marketing strategy and its impact 

in a political contest, it is critically necessary to establish a context. Baines & Lynch (2005) 

define 'context' of political marketing as the circumstances surrounding defining and 

confining the way and manner strategic decisions are made and developed. In most, if not all 
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political contests, there must be some level of competition. Hinson & Tweneboah-Koduah 

(2010) established this by stating that the Ghana presidential election of 2008 was a contest 

between the NPP and NDC. The paper posits that NDC's success at the 2008 presidential 

election can be attributed to NDC's adoption of political marketing strategy. Gbadeyan 

(2011) failed in this regard. The paper did not establish a contest. To therefore conclude that 

political marketing strategy help political parties to win elections without empirical evidence 

will be spurious. Gbadeyan (2011) should have established the contest, by stating the political 

entities jostling for political offices. He should have demonstrated how the data collected and 

analysed justify or counter the relevance of political marketing strategy. Nigeria 's 

democracy, upon which the study is based, is a multi-party democracy. The electoral contest 

in Ilorin would definitely have involved more than one political party. Gbadeyan (2011) 

though, set to amongst others; determine if there are best political marketing strategies 

political organisations can adopt to win elections. In the context of the election, the paper did 

not discuss or analysed any particular political marketing strategy that the political parties 

subscribed to, or deployed. The paper only suggested what should be done to promote the use 

and relevance of political marketing in Nigeria. 

2.3 Theoretical Framework 

2.3.0 Introduction 

Political marketing research has made significant progress in recent years as evident by its 

own dedicated journal, special issues of international marketing journals, handbooks and 

edited volumes, special research interest groups of the academy, dedicated academic and 

practitioner conferences and articles in leading journals (Lees-Marshment, 2003). Political 

marketing has, none-the-less, suffered from significant confusion (see Scammell, 1999). 

Political marketing has been described as nothing other than presentational fizz, and equally 

dismissed as a cute idea offering little more than trendy appeal (Lees-Marshrnent, 2001 b; 
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Henneberg, 2002). Political marketing is the marriage of two distinct disciplines ; Political 

Science and Marketing, and like normal relationships, it has not been without some 

challenges. Political scientists, marketing scholars and practitioners have queried the 

permeation of the political arena by marketing. As a result of this, theory development in the 

field remains replete with problems of context, understanding and approach (Butler and 

Collins, 1999; Henneberg, 2002; Henneberg and O'Shaughnessy, 2007; Lock and Harris, 

1996). 

This notwithstanding, some scholars have continued to theorize the political marketing 

concept to guide our understanding and prediction of the political organization and structure, 

political communication and the behaviour of the political parties, candidates and the voters 

among other things. In this case, this study will review Lees-Marshment's Comprehensive 

Political Marketing (CPM) and Ormrod's Political Market Orientation (PMO) models . 

Jennifer, Susan Lees-Marshment is an Associate Professor of politics at the Auckland 

University, New Zealand. She is a practice-oriented scholar whose research focus centres on 

the relationship between politicians, government and public opinion, through the field 

political marketing. Robert Ormrod is an Associate Professor of Business Management at the 

AARHUS University, Denmark. Although, his background is Business Economics and 

Marketing, his research focus and interest has been strategic political management, political 

market orientation, political marketing and stakeholder management. 

2.3.1 Comprehensive Political Marketing (CPM). (Lecs-Marshment, 2001a, b, c) 

Comprehensive Political Marketing (CPM) is the result of empirical research conducted into 

the behaviour of the British Labour Party as it transited from "product-oriented" approach in 

1983, through to a "sales-orientation" in 1987, and finally achieving a "market-orientation" 

and electoral success in 1997. Lees-Marshment's concern was that much of political 
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marketing researches have been in political communication, and as noted by Butler and 

Collins (1996:32), studies have neglected comprehensive utilisation of marketing theory. She 

therefore set out to present a comprehensive theoretical framework that views political 

marketing as more than simply political communication; a framework that applies marketing 

to the whole behaviour of a political organisation, not just how they campaign, but how they 

organise and design their "product", she incorporates the marketing concepts of the product, 

sales and market-orientation to marketing techniques such as market intelligence, product 

design and promotions. She integrates political science literature into her analysis of political 

marketing, what she termed "marriage", and adapts marketing theory to suit the differing 

nature of politics (Lees-Marshment, 2001c). 

Using the British Labour Party as a case study, Lees-Marshment (2001 a and 2001 b) proposes 

the existence of three basic types of political party, the product, the sales and the market

oriented party. The product-oriented party designs its policies internally and communicates 

its merits to the voting market. A product-oriented party is known by its policies (ideology); 

the party's policies will remain irrespective of the electoral result. The sales-oriented party is 

similar to product-oriented party in the sense that its policies are designed internally. 

However, realising that not all of the electorate will automatically buy into its policies and 

vote for it, the sales-oriented party uses market intelligence to determine and design the sales 

strategy. Sales-oriented party uses communication techniques from business world to sell its 

policies . The market-oriented party on the other hand, conducts market intelligence to 

determine voters ' preference and then designs a product that meets voters' needs and wants . 

Unlike product-oriented and sales-oriented parties, the market-oriented party does not attempt 

to change what the voting public thinks; rather, it aims at delivering the public needs and 

wants. 
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Lees-Marshment describes the Labour Party as product-oriented in its approach to the 1983 

election. The party argued for what it stood for and believed in. It assumed that the voters 

will see its position as right and then vote for it. The party was not ready and willing to 

change its ideas or product even if it fails to gain electoral or membership support. Labour 

party lost the election in 1983, winning only 209 seats and 28 per cent of the overall votes 

and its membership also declined because the programme the party offered was not in 

consonance with the concerns of majority of the voters. 

From Whyte (1988:48-49) observation that "some members of the party persist in their error, 

when they claim that they lost the election because their policies were badly presented and 

misunderstood" a reaction which caused Mr. Healey to quote Oscar Wilde "The play had 

been a great success; it was the audience which was at fault" (See Lees-Marshment, 

2001c:1076). It can be deduced that a product-oriented party is arrogant, perceiving itself to 

be ideologically right. This type of attitude and opinion of product-oriented party lays the 

foundation for sales-oriented marketing approach. 

From the perspective of the product-oriented party, nothing is wrong with the party policies, 

but with the presenters and the manner of presentation. The sales-oriented party focuses on 

selling it arguments to voters. Like the product-oriented party, its policies are designed 

internally, but in order to ensure that voters change their attitude to the party, the sales

oriented party uses market intelligence to understand voters' response to its behaviour, and 

employs the latest marketing communication techniques and tools to persuade voters that its 

offering is good and right. It is clear that a sales-oriented party does not change its behaviour 

to suit what people want; rather, it tries to make people want what it has to offer. (Lees

Marshrnent, 2001c:1076). She likens the behaviour of Labour Party in 1987 to that of Sales

orientation, and as it happened in 1983, Labour Party also lost the 1987 election with a slight 

improvement up to 32 per cent of the popular votes. 
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A market-oriented party is however voter-oriented. It designs its behaviour to meet voters ' 

needs and wants. It invests in market intelligence to understand voters' demands and then 

design its policies in line with the voters ' aspirations. A market-oriented party does not 

attempt to change what people think, but to deliver what they need and want. Lees

Marshment, (2001 ), reports that this was exactly what the Labour Party did in 1997 under the 

leadership of Tony Blair. She recalls that the party went through a longer and more complex 

marketing process of full scale market intelligence to know the needs and wants of the voters; 

thereafter designed and adjusted the products to meet voters ' needs . The design was 

implemented and communicated before and during the election. At the end, the Labour Party 

won 419 seats and 43% of popular votes and its membership rose. 

Table 2.1 Evolution of Labour Party 1983-1997 

Product-Oriented Party Sales-oriented Party Market- Ori ented Party 

Labour in 1983 Labour in I 987 Labour in 1997 

Source: (Lees-Marshment, 200 I c: I 075) . 

Table 2.2 The marketing process for the product, sales and market-oriented parties. 

Stage I 2 

POP Prod uct Communicati on 

design 

SO P Product Market 

design Intelli gence 

MOP Market Product design 

Intelli ge nce 

POP - Product-Oriented Party 

SOP - Sales -Ori ented Party 

MOP - Market-Ori ented Party 

3 

Campai gn 

Communicati on 

Product 

adjustment 

Source (Lees-Marshment, 2003: 16) 

4 5 6 7 8 

Electi on Delivery 

Campaign Election Deli very 

Implementation -Communication Campai gn Election Delivery 
. -
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From table 2 above, Lees-Marshment suggests that a product-oriented party adopts a 5-stage 

marketing process of product design, communication, campaign, election and delivery if it 

gets into power. A sales-oriented party extends the marketing process to six stages with the 

introduction of market intelligence after product design, but before communication. Market

oriented party goes through a longer and complex eight stage marketing process which starts 

with Market Intelligence which involves generating information from formal and informal 

sources, every member of the party is considered important and relevant at this stage. Product 

Design, this is the stage where voters ' opinion-based policy proposal is presented to the party 

for discussion. Lees-Marshment (2001 a,b) underlines the importance of including as many 

volunteer members as possible in the formulation of the policy portfolio and in the product 

adjustment stage, she argues that this will increase cooperation and understanding between 

party members, and help to reduce the chances of an outsider/insider (professional/party 

member) distinction arising. Stages four and five consist of the Implementation and 

Communication of party policy. 

The information generated from formal and informal sources, which has been processed and 

adjusted into what can be safely referred to as "party product" is implemented and 

communicated. The Campaign which is the sixth stage provides the party with the last chance 

to convey to voters what is on offer. If the party is the most market-oriented of its main 

competitors, it then wins the election" (Lees-Marshment, 2001 a: 211 ). Finally, if successful 

in the election (Stage seven), the party must legislate its election pledges, as "Delivery" is 

crucial to the ultimate success of marketing and political marketing (Lees-Marshment, 

2001a:40). 

2.3.2 Political Market Orientation (PMO) (Ormrod, 2005) 

Political market orientation (PMO) conceptual model was developed from business and 

political marketing literature. In proposing the model, Ormrod (2005) considered and refined 
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Harrison-Walker (2001) conceptualisation of the behavioural and cultural constructs and the 

Inter-functional Coordination construct by Narver & Slater (1990) to argue the sensitivity of 

the PMO to the political arena. Ormrod (2005) posits that market orientation 1s 

conceptualised as a process rather than a construct. This position is shared by (Kohli & 

Jaworski 1990; Kohli, Jaworski, & Kumar 1993). He also points out that "market orientation" 

is not the same as "marketing orientation". In reaching this conclusion, he reviewed literature 

of business market orientation scholars ( e.g., Kohli & Jaworski 1990; Narver & Slater 1990; 

Harrison-Walker 2001; Lafferty & Hult 200 I) and concludes that the term ' market 

orientation' conceptually covers the behaviour of the entire organisation in its relationship 

with both the internal and external stakeholders, whilst 'marketing orientation' principally 

focuses on the functional role of marketing in coordinating and managing the 4P's to ensure 

that companies respond to, and meet customers' needs. Ormrod (2005:49) concludes that 

'political marketing orientation' would be primarily concerned with investigating the discrete 

exchanges that occur as a result of, for example, election campaign, whilst the emphasis on 

building and maintaining stakeholder relationships by the entire organisation makes the term 

'political market orientation' more appropriate to his proposed conceptual model. 

Ormrod's PMO consists of eight constructs, four representing different aspects of members' 

behaviour, and the other four captures the attitudes of party members towards particular 

stakeholder groups. He argues that a political party is market oriented when its members are 

sensitive to the attitudes, needs and wants of both external and internal stakeholders, and use 

the information gathered to develop policies and programmes that help the party to attain its 

objectives (Ormrod, 2007). The four behavioural constructs of the model are consecutive and 

arranged in a chain such that information is first generated, then disseminated, used in policy 

development via member participation, and finally communicated out (see Figure 2.1 below). 
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Information generation 1s defined as the party-wide generation of formal and informal 

information regarding all internal and external stakeholders. Information dissemination is the 

party-wide communication and reception of information through formal and informal 

channels. Member participation construct is the process of including all members in creating 

a coherent party strategy; this facilitates consistent responses which are agreed upon by all 

party members. Consistent external communication is the process of communicating a 

consistent, agreed-upon strategy to external stakeholder groups (Ormrod, 2005:53-56). 

Figure 2.1 The Behavioural Chain 

Information 

t 
~ ember 

\ P;~·icipation 

______. 

Source: Ormrod (2005 :53). 

The attitudinal constructs of the conceptual model of political market orientation (PMO) 

identifies four stakeholder groups in the society, namely voters (Voter Orientation), 

competitors (Competitor Orientation), party members (Internal Orientation), and the media, 

lobby, and interest groups (External Orientation) (see Figure 2.2 next page). The voter 

orientation construct is described as the party-wide awareness and acknowledgement of voter 
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needs and wants, the importance of knowing these and the willingness to enter into social 

exchange with these voters. For Competitive orientation, the argument is that political parties 

in a multi-party system must make allowance for coalition, merger or partnership; hence, 

parties must be mindful of their campaign messages (Bowler & Farrell, 1992). 

Figure 2.2 The Four Stakeholder Orientations 

.------

( 
Competi_tor \ 
Onentat1on J 

Source: Ormrod (2005 :57). 

On the strength of this , Ormrod proposes Competitor orientation, the party-wide awareness of 

other parties' attitudes and behaviour, and an acknowledgement that cooperation with other 

parties may be necessary to attain the party's long-term objectives. For Internal orientation, 

he proposes that political parties must be aware of, accept and value other members' 

opinions, irrespective of their position in the party. External orientation is the party-wide 

acknowledgement of the existence and importance of stakeholders in society that are not 

voters or competitors. These stakeholders include the media (Kraus 1999; R6ka 1999; 

O'Shaughnessy 1990), lobby groups (Harris, Gardner, & Vetter 1999; Lock & Harris 1996), 

trade unions, business associations, pressure groups, peer groups, and civil servants (Dean & 

Croft, 2001) (Ormrod, 2005:57-60). 

Ormrod argues that PMO conceptual model can be applied to all types of political parties 

regardless of their ideological persuasion or the electoral system, and that the conceptual 

model can be used at any point in the electoral cycle. The model can also be used as an 

analytic tool to discern the level of a party's political market orientation with the different 
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stakeholder groups in society and also guide in the area of resource allocation by the party 

towards achieving the party ' s long-term objectives, within a framework of constraints 

imposed by all of society (Ormrod, 2005:60). 

In formulating models and theories, scholars have used different methodologies. Lees

Marshment (2001a, b & c) in this instance adopted a case study approach. Ormrod 's Political 

Market Orientation (PMO) model was inspired by and adapted from empirical results of 

commercial market orientation research. He queries Lees-Marshment's (2001a, b) case study 

approach which gave birth to the empirically driven CPM model which, to him, lacks a solid 

conceptual foundation. Ormrod (2007), reasons that the exclusive use of qualitative 

methodology and the uniqueness of the political system make the CPM model of Lees

Marshment only valid in the British context. Although, Ormrod (2004, 2005) advocates the 

combination of qualitative and quantitative methodology, his PMO model is basically 

conceptual, lacking empirical investigation, but relying more on commercial market 

orientation literature. 

Talking of the terms "market orientation" and "marketing orientation", the concept of 

'market orientation' in relation to the commercial market was first introduced more than 40 

years ago by Levitt (1960). In the article titled "Marketing Myopia", he argued that premium 

attention should be given to the markets that the business serves rather than focusing on the 

product. The terms 'market' and 'marketing' Henneberg (2002) notes are often used 

interchangeably in the political marketing literature to mean the behavioural relationship of 

party members and the voters. In commercial marketing literature however, a "marketing 

orientation" is understood to mean the various activities carried out by the marketing 

department. "Market orientation" is taken to mean the organisation's awareness and 

acceptance of the importance of all stakeholders to the firm. O'Cass (2001 b) acknowledges 

the difference between market and marketing orientation, yet, uses them as complements to 
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explore political relationships and activities. For Lees-Marshment (2001 a, b ), she does not 

distinguish between the two terms; she rather argues that the market-oriented party follows a 

marketing orientation because party leaders initiate the information gathering process and the 

implementation of its results . But for Ormrod (2004, 2005), the two concepts are different; he 

argues that adopting a political marketing orientation is antithetical to the nature of a political 

pmiy as an inclusive organisation; recommending political market orientation as more 

appropriate. 

As stated earlier, Lees-Marshment is from the political science background; hence, her 

understanding of political marketing as a behavioural relationship of the political party and 

the voters. Ormrod's marketing background probably informed his more society-level 

perspective and approach. In Ormrod's Political Market Orientation (PMO) model, voters are 

seen as one of the four important general stakeholder groups that must be put into 

consideration in the behavioural chain of information collection and dissemination, member 

participation and consistent external communication. Lees-Marshment's Comprehensive 

political marketing model posits that the needs and wants of voters drive party policy 

development and implementation. The fundamental difference here is that while information 

is gained from voters and party members to drive policy development in (CPM), in (PMO), 

information is gained from party members, voters, competitors and the society in which the 

party exists to develop party policy. Fair enough, the two models give market intelligence a 

pride of place in formulating party policy. 

Lees-Marshment (2001 a, b) concept of market intelligence as being the expressed needs and 

wants of the voters, her fundamental argument that a market-oriented party must follow and 

not lead, and her submission that political parties and candidates must continue to be market 

oriented while in office to remain relevant, provoke some interesting arguments . She also 

opines that a market-oriented party in power becomes more constrained by events and actors 
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in the political environment than when in opposition (see, Ormrod, 2007:83). In acceptance 

of this view, Lilleker & Lees-Marshment (2005:32) proposed the "market-oriented 

government," a long-term perspective that relies less on public opinion due to constraints 

imposed by the non-voter environment. This implicitly suggests that a market-oriented party 

can only exist in opposition when seeking to gain office or attain some defined goals. 

Another argument against market-orientation as proposed by Lees-Marshment is that party 

policies are formulated on the basis of expressed voters' needs and wants in the short term, 

while ignoring their future needs and wants. Ormrod (2006) argue that this narrow focus may 

be problematic for the long-term development of the society. He reasons that "the 

information generated from voters will be restricted, either consciously or unconsciously, to 

those segments of the electorate or particular constituencies that will actually make the 

difference at election time. He relates his argument to the phenomena of target seats in 

Britain, where a disproportionately large number of resources are used to swing the seat in 

question in the party's favour" (2006:112) . Another critical question arising from Lees

Marshment's proposal is that voters may not be adequately informed to make rational 

demands and this explains why many see politics of today as devoid of ideology. 

The models reviewed give the indication that parties and candidates who won elections did 

because they committed time, human and financial resources to understanding the key 

stakeholders, particularly the electorate, and designed their policy programmes in tune with 

the needs and aspirations of the voters. The researcher equally noted that these models are 

situated in developed democracies of United States of America and United Kingdom; 

countries with a fairly long history of democracy, established and sustained political and legal 

structures. Poverty and illiteracy levels in these countries are considerably low compared to 

that of developing nations such as Nigeria. The fear of the researcher is in tandem with the 

submission of Stromback & Nord (2005) that simply adopting the characteristics of Lees-
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Marshment ' s (2001a & 2001 b) market-oriented party, will not necessarily lead to election 

victory in all countries and party systems: That in some systems, it may actually lead to an 

electoral backlash. Kohli & Jaworski (1990), also note from the commercial market point of 

view, that the implementation of market orientation does not automatically result in an 

increased performance. That in some circumstances, a product or sales orientation would be 

more profitable to the firm depending on the nature of the competitive environment. 

The choice of Lees-Marshment's CPM and Ormrod' s PMO models for this study, is informed 

not only by their relevance to the current study, but also to the different approaches adopted 

by the scholars. Basically, Lees-Marshment' s model ~s informed by empirical case study, 

using qualitative methodology. Ormrod's model , though not empirical but conceptual , 

recommends a combination of qualitative and quantitative methodologies. These, the 

researcher noted and adopted in his methodology. It will therefore be worth-while, to see how 

these models work in a developing democracy like Nigeria. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

POLITICAL MARKETERS AND THEIR STRATEGIES 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter is an extension of the literature review. It expands the discussion of political 

marketing by focusing on the political marketers and their strategies. In this chapter the 

researcher attempts to thematically review the evolution and development of the vocation of 

political marketing, its scope, the activities, strategies and tools available, and used by 

political marketers. Equally, the chapter attempt to justify the link and interrelatedness of the 

concepts of political marketing and political communication. 

Broadly speaking, political marketing is the introduction and adoption of the principles and 

practices of business marketing to the field of politics, particularly election campaign. 

Market-orientation is that strategic philosophy that demands political parties and candidates 

to be voter-oriented, not only in their campaign messages, but also in the evolution of the 

political party product. Just as marketing precedes production in business marketing, so it 

applies in politics and election campaign. 

Market-oriented political parties and candidates invest huge human and capital resources to 

the uncovering of who is who in the political market, who wants or needs what, how and 

when they want it, what do they have to offer in exchange for their needs and wants? A 

careful and thorough treatment of these questions will equip political 

parties/candidates/campaign managers and consultants with the critical information needed to 

formulate a campaign game plan. Just as houses are built on plans drawn by architects , it is 

equally expected that election campaigns must be based on solid and well defined political 

marketing strategy. Strategy, in this case, refers to a plan that is intended to achieve a 

particular purpose. 
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3.1 Political Marketers 

There is a paradigm shift in political power from the old political elite of party managers and 

activists to new elites of campaign experts. This shift is aptly captured by Weber (1946) who 

reasoned that the idea of "politics as a vocation" has shifted from those who "live for 

politics" to those "who make their living from politics". Political marketers are independent 

consultants whose specialist and/or general skills in communication and campaigns are 

available to hire to parties, candidates and increasingly other organizations (Scammell, 

2014:37). 

The evolution and development of political consultancy is traced to the dual impact of the 

decline of mass member parties and the emergence of television as the dominant mass 

medium (Scammell, 2014); the emergence of firms such as Baus & Baus and Whitaker

Baxter in the 1930s (Mayhew, 1997:209-131). Johnson (2000:49) attributed the boom in the 

political consultancy industry experienced in the 1980s and 1990s to the fundraising activities 

of the national Democratic and Republican parties of the U.S. and the explosion of soft 

money and issue advocacy. Campaign budget has since then been on the upward movement, 

with campaign activities spreading in scope outward and downwards. Unlike in the 1960s 

when activities of consultants are concentrated in presidential, senate and gubernatorial 

contests in developed democracies, now, consultants' expertise and services are being elicited 

at lower levels of the political market. 

The American Association of Political Consultants (AAPC) was founded in 1969 with only 

few people attending its inaugural meetings in Lincoln Center, New York. Today, it is 

estimated that there are over three thousand political consultancy firms now in operation 

(Johnson, 2002) with at least seven thousand people earning their living in the business 

(Scammell, 1997). Political consultancy has expanded considerably, offering a wide range of 

specialized services such as: general campaign management, polling, media message 
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development, voter profiling, opposition research, social media management, fund ra1s111g, 

campaign software, event planning, advertising, speech writing, grassroot management (see 

table3 .1). 

Table 3.1 Political Marketing/Consultancy Firms and their Core Focus 

Name of Organisation Key Focus (Area of specialization) 

Micro Target Media Media and technology solution- Targeting demographic 
audiences and delivery of rea l impress ions. 

Cox Communication Micro - Targeting 
Influential Data Connectors and promoters of political constituent and consumer 

communications 
GOP Call Automated ca ll s (Republicans only) 
Tyson Organisation Voters contacts 

Scarborough Research Voter Behavior Research 
Uni Cast Advertising creative and message delivery 
Political Media Integrating new media (Internet, Email, and mobile 

technologies) with politics 
Aristotle Political technology solution provider 
Labels & List Inc. Vendor of voter files and services 
Click and Pledge Online fundraising 
i-Vote Mail Direct mail 
Blue Voters Web-based virtual phone bank so lutions 
GotVoters (GOTV) Voter data base 
Turner Strategies Desi_gn & management of communication strategies 
Spatialogic Political mapping & geographic information services 
MEI - Political Production of radio and television political campaign spots 
Vision Screen-printing and graphics 
Election Mall Online fundraising 
Winning Connection Voters ' telephone contacts 

Media Solution Media planning and buying 
Marketouch Media Voters contact solutions 
Thomas Graphics Fu ll se rvice printing (Rep ublicans only) 
KEEVOON Research (polling) 
Maurice Bonamigo & Congress ional, Senate, and Gubernatorial politica l campaign 
Associates management 

The Chadderdon Group Direct mail consulting management 
Charney Research Polling firm 
Davies Public Relations 
Edmond Associates Ca mpaign adverti sing and marketing 

--
PPS Associates Strategic Advisor 
Fortune Media Political cable advertising firm 

.. 
Henninger Media Service Creati ve com munication 
l-l eiritt Campaign Managing campaign races and budget. 
NSON Opinion Research Opinion research services 
Advocacy Media A creative advertising agency 
Media Direction Direct mail 
Media Solution Media buy 
Enhance Corporate Government re lations and lobb~ consultanc~ firm ----·-
Zogby International Election pollin g firm 

Adapted from Campaigns & Elections' Politics Magazine (2008). 
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Outside America, there arc a number of celebrated consultants and campaign management 

agencies especially in Europe, Latin America and Australia (see Plasser, 2002:24-37), many 

of whom ply their trade locally and internationally. Among them are: Lord Phillip Gould, 

Stanley Greenberg, James Carville, Lord Tim Bell, Jacques Seguela and a host of others who 

have worked across continents. Compared to America, the membership of the European 

Association of Political Consultant as at February 2012, stands at seventy, a far cry from 

what is available in America. For Scammell (2014) this is expected; America has abundant 

money supply, a relatively deregulated electoral environment, cutting-edge technology, weak 

party organizations, and an extraordinarily high number of annual elections for public office. 

In Western Europe, there are fewer elected offices to contest for compared to "5 13 ,000 

elected public offices in America with an estimate of about 50,000 of them enlisting the 

services of political consultants" (Johnson, 2002:8). 

Studies of political consultancy in the United States and Europe revealed that the profession 

is largely a white and male dominated profession, with over 90 percent of its members highly 

educated; having college degrees (see, Thurber et al., 2002; Scammell, 2014). The studies 

also revealed that many of the consultants usually begin their career as party staffers and stay 

ideologically aligned. "The parties provide the future professionals with their first career 

steps; they train them and then re-hire them at a greater cost when they become career 

consultants" (Thurber et al., 2000: 13). 

In trying to answer the question "who are the political marketers and what do they think they 

are doing", Scammell (2014) identifies three keywords that recur in the professionals' self

descriptions: "organization, strategy and research". These words no doubt capture the breadth 

of their tasks, and best describe how expansive the political marketing industry is today. 

Sweitzer (2008) also cites Napolitan as identifying three important elements of a campaign: 

What you are going to say (message), how you are going to say it (delivery system), and 
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saying it. In designing the message, Sweitzer (2008) suggests a background check of the 

party/candidate, the issues, political environment, competitors and strategic positioning. He 

goes further to identify means through which the message(s) can be conveyed to the target 

public; in person, mass media (print and electronic), mails, phones and internet. The choice of 

any of these medium he suggests, must be dependent on its ability to persuade, to target, to 

enhance the message and the sponsor and the cost per thousand. 

From the above, we can deduce that the political marketer or campaign consultant as they, or 

we, may choose to call them, carry out some or all of these activities to help their client 

achieve their campaign goals and objectives: 

Research - Compulsorily, political marketing starts with research; determining, analysing and 

segmenting key stakeholders (voters, media, competitors, government and non-governmental 

groups) into homogeneous groups. It is only when the party or candidate has a clear 

understanding of the political market that it can design "what to sell" and "how to sell'' it to 

that market. Market research is central to any successful campaign; it influences the product 

design, brand development, promotional strategy, and ultimately customer satisfaction. It 

guides and determines which words, tone, colour, shape, and shade are most appealing in 

building and sustaining emotional connection between the product and the customer. A 

number of firms and individuals have strategically positioned themselves to provide technical 

research suppo1i to parties and candidates. Their expertise may be in the area of voter data 

base research and generation, voter behaviour research, polling/opinion research, opposition 

research, media landscaping and delineation, etc. 

Fund-raising and Campaign Management -· Politics and election campaigns involve massive 

human and capital resources. Several billions go into market research, product and message 

development, communication and monitoring. Political parties and candidates seek financial 

support of party loyalists, friends and well-wishers. In many democratic systems, the finances 
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of political parties are regulated and audited. In order to ensure that the party/candidate is 

able to raise necessary funds for its campaign, prudently manage the human and financial 

resources to achieve its objective(s); services of professional fund-raisers and campaign 

managers are enlisted. 

Promotions - Research helps to determine who to talk to and what they wish and like to hear. 

This, coupled with available financial resources helps the communication/media specialist or 

team to fashion the campaign message (what to tell the people), and the most appropriate or 

combination of promotional tools and media to convey the message(s) . A number of 

promotional tools are deployed in election campaigns; these include advertising, public 

relations, special events , door-to-door canvassing and public speaking engagements. 

Different medium are available to carry the message to the target audiences; Radio, 

Television, Internet, Direct mail, Newspaper & magazine, Bill-Boards, Posters and Handbills 

and other below the line mediums. 

3.2 Campaign Strategies 

Strategy, in relation to politics and electoral contests , has been severally defined in terms of 

how a party or candidate intends to achieve set objectives in a particular political market. 

Political marketing literature shows how deregulated and accommodating the field of 

political marketing is , such that all manners of strategies are suggested and applied to 

political and electoral activities . Noting the increasing tendency to treat voters as consumers 

and political parties and candidates as competing brands, (Plasser, 2002 ; Scammell, 2014) 

suggest a shift in political campaign "from media logic" of national campaigns designed for 

mass television audiences to the "marketing logic" of micro-targeting, narrowcast 

advertising, direct mail , telemarketing, email and text messaging (see, Scammell, 2014:49). It 

is also advocated that product differentiation and market segmentation are critical in political 
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markets that appear to be imperfectly competitive (Baines, Worcester, Jarrett & Mortimore, 

2003). They shared Smith's (1956) view that market segmentation is an alternative marketing 

strategy to product differentiation in competitive markets, arguing that product differentiation 

is the preferred strategy when demand converges for product offerings, whereas, market 

segmentation is the preferred strategy when demand diverges (2003 :226). In the next section, 

the study discusses segmentation, targeting, differentiation and positioning tactics in relations 

to politics and election campaigns. 

3.2.1 Segmentation and Targeting 

In simple terms, both business marketing and political marketing utilize the concepts of 

segmentation, targeting, differentiation and positioning to increase sales and votes, 

respectively. Segmentation, explicitly advocated in the marketing literature, has been used 

increasingly as a means of dividing heterogeneous markets into homogeneous groups 

(Baines, Worcester, Jarrett & Mortimore, 2003). Segmentation is defined as a tripartite 

matching of customers ' characteristics, product characteristics and the array of competitors in 

the market (Foote, 1969). Market segmentation is the process by which consumers and 

potential consumers of a particular product/service are distinguished along one or more 

variables so as to create homogeneous groups, and select some of them as targets in order to 

offer satisfactory product mix, and achieve organisation's goals. The basis for segmentation is 

that a single product or service cannot meet the needs/wants of the entire market at the same 

time; the different make-up of the market demand that business and political markets be 

segmented along variables such as: age, sex, income, occupation, family size, race, 

personality characteristics, life style, and the likes. Invariably, segmentation leads to 

targeting. When a large heterogeneous market has been segmented into smaller homogenous 

groups (segments), they are easy and better targeted with 'customized' products and 

messages. 
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The marketization of politics holds some merit. There is substance in the argument that the 

marketing principles and practices can be applied to political campaigning (O ' Leary & 

Iredale, 1976). The political market is capable of being segmented demographically (using 

age and sex details from electoral registration records), by geo-partisan means (Bradshaw, 

1995), dividing the electoral constituencies into smaller regions and targeting selected areas 

based on the number of voters likely to switch parties, using registration statistics , regional 

electoral history and census data. It is argued that geo-partisan data (i .e. geography and 

voting intention/history) are more effective than geo-demographic data (Hughes, 1984). The 

behavioural concept of loyalty is another common base of segmentation used by political 

pm1ies. Strong and loyal party members who can be depended upon, not only to vote for the 

party, but also to canvass for vote for the party are identified. Floating or undecided voters -

these members of the public with no political party brand loyalty; some may have never 

voter, some may be considering changing their party and some other may just not know 

which party to vote for. These categories of undecided voters swing election results and are 

very critical and the most ideal to target in the political market. (see, Smith & Saunders , 

1990; Hayes & McAllister, 1996; Kitchens & Powell , 1994). 

Proper political market segmentation has huge cost implications. In most cases, large poll of 

data is required and qualitative research is conducted into the attitudes, perceptions and 

values of voters and would-be-voters . Worcester's segmentation analysis for the Labour Party 

campaign in 1973-4 revealed that political parties in the United Kingdom have not generally 

conducted segmentation marketing research per se, mainly due to budget considerations 

(Worcester 1991). 

The basic premise for segmentation 111 political campaign 1s that, no single product 

(policy/promise), message and channel fits the entire political market. Segmentation helps the 

political party, candidates and their consultants to target the various identified segments with 
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products and messages that connect with them using the most appropriate channel(s) and 

medium to reach them. 

3.2.2 Differentiation and Positioning 

In Nigeria, and indeed across democracies, there is a popular view often expressed by the 

electorate, that all political parties, and the politicians themselves, are much the same. This 

would appear to be particularly prevalent amongst those who frequently fail ultimately to 

vote (Baines , Brennan & Egan, 2003). There is some truth in this charge. Oligopoly and 

monopolistic competition theory predict that competitive players will use non-pnce 

competition as a primary weapon, seeking to differentiate their market offering from rival 

offerings (Baines, Brennan, & Egan, 2003:51). Differentiation and positioning are two related 

strategies used by political marketing strategists in competitive markets to separate their party 

product from the cluster, and position it uniquely to meet target markets ' needs and 

expectations . 

Positioning is a key marketing strategy. It underscores marketers' desire for competitive 

advantage and consumer learning. Its important role in politics has long been recognised. For 

Trout, "politics is all about perception, posturing and positioning" ( 1996: 79). Positioning is 

defined as "What you do to the mind of a prospect. That is, you position the product in the 

mind of the prospect" (Ries & Trout 1981 :2). Positioning is a place which a product 

occupies in a given market as perceived by the product's target customers (Wind, 1980, cited 

by Simkin, 1993). All product and services have perceived images and sets of attributes in the 

consumers ' minds. These positions are described by the attributes and values specific target 

markets consider important. In most cases, such positioning just happens or emerges in an ad 

hoc manner. 
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Although positioning is not what is done to a brand, it is what is created in the minds of target 

customers and given an image (Ries & Trout 1981 ). In an ideal marketing environment, 

positioning is carefully conceived and crafted by marketers. In the political market sphere, 

the voters' perception of a political party and candidate, how the political product is 

positioned in relation to its competitor is very crucial. The way a brand positions itself against 

another brand helps to clarify in the customer's mind how that brand is different and, 

critically, better. In this way it aids communication of differential advantage in a highly 

competitive and 'noisy' marketplace (Smith, 2005:1136). 

Aaker & Shansby (1982) reason that positioning decision often reqmre selecting a few 

associations to be built upon and emphasised and those associations to be removed or de

emphasised. This is premised on the notion that "A product or organisation has many 

associations which combine to form a total impression. Before and during election 

campaigns, political parties and candidates used different positioning approaches. The most 

common, being the attribute positioning. Attribute positioning in politics during an election 

campaign is conveyed and communicated via the party manifesto or policies (Aaker & 

Shansby 1982). It is also suggested that political organisations could position themselves on 

the basis of specific policies, since there are significant differences in how different partisan 

groups identify with a particular party's policies (Baines, Lewis & Ingham, 1999; Wrings, 

1997). 

Although, the term "position" differs from the older term "image" in that it implies a frame of 

reference and the reference point being the competition (Aaker & Shansby, 1982:56). This 

notwithstanding, Smith (2005) identifies "Image" as more important than policies in 

influencing voter's perceptions and ultimately their voting behaviour. This argument is no 

doubt sound. The credibility or otherwise of a political party/candidate and the emotional 
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feelings towards them act as determinants whether the party/candidate can be trusted to 

deliver on promises (policies). 

From the above, it is established that the concept of positioning has a central place in political 

marketing analysis. Downs ' (1957) classic study of party competition for instance was based 

on a market model in which rival organisations maximised electoral support by moving 

themselves towards the electoral centre ground. In a marketing analysis of American 

senatorial race, Schoenwald (1987) also demonstrated the centrality of positioning to 

candidate image management. Marketing theory suggests that positioning works well when 

linked to segmentation and targeting strategy. "In-depth research, typically focus groups 

supported with a survey leads to an understanding of how consumers perceive products and 

services, what are their expectations/aspirations which marketers must meet" (Simkin, 

1993:31). 

Marketing political parties and candidates is a process, based on clear-cut and properly 

defined plan rather than a string of ad-hoc activities . Political parties and candidates aiming 

to win the largest share of the voting market, attain desired office or retain occupied office 

must invest in research to uncover and understand the various segments of the market and the 

needs and wants of the identified segmented groups. Findings of the research will help the 

party/candidate/campaign consultant to design appropriate policies, image and messages to 

be communicated to the political market. It also helps in determining the best channel to 

reach the identified selected groups (See, Table 3 .2 next page). 
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Table 3.2 Political Marketing Campaign Process 

Research T ri angu lat ion - A comb ination of qualitative (In-depth 
Intervi ew, Focus groue) and guantitative (Surve;'.) -

·-
Segmentation Breaking down the heterogeneous market into small 

homogenous gro ups. 

Targeting Product/services, promotional messages are targeted at 
se lected groups. 

Positioning Helps the marketer to differentiate its products and services 
from the cluster and the customer to identify the brand. 

Message Messages are crafted to communicate the attitudinal values 
and image of the product or se rvice. 

Media Appropriate medium that best connect targeted market are 
se lected to convey the messages 

Akinola (20 16). 

3.2.3 Military Strategy 

Some campaign consultants have also described campaign management in military terms : 

"Campaigns should be run by dictatorship, not committees" (Sweitzer, 2003 :99); "Running a 

campaign is not a democratic process. It is more like a military operation-at-least if it is run 

right" (Napolitan, 2003:47). Military metaphors such as 'war room' , ' war books ', 'attack ' 

and 'defence ' recur in the accounts of their works (see, Marland, 2003; Matalin & Carville, 

1994; Gould, 1998). The duo of Marland (2003) and Smith (2006) suggest that military 

strategies like: Bypass Attack, Counter-Offensive Defence, Diplomacy, Encirclement Attack, 

Flank Attack, Guerrilla Attack, etc (see Table 3.3) can be applied to political marketing. 

Smith reasons that New Labour Party in the UK in 1997 as well as Bill Clinton in 1992 

adopted the military competitive tactics of Set-a-goal-and-stick-to-it, concentrating forces 

and Act aggressively against their opponents. He suggests that George Bush acted 

aggressively against his opponent John Kerry in the 2004 presidential election, by labelling 

him (Kerry) a flip-flopper (2006:9-10). 

This military/dictatorship mentality; the top-down organizational model has come under 

serious challenge in recent years. Scholars like (Scammell, 1999; Lees-Marshment, 2001 ; 

Wring, 2004) have advocated for a 'market-orientation' rather than the ' sales-orientation' that 
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the military mentality suggest. Scammell (2014) reasons that amid concerns of crisis of 

citizen engagement, dwindling voter turnouts, fragmentation of television audiences across 

the ever increasing media outlets, the top-down campaign model need to be reviewed to 

identify new ways to energize the voting public. 

Table 3.3 Offensive military strategy applied to political marketing. 

Military Strategy Political Marketing Description Political Examples 

Bypass attack Attacking usin g new rules such as A mainstream party promoting 
previously ignored market segments environmental policies to attract green 

voters 
Counter-offensive Use of head-on counter-attack by market A centrist party targeting centre-right 
defence leader to equal or exceed opponent's action and centre-left voters 
Diplomacy Collaboration with opponent Party enters coalition 

Encirclement attack Marketing directed at all areas using Governing party invest in expensive 
superior resources tactics to lure a range of electors 

Flank attack Marketing directed at electors or Left-leaning party targets competitor's 
geographical segments where an opponent female supporters as they are more 
is most vulnerable likely to value social programmes 

Flanking defence Defending previously undefended segments Marketing targets core supporters 
(also internal marketing) 

Frontal attack A direct attack on an opponent, and the one Heavily funded campaign overwhelms 
with the _g reatest resources wins an onnonent 

Guerrilla attack Weakening and demoralizing an opponent Use of testimonials, case studies and 
through a series of sma ll , unpredictable special events to suggest grass-root 
effort to secure permanent e lector support frustration with an incumbent 

Mobile defence Diversification by attracting targeted new Targets at recent immigrants, 
voters when pa11y traditionalist have been youth(and for example, emerging 
attacked pensioner segments and homosexual 

double-income vote) 
Position defence Reinforcement of weakest supporters to Targeted at own soft supporters 

prevent loss of core suppo11ers 

Pre-emptive defence Attacking opponents before being attacked Use of public relations and attack 
advertising to suggest flaws of 
opponents 

Strategic withdrawal Focusing on core supporters and giving up Appeasement and reassurance of the 
attracting new, but weaker supporters party faithful (also UK Conservatives 

under William Hague abandoning 
market-oriented strategy Ill 2003-4 
and focusing on core supporters) 

Source: Marland (2003: 111-1 12). 

3.3 Political Advertising 

After over 60 years of the first use of televised political advertisements in America, debates 

rages on about the impact and role of this unique form of poiitical communication (Valentino, 
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Hutchings & Williams, 2004). It is observed that here has been a fundamental shift in the 

balance of political communication; it is suggested that exposure to political advertising 

every election cycle is on the increase, while exposure to news has declined over the same 

period (Bartels & Rahn, 2000; Kern, 1989). 

Political parties and candidates have relied increasingly on television advertising to inform 

and influence voters during elections (Hayes & McAllister 1996; O'Cass 2001 ). In electoral 

competitions throughout the world money is playing an increasingly important role. Political 

advertising accounts for the largest expense in a typical campaign for political office (Brader, 

2006). In terms of dollars spent, advertising has become a major budget component in 

election campaigns and a dominant force in the political marketplace (O'Cass, 2001 ). For 

instance, Prat (2002) observed that in the last U.S. Senate election the average candidate 

made campaign expenditures of $4.5 million. Similarly, Meirick (2002) cites Gordon (2000) 

as reporting that in the 2000 US federal elections, candidates, parties, and others spent an 

estimated $3 billion, and televised political advertising took more than half of that total. The 

volume of political adverts aired continues to increase from one election cycle to another. 

The 2012 elections in the United States of America reported to have pulverized previous 

records for campaign advertising both in terms of sheer volume of ads on the air and dollars 

spent (Ridout, et. al., 2014). 

3.3.1 Role of Political Advertising in Campaign Processes 

As a campaign communication tool, political advertising serves many functions for 

candidates. Of the many functions of political advertising, particularly, televised political ads, 

Johnston & Kaid (2002) identify issue discussion and image construction as central ; they 

opine that political advertising helps the candidate define or redefine his or her image and 

provides a forum where campaign issues can be explained and developed. Political 

advertising can equally make unknown candidates better known by establishing name 
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identification, can connect the candidate with particular demographic groups, can attract new 

supporters, stimulate participation in campaign, help to raise money for candidate, attack the 

opponent (Delving, 1986; Sabata, 1981 ), acts as stimulant to the engagement of voters 

(Scammell & Langer 2006), persuade voters (Huber & Arceneaux, 2007; Ridout & Franz, 

2011 ). 

For the voter, political advertising has been found to increase voters' campaign knowledge 

(Chaffee, Zhao, & Leshner, 1994; Meirick, 2005 ; Patterson & McClure, 1976), shape 

political decision making and voters' choice (Pinkleton, 1998; Valentino, Hutchings, & 

White, 2002) and promotes political participation (Freedman & Goldstein, 1999; Garramone, 

Atkin, Pinkleton, & Cole, 1990; Kahn & Kenney, 1999; Martin, 2004). 

Furthermore, advertising is credited with the power to boost the salience of important 

campaign issues (Atkin & Heald , 1976; Benoit, Hansen, & Holbert, 2002; Holbert, Benoit, 

Hansen, & Wen, 2002), enhance general campaign interest and engagement (Pfau, Park , 

Holbert, & Cho, 2001 ), and evoke powerful emotions about sponsors and target candidates 

(Kaid , Leland, & Whitney, 1992; Kern & Just, 1995). Political adverts can also drive news 

media coverage of electoral contests (West, 2009; Ridout & Smith, 2008; Fowler & Ridout, 

2009) and serves as signals for what elected officials will act on in subsequent legislative 

sessions (Sulkin, 2011). 

3.3.2 Political Advert Types and Styles 

In constructing political advert messages and appeals, candidates and their campaign 

strategists use different styles. They may choose to adopt issue-based appeal or image-based 

appeal, or a combination of the two. The decision or choice mostly depends on market 

research in relations to voters ' perception of the candidate and the issues and policies he or 

she advocate during campaign. Issue-based ads are such that deal specifically with policy 

stands, topics and concerns linked to the national interest, statements of candidate positions 
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on policy issues, or preferences on issues or problems of public concern (Hofstetter & Zukin, 

1979; Kaid & Sander, l 978 ; Patterson & McClure, 1976) whereas image-based ads 

concentrate on candidate qualities or characteristics (Kaid & Johnston, 1991; Kaid & Sander, 

1978). Empirical analysis of trends in advertising contents in the US over the period of 1998 

and 2012 revealed that comparatively, only a few advert airings were solely concerned with 

the candidates ' personal characteristics, but that majority of political adverts that were aired 

in each election were concerned solely with policy issues (Ridout et al., 2014). 

Candidates can use political adverts to acclaim - improving their own qualities; attack -

lowering their opponent's qualities ; and defence - reacting to other candidate's attack (Benoit, 

1999). Similarly, Trent & Friedenberg (2004) classify political adverts according to their 

rhetorical purpose: (i) adverts extolling the candidate's virtues ; (ii) adverts condemning, 

attacking or questioning the opponent and (iii) adverts responding to attacks as soon as 

possible after the initial attack. 

3.3.3 Negative Advertising 

Political advertising is the most derided form of political communication Cho (2008) 

observes. The highly condensed commercial-type slot is often accused of trivialising; 

inevitably butchering complexity and reducing politics to clever tricks (Qualter, 1991: 151 ). It 

is criticised as deliberately anti-rational, designed to play upon voters as cognitive misers 

(Pratkanis & Aronson, 1991 ), with a host of devices to elicit a quick and easy emotional 

response. 

A negative advert is one that presents negative information about a competing candidate and 

no information about the candidate on whose behalf it is run "for the purpose of imputing 

inferiority" to the target (Merritt 1984: 27) . This Johnson-Cartee & Copeland (2013) call a 

direct attack. The use of negative adverti sements and publicity in political campaigns has 

however grown and become entrenched in many democratic societies across the world. The 
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growth of negative campa1gn111g techniques Lloyd (2008) traced to the 1964 Lyndon 

Johnson's famous 'Daisy' campaign. Despite its popularity in political campaign, it has come 

under severe attack for suppressing voters' turnout. A substantial body of research suggests 

that "negativity" in political communication, including political advertising, breeds cynicism 

and may discourage voters about the value of participating in politics, leading to 

demobilization (Ansolabehere & Iyengar, 1995; Cappella & Jamieson, 1997; Patterson, 

1994). Stanford (2008) reported Jack Germond and Curtis Gans (Director of the Non-partisan 

Committee for the Study of American Electorate) as blaming negative attacks and 

mudslinging for the lowest voter turnout recorded in 72 years (Bill Clinton's 1996 election), 

Patrick Kenneys as saying that negative advertising poses a serious threat to democracy. 

Some other scholars have also risen in defence of political advertising arguing that negative 

advertising does not demobilize (Finkel & Geer, 1998) and may even mobilize some 

individuals under some circumstances (Freedman & Goldstein, 1999; Kahn & Kenney, 1999; 

Wattenberg & Brians, 1999). Similarly, Lloyd (2008) posits that the employment of negative 

campaigning techniques can only be because they appear to be effective. There is some 

evidence that people pay more attention to negative messages and that they are able to 

process negative messages more clearly and efficiently than positive ones; and that negative 

campaign strategies actually stimulate voters' turnout (See, Martin, 2004; Lau & Pamper, 

2001). 

A self-confessed opposition researcher, dirt digger and muckraker, Stanford (2008) 

vehemently contest the allegation that negative attack suppress voter turnout and that 

professionals like him are killing democracy. He reasons that boring campaigns bore voters, 

but negative campaigns properly done engage voters and can actually increase voter turnout. 

He says voters are intelligent enough to distinguish between useful negative attacks and sheer 

mudslinging. To strengthen his claim, he asked these questions: What was Bill Clinton's 
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greatest policy achievement? Why did the House move to impeach him? Who is the woman 

at the center of the saga? Not many will remember the budget surplus, but many will 

remember Monica Lewinski. This he claims goes to show that voters remember the negative 

more than the positive because it's more "emotionally arousing". Also using the 2004 Dan 

Boven Oklahoma congressional campaign in which he served as a consultant, he proved that 

voter turnout in 2004 (127,307) surpassed that of 1996 (83,665) and 2000 (88,750) despite 

the use of negative attacks . This position is shared by Weaver (2008), he agrees with Stanford 

(2008) that negative attack work more with undecided (swing) voters as against hard-core 

partisan party supporters who are immune to negative attacks . 

3.4 Conclusion 

The main thrust of political marketing is directing attention to the needs of the electorate. 

Research into voter decision making and factors that influence voter decisions is therefore 

important for practical reasons. Political parties and their candidates want to know how to 

allocate their resources during campaigns and develop better knowledge about how and why 

voters make the choices they do. Such knowledge also enables campaign strategists to select 

voter segments, develop appropriate appeals and messages, and use the media and other 

resources more effectively (O'Cass , 1996; Hayes & McAllister 1996). 

If democracy is truly voter-oriented (Government of the people, for the people and by the 

people) , the researcher is of the opinion that the attitude and behaviour of politicians and 

political parties and not just how they communicate, should be of interest to researchers and 

stakeholders. In an era where political party membership, loyalty and voter-turnout is 

declining; and the political landscape has become more competitive, with diverse media and 

methods available to reach the voting public, political marketing which entails election 

campaign and political communication does become relevant. Today ' s voter (customer) is no 
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longer satisfied being a mere consumer, he/she wants to be a 'co-creator' and producer. It is 

also in the interest of the politicians and political parties that a large number of the voting 

public become fans rather than mere prospective voters. A loyal party member and fan of the 

political candidate will by extension volunteer in carrying the party and candidates message 

to their own contacts. 

It is widely accepted that political advertising influences voter's preference and voting 

decision. Its influence is however minimal and dependent on level awareness of the target 

audience. In agreement with Valetino, Hutching & Williams (2004), the researcher opine that 

the most aware members of the target audience are difficult to persuade, because they have 

more information about the political party or candidate in the first place, and are more likely 

to have reached a voting decision well ahead of election proper. This is where a market

oriented approach to election campaign becomes relevant. Voter research and market 

segmentation help to determine market needs and wants; who to communicate with, how and 

when. More importantly, a voter-centric (market-orientation) approach to election campaign 

and politics can help tum potential voters to fans and volunteers. Because they were 

consulted and their ideas and needs have been incorporated into the party product; because 

they are adequately informed about the party, its programmes and candidate, they cannot be 

easily swayed by the communication antics of the opposition. 
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4.0 Introduction 

CHAPTER FOUR 

METHODOLOGY 

Research is not just about a set of skills, it is also a way of thinking (Kumar, 2014:2). 

Research raises questions about what has been observed, attempts to explore, understand and 

explain the observed with a view to drawing conclusions and inferences that will help to 

provide answers to difficult questions, solve problems, and add to the body of knowledge. In 

this chapter, the research objectives and questions are restated with a view to refreshing the 

readers about what has been observed and the difficult questions that must be answered for 

informed conclusions and inferences. This chapter also presents the research design, study 

population, sampling method, data collection instruments and data analysis. 

4.1 Re-Statement of Research Objectives and Questions 

Ascertaining whether political party leaders, candidates, campaign managers and consultants 

are aware of, and practise the concept of Political Marketing was the main objective of this 

study. Examining the various political marketing strategies the ruling and opposition political 

parties in South-Western Nigeria within the study period subscribed to, and deployed in their 

bid to win elections and secure political offices, determining the effectiveness of the political 

marketing strategies deployed by the ruling and opposition political parties in recent electoral 

contests and predicting the direction and future of political marketing in Nigeria were the 

other set objectives of this study. 

Arising from the above, the following questions were raised: 
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- Are South-West political party leaders, candidates, campaign managers and consultants 

aware of the existence of the concept of political marketing? 

- Which political marketing strategies did the ruling and opposition political parties in South

Western states of Nigeria subscribed to, and deployed in electoral contests from 1999 to 

2015? 

- How effective were the political marketing strategies deployed by the ruling and opposition 

political parties in winning customers (voters) in recent electoral contests in the South

Western states of Nigeria? 

- Apart from political marketing strategies , what other variables could be responsible for the 

success or failure of political parties and candidates in recent electoral contests in South

West Nigeria? 

- What is the future of political marketing in Nigeria? 

4.2 Methodology 

This study adopted the combination mix of qualitative and quantitative methods 

(Triangulation). Triangulation is the use of multiple data source and/or method to measure a 

construct or phenomenon in order to see if the construct or phenomenon supports the same 

conclusion (Bickman & Rog, 2009). Triangulation is also defined by Maxwell (2009) as the 

collection of information from a diverse range of individuals and settings, using a variety of 

methods. The decision to adopt a mix method was informed by the researcher's intention to 

understand and describe the values, beliefs , understandings, and perceptions of political party 

leaders, candidates and their campaign managers and consultants, as well as the magnitude of 

the variation and diversity of the voting public to the electioneering activities and strategies 

of the political parties and candidates. 
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The basic advantage of triangulation is that it reduces the risk of chance association and 

systematic biases; while at the same time, ensuring greater validity of findings (Bickman & 

Rog, 2009; Maxwell , 2009). This position is also shared by Kumar (2014) who reasons that 

qualitative method is flexible and open to researchers ' bias, while the quantitative method is 

rigid, more structured and predetermined. He submits that the use of triangulation helps to 

eliminate researchers' bias and strengthen the validity of research findings. 

Qualitative research aims to gather an in-depth understanding of human behaviour and the 

reasons that govern such behaviour (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). In this case, the qualitative 

research method helped to determine whether the political parties under study and their 

candidates were aware of, and used political marketing strategies in their bid to win the votes 

of the electorate. It equally helped to identify the political marketing trend between 1999 and 

2015. Quantitative researches, however, ask specific, narrow questions and collect samples of 

numerical data from participants to answer questions. In quantitative researches, the 

researcher analyses the data with the help of statistics , hoping that the numbers will yield an 

unbiased result that can be generalized to some larger population (Given, 2008). The 

quantitative method, therefore, raised questions that helped in determining the use, 

effectiveness and challenges of the marketing strategies and tools over the research period 

(1999 and 2015), and also helped predict the future of political marketing strategies m 

Nigeria. The study was cross-sectional in respect of the study population and time of 

investigation; hence, the researcher had a one-time contact with the selected population after 

the election. The study was also a trend study, because it analysed what had happened in the 

past, current happenings, and future occurrences. 
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4.3 Research Design 

Research design serves as the architectural blueprint of a research project, linking design, 

data collection, and analysis activities to the research questions and ensuring that the research 

objective(s) are addressed (Bickman & Rog, 2009). For Kumar (2014), a research design is a 

plan through which a researcher decides for himself and communicate to others his decisions 

regarding what study design he proposes to use, how he will collect information from 

respondents, how he will select his respondents, how the information collected will be 

analysed and how he will communicate his findings to answer the research questions and 

meet the set objectives. The immediate following sub-sections addressed the population of 

the study, the sampling technique and size, data collection, data collection instruments and 

data analysis. 

4.3.1 Population of the Study 

When we talk of population in relations to research studies, we refer to individuals or other 

units, such as cities , hospitals , or defined geographic areas (Henry, 2009). Similarly, Peil, 

Mitchell & Rimmer (I 982:26) define population as "all cases or individuals that fit a certain 

specification". According to Ohaja (2003 :75), population of a study are "all those persons or 

things that fall under the umbrella of the topic or that can be examined to address the research 

problem(s) or meet the research objectives" . For Babbie (2013:115), "the population for a 

study is that group (usually of people) about whom we want to draw conclusion. Drawing 

from the above definitions, the population for this study was in two categories. The first 

category included leaders of ruling and opposition political parties, governorship candidates 

who sought, won or lost in recent electoral contests between 1999-2015, campaign managers 

and consultants (where available). The second population group were members of the voting 

public (electorate) who registered and voted in any of the general elections between 1999 and 
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2015. The first population group was selected to provide insight into the awareness, use or 

otherwise of political marketing strategies. While the second population group, were selected 

to ascertain the relevance and effectiveness of the political marketing strategies adopted by 

the first population group in recent electoral contests. Response from the two groups also 

helped to identify other variables that could have been responsible for the success or failure 

of political parties and candidates in recent electoral contests. 

4.3.2 Sampling Technique and Size 

A critical component of social research is deciding what to observe and what not (Babbie, 

2013: 124). The process of selecting what to observe is called sampling. In most cases, the 

entire population cannot be studied because of time and resources. Studying the entire 

population may, in add ition to cost strains, complicate the research "because measurements 

of large numbers of people often affect measurement quality" (Wimmer & Dominick, 

2011 :87). A sample is a subset of the population and sampling is the means or procedure for 

selecting the units of observations . The key point here is that the selected sample must be 

representative of the population for it to be adequate for testing and its' result sufficient for 

drawing general conclusions about the population. 

With 67,422,005 registered volers and 29 registered political parties (TNEC, 2015) scattered 

across 36 States and the Federal Capital Territory Abuja, a compact area of 923,768sq. km. 

(Nationmaster, 2013), it was practically impossible to reach all the political party leaders , the 

candidates and the registered voters, hence the need for selection. In reaching a decision on 

the most appropriate sampling design, the researcher was mindful of the critical debate about 

the appropriateness and applicability of probability and non-probability sampling design in 

social research. Wimmer & Dominick (20 l l: 89-90) opine that the most fundamental 

distinguishing characteristic of the two sampling design is that probability sampling allows 

the researcher to calculate sampling errors present in a study; whereas, non-probability 
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sampling does not. The reason adduced for this is that probability sampling adopts 

mathematical guidelines unlike the case in non-probability. For Babbie (2013), probability 

sampling remains the primary method of selecting large, representative samples for social 

research, including national political polls. He however submits that, "there are times when 

probability sampling wouldn ' t be appropriate even if it were possible" Babbie (2013: 128). 

In the light of the above, the researcher adopted the non-probability sampling design, taking 

into consideration the largeness of the population, available resources as well as availability 

and willingness of the target population to help provide insight as to the use, relevance and 

effectiveness of political marketing strategies in Nigeria's recent electoral contests. The 

population for the qualitative study (first population category) were purposively selected on 

the basis of the researcher ' s belief that, if they are available and willing, they are in the best 

position to provide information to answer research RQ 1 & RQ 2. 

Judgemental or purposive sampling is your judgement as to who 
can provide the best infonnation to achieve the objectives of your 
study. You only go to those people who in your opinion are likely 
to have the required information and be willing to share with you. 
This type of sampling is extremely useful when you want to 
construct a historical reality (trend), describe a phenomenon or 
develop something about which only a little is known (Kumar, 
2014:244). 

In relations to the above quote , the researcher was of the opinion that governorship candidates 

who contested in elections in the six selected states between the periods of 1999 and 2015, 

leaders of political parties, individuals and organisations who provided professional assistance 

to the contestants are more likely to have necessary information that will help the study, 

provided they are willing and available. With this understanding, the researcher consulted 

friends and colleagues from the media, the IMC industry and the academia. Thereafter, a list 

of possible interviewees was generated: Two governorship candidates and two party leaders 

per state, and ten individuals and organisations that have rendered services to governorship 
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aspirants or political parties in elections under study. As stated earlier, in generating this list, 

the availability and willingness of possible interviewees was paramount. Mindful of this 

challenge, the researcher set out determined, and used every decent and ethical means to get 

the listed to grant intervieYvs. At the end, only four governorship candidates, three political 

party leaders, three campaign coordinators/consultants and six integrated marketing 

communication (IMC) professional s who were available and willing, were interviewed by the 

researcher. 

For the second population group, the researcher was of the opm10n that only those who 

registered and have voted in any of the elections within the study period can provide insight 

into their personal perceptions of the behaviour of political parties and their candidates, and 

ultimately, what influenced their voting decisions. This similarly informed why the second 

population group of respondents were also purposively selected. In all, a total number of 

1,348 respondents were specifically targeted for the quantitative study. The number was based 

on the number of registered voters per state (Please see the break-down in the table 4.1 

below). 

4.3.3 Data Collection 

Data for this study were collected from primary and secondary sources. The primary sources 

included : The researcher 's observation of 20 15 general elections, interviewing and 

questionnaire. Secondary data were sourced from published academic works, public 

documents, Newspapers and online resources. 

Observation 

Observation is a purposeful , systematic and selective way of watching and listening to an 

interaction or phenomenon as it takes place (Kumar, 2014: 173 ). The researcher was an 

observer of the process leading to the 2015 general elections: Registration of voters by the 
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Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC), political parties ' campaign and rallies, 

the elections and post-election events. The researcher also attended five political party 

meetings of the All Progressives Congress (APC) and People's Democratic Party (PDP) in 

Ward Eight, Ijebu North Local Government area of Ogun state apiece, over the periods of 

two months (December, 2014 to January, 2015) to gain insight into what were discussed and 

how critical party decisions were reached and communicated. 

Semi- Structured Interview 

Interview is a technique used to understand the experiences of others. It takes interest in other 

peoples' stories because they are worthwhile. Interviewing differs from other methods of data 

collection in that, it is often more exploratory in nature. Thus, interviewing is most effective 

when the goal of the research is to ga in insi ght into the subjective understanding of those 

around us . By asking participants "why" we are able to, not only observe their behaviour, but 

to subsequently understand the meaning that underlines that behaviour, and to have this 

meaning explained in the participant's own words (Seidman, 1998). Semi-structured 

interview is based on the use of an interview guide; a written list of questions and topics that 

must be covered in a particular order. It is essenti ally a person-to-person interaction, either 

face-to-face or otherwise, between two or more individuals with specific purpose in mind 

(Kumar, 2014). It is most appropriate when dealing with elite members of the society 

(Russell, 2000). 

In the context of the above, availab le and willing leaders of ruling and opposition political 

parties, governorship aspirants who contested in previous electoral contests, political 

campaign managers and consultants were interviewed to ascertain their awareness of, and the 

political marketing strategies they used in recent electoral contests. 
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Survey 

Generally speaking, whenever the major source of primary data for a study would be the 

views of members of the public or any pmiicular group, a survey is adopted. (Ohaja, 

2003:78). Surveys are best for measuring attitudes and orientations in a large population 

(Babbie, 2013:229), appropri ate when the interest is in discovering the current situation in the 

area under study (Wimmer & Dominick, 2011: 185). In this case, survey was conducted to 

ascertain the electorate ' s awareness and reactions to the political marketing strategies and 

tools used in recent electoral contests in South- Western states of Nigeria. 

4.3.4 Data Collection Instruments 

Data for this study was collected using interview guide and questionnaire. The interview 

guide applies to leaders of ruling and opposition political parties, governorship candidates, 

campaign managers and consultants. Eleven (11 ) questions were posed to party leaders and 

governorship candidates while consultants and campaign managers were asked Ten (10) 

questions (See, Appendix la, b & c) . The survey instrument contained Twenty seven (27) 

questionnaire items. Seven (7) of these focused on demographic information while the 

remaining Twenty (20) consist of questions relating to voters ' voting experiences, their 

perception of the political parties and their candidates and the voters ' decision making 

process (See Appendix 2). 

Table 4.1 Showing allocation of questionnaire per state. 

No States Registered vo te rs Cap ita l C ity No o f 
Quest ionna ire 

I Lagos 5,827 ,846 lkeja 583 

2 Ogun 1,709,409 Abeo kut a 17 1 

3 Ekiti 723 ,25 5 Aclo-Hiti 72 

4 Ondo 1.50 I ,549 A kurc 150 
----~---- ---·-·----- ·• ---

5 Osun 1,378 , 11 3 Osogho 138 
·•--·-•--- -·-·--·----··-· --

6 O yo 2,3 44,44 8 Ibadan 234 
-·-- --

Total 13,484,620 1,348 
-
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4.3.5 Data Analysis 

Quantitative and categorical information go through a process aimed at transforming 

collected information into numerical values so that the information is easily analysed and 

understood. The quantitative data collected from respondents were be coded in line with the 

research objectives/questions . The data were then entered into a computer and analysed using 

Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) programme. The percentage number of 

respondents according to variables such as; sex, age, political party affiliation, awareness of 

political marketing strategies etc . were then computed and presented using frequency 

distribution tables and component bar chart. 

Coding is identified by Babbie (2013) as the key process in qualitative analysis in social 

research. He explains coding to mean classify ing or categorising individual piece of data, he 

considers this very important because the whole essence of data analysis is "the discovery of 

patterns among the data, patterns that point to theoretical understanding of social life" 

(Babbie, 2013:396). To analyse qualitative data, Kumar (2014:297-298) suggests that the 

information should first go through the content analysis process, whereby the main themes 

are identified from respondents ' answers to questions. Thereafter, the researcher can: 

1. Examine verbatim responses and integrate them into the text of his report to either 

support or contradict his argument; 

11. Assign code to each theme and count how frequently each theme occurred; 

u1. Combine both methods to communicate findings. 

This study adopted the third option (iii). To arrive at this destination, the researcher, after 

transcribing and editing the interviews, did a multiple run-through of data collected to 

identify the main themes ; identified possible categories into which the data can be grouped. 
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The researcher, thereafter, made multiple copies of the coded data and cut them into 

meaningful units of analysis which were physically sorted and organized according to themes 

identified from research questions/objectives. Conclusions were then drawn based on the 

frequency of each theme. Verbatim responses were also be integrated into the report where 

necessary. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DEMOCRACY AND ELECTION IN NIGERIA: 2015, THE CRITICAL 

TURNING POINT 

5.0 Introduction 

Political Marketing is an exciting new area of study . It has arrested the attention of 

politicians, academics , journaiists and the public in developed democracies. Scholars and 

theorists in the field of political marketing posit that the introduction of marketing strategies 

and tools to democracy has made elections and governance to be more voter-centric. They 

reason that the practice of political marketing is geared towards the understanding and 

development of policies/products that meets the needs and wants of the electorate and by 

extension, assisting the political parties and candidates to attain their set objectives (see Lees

Marshment, 2001 a, b; Ormrod, 2007). 

While some acknowledge its contributions to politics (democracy and governance), some 

others treat political marketing with suspicion and trepidation. Stromback & Nord (2005) 

argue that simply adopting market-oriented strategies will not necessarily lead to election 

victory in all countries and party systems: That in some systems, it may actually lead to an 

electoral backlash. Kohli & Jaworski (1990), also note from the commercial market point of 

view, that the implementation of market orientation does not automatically result in an 

increased performance. That in some circumstances, a product or sales orientation would be 

more profitable to the firm depending on the nature of the competitive environment. 

With the 2015 presidential election in Nigeria producing for the first time, a complete change 

of government from Peoples' Democratic Party (PDP) to All Progressives Congress (APC), 

can the success of Muhammadu Buhari of APC and t)1e failure of Goodluck Jonathan of PDP 

be attributed to the adoption or non-adoption of the principles and practices of political 
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marketing? Ascertaining the marketing strategies the two leading political parties (APC & 

PDP) and their campaign teams and consultants subscribe to and adopted in their bid to win 

the 2015 presidential election was the main objective of this study. Determining the 

effectiveness of the political rnarketi ng strategies deployed , identifying the critical turning 

points and predicting the direction and future of political marketing in Nigeria were the other 

set objectives of this study. 

5.1 Background to Nigeria's Democracy 

The amalgamation of the Northern and Southern Protectorates by the British colonial 

government in 1914 tactically signified the birth of the nation called Nigeria. After 100 years 

of this relationship, a number of people across ethnic, demographic, professional and political 

lines are still of the opinion that the marriage was unholy . For 46 years after the 

amalgamation, Queen Elizabeth of England ruled over Africa's most populated nation, made 

up of 250 ethnic groups, with Hausa/Fulani , Ibo and Yoruba being the dominant through her 

proxies (Colonial Officers) (Akinyele, 2004; Olusanya, 1973). It is the interaction of the 

politics of these three major ethnic groups and their combined efforts to drive out their British 

ruler that constitute the story of Nigerian politics (OJ usanya, 1973 : 1 ). 

When Nigeria attained independence on 1st October 1960, its citizens and the international 

community hoped that with abundant human and natural resource the country is endowed 

with, the new nation will make steady and sustained progress towards the attainment of 

peace, democracy and development. H_however, did not take long before these dreams were 

dashed (Omotola, 2005; Akinwunrni , 2004; Osaghae, 1998).The failure of the First Republic 

and the transition from hope to despair became manifest when the immediate post

independent Nigerian politicians failed to fundamentally address the crises and contradictions 

that emanated from the arrangement handed down to them by the departing colonial masters. 
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Singh (2011) also opine that Britain hel ped in deepening the existing ethnic cleavages in the 

nation by adopting varying divisive policies across the country. Whereas in the South, 

Christian missionaries were allowed to spread Christianity and western education; the North 

was denied Christianity and wes tern education, bui allowed to maintain their culture and 

Muslim heritage. As a result of these divide and rule policies; regionalism became an 

inherent part of the psyche of the Nigerian state and divided the country along regional and 

ethnic lines (Oyovbaire, 1989). 

Rather than address the 
. . 

soc10-eco no1111c, ethno-religious, educational and political 

contradictions called "Nigeria'', the new political elites were busy and selfishly festering their 

own nests . The depth of these contradictions did not only lead to the collapse of the First 

Republic, it brought about the first military coup of 15th January 1966 (Dudley, 1982; 

Adekanye, 1981 ), and laid the foundation for the 1967 civil war which lasted for 30 months. 

Between the period 1966 to 1979, N igeria witnessed series of coups and counter-coups. 

Within these 13 years, the nation had four military Heads of State. In between this period, the 

nation fought a 30-month civ il war ( 1967-1970). Generals Yakubu Gowon, Muritala 

Mohammed and Olusegun Obasanjo respectively managed the nation as Heads of State 

during the civil war and post-civil war years. The post-civil war years were dedicated to 

rehabilitation, reconstruction and reconcili ati on (Omotola, 2008) . 

The Second Republic which started in October 1979 came to an abrupt end in December 

1983 when the military struck and sized government. The Buhari/ldiagbon military regime 

was overthrown through a counter-coup in 1985 by General Badamosi Babangida. It is on 

record that Babangida 's regime orgJ nized and midwifed the longest and most expensive 

transition to democracy. The transition took seven years ( 1986-1993) and cost the nation over 

N40 billion (Ojo, 2000; Diamond, Kirk-Green & Oyadiran, 1997). Though the electoral 

process of the transition was adjudged to be of good standard, the election of June 12, 1993 
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considered the freest and faires t in th e nation 's history and presumed to have been won by the 

late business mogul , M .K.O. Abiola was annulled arid the transition truncated on flimsy and 

frivolous grounds. By this action, Babangida did not only abort the Third Republic, he made 

1993 and 1994, years Nigerians will not forget in a hmTy. The annulment of the election, 

subsequent arrest, detention and the mysterious death of M.K.O. Abiola battered the nation' s 

image. Nigeria became a pariah stale in the comity of nations. As the nation continues to 

suffer international battering for hlm1an right abuses, environmental degradation and drug 

trafficking; local civil liberty and pro-democracy groups equally mounted pressure on the 

then dictatorial military government of General Sani Abacha. In 1998, when General 

Abdulsalam became the Head of State after the mysterious and sudden death of Abacha, he 

(Abdulsalam) midwifed the shortest transition programme in the history of the country (10 

months). It is that transition process that heralded the current democratic dispensation . 

By implication, of the 55 years of Nigeria 's independence, the military held sway for 30 

years, while the civilian had only ruled the nation for 25 years. In the 25 years of civil rule, 

the country had experimented with the parli amentary system of government between 1960 

and 1966, while the nation currently runs a presidential system of government. But for the 

1993 general elections which were eventually annulled by the military-led government of 

General Ibrahim Babangida, elections in Nigeria have always been a-do-or-die-affair. 

Conduct of elections in Nigeria' s evolving democracy 1s deficient in cardinal ingredients 

(Aluaigba, 2008), progressively dec lining (Alemika & Omotosho, 2008) and inconsistent 

with the term and spirit of democracy (Ojo , 2000). While political campaigns and elections in 

other parts of the world center on ideology and issues, there seem to be a convergence of 

opinion among political power brokers and seekers in Nigeria, that political power can only 

be attained through electoral fraud and violence. Indeed , "democracy and Nigeria are like 
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Siamese twins; though conjoined , they are un comfortable and under intense pressure that 

could result in all forms of hurt, even death" (Ajayi & Ojo, 2014:107). 

Democracy, either as a concept or a system of rule, has become excessively ambiguous in 

contemporary political analysis . Indeed, there is probably no concept that has been so 

subjected to varying definitions, antagonistic interpretations and contradictory practises as the 

concept of democracy (Ajayi & Ojo, 2014: 107). However, it has enjoyed wide patronage 

because it is considered the least objectionable system of government. The Greek words 

demos and kratia mean people and rule or authority respectively. Hence, democracy is 

interpreted to mean 'rule by the people ' . Abraham Lincoln in an address delivered at the 

dedication of the Soldiers ' National Cemetery on 19 November 1863 in Gettysburg, 

Pennsylvania, gave what has since become the most famous definition of democracy. He 

defined democracy as 'government of the people , by the people, for the people '. This 

definition makes the people the subject and obj ect of democracy. Holding regular elections is 

globally accepted as the hallmark o[ democracy . The processes and activities that lead to 

leadership succession and regime change constitute the major parameter upon which 

democracy is assessed. 

5.2 The Driving Theories 

Downs ' (1957) Rational Choice Model and Lees- Marshment ' s (2001) Comprehensive 

Political Marketing (CPM) Model driv,c this study. The models are used to highlight the 

critical turning points in the 201 5 prcside:ntial election. In brief, the rational choice model 

posits that an individual voter calculates the expected benefits and the cost of voting to decide 

whether to vote or not to vote . When he perceives that the cost of voting outweighs the 

expected benefit, or that his singular vote fo r a particular party or candidate will not change 

the result, he may rationally consider voting a wasted venture. However, the model has been 
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expanded to cover group and soci ety . Hence, an individual who ordinarily does not see any 

personal benefit in voting for a party or candidate , may be motivated to vote because it is 

compulsory (in some societi es), it is a c i" ic res ponsil,ility or a societal or group norm. 

Comprehensive Political Marketing (CPM) model is the result of a research conducted into 

the behaviour of the British Labour Party as it transited from "product-oriented" approach in 

1983, through to a "sales-orientation" in 1 987, and finally achieving a "market-orientation" 

and electoral success in 1997. In 1983, the Labour Party was product-oriented in its approach 

to the election. The party argued for what it stood for and believed in. It assumed that the 

voters will see its position as right and then vote for it. The party was not ready and willing to 

change its ideas or product even if it fails to gain electoral or membership support. The 

behaviour of the Labour Party in 1983 according to Lees-Marshment (2001) closely 

resembled a product-orientation, because the programme the party offered was not in 

consonance with the concerns of majority of the voters . 

In 1987, Labour Paiiy stocked to its pre-determined product design, but recognizing that the 

voters may not want it, rather than change the product design, it used market intelligence to 

understand voters ' response to its behaviou r, and employed the latest advertising and 

communication technologies to persuade voters that its offering is good and right. A sales

oriented party does not change its behaviour to suit what people want, rather it tries to make 

people want what it has to offer. As it happened in 1983, the party failed to win the election. 

A market-oriented party designs its behaviour to provide voter satisfaction. It uses market 

intelligence to identify voter demands and then design its products to suit them. A market

oriented party does not attempt to change what people think, but to deliver what they need 

and want. This, Lees-Marshment observed was exactly what the Labour Party did in 1997 

under the leadership of Tony Blair. She recal ls thm the party went through a longer and more 

complex marketing process of full scale market intc~ligence to know the needs and wants of 
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the voters, thereafter, designed and adjusted the products to meet voters ' needs . The design 

was implemented and communicated before and during the election . At the end, the Labour 

Party won the election and its membership rose. 

5.3 Before the 2015 Elections 

The stake was obviously high: PDP prided itself as the biggest political party in Africa and 

planned to rule Nigeria for at least 60 years. Four opposition political parties, Action 

Congress of Nigeria (ACN), Congress for Progressive Change (CPC), All Nigeria Peoples' 

Party (ANPP) and a faction of All Progressive Grand Alliance (APGA) had also just come 

together in a merger to challenge PDP' s hold to national government. The new party, All 

Progressives Congress (APC). promised to rescue the Nigerian state from PDP's misrule . 

APC promised to fight corruption and bring about "change". PDP on the other hand insisted 

that it remained the best option and that it will continue its "transformation agenda" . 

Towards the 2015 elections, over 200 school girl s were abducted in Chibok by Boko Haram 

terrorist group. This same group had also taken-over many cities and villages in the North 

Eastern part of the country. Kidnappers were having a free reign in the South East, the price 

of crude oil at the international market had nose-dived and corruption had assumed a new 

dimension in the country. It is also instructi vc Lo note that United States of America had 

predicted that Nigeria will cease lo ex ist as a nation by the year 20 I 5. All these created an 

atmosphere of apprehension. The election eventually took place after a controversial six

week postponement following insistence by security agencies that the elections be pushed 

forward for them to accelerate the battle against the Boko Haram insurgency in the North 

East. 

The stage was set and the battle line drawn. The battle was between a Retired General, three 

times contender, Mohammadu Buhari o r /\PC and the incumbent President, Goodluc Eb~ ,- . " 
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Jonathan of PDP who had spent 6 years and was seeking for additional 4 years. As usual, the 

battle was between the North and South (ethnicity) and Christianity and Islam (Religion). 

However, this time around , South South and South East were expected to give maximum 

support to the PDP candidate, while the APC candidate was expected to get maximum 

support from the North. The So uth West was expected to be the critical battle front , and it 

did. Gander (2015) described the March 28, 20 15 presidential election as, perhaps, one of the 

most bitterly fought in the annals of the country·s e lectoral history. The 2015 elections in 

preparation, campaign, funding, voting, result and attitude of stakeholders and players 

marked a critical turning point in the democratic development of Nigeria. 

5.4 Fund Raising and Advert Spending 

Unlike in some other democracies where there are clear cut guidelines on sourcing and 

deployment of campaign funds . The electoral guideline in Nigeria is rather loose in this area. 

An estimated N3 .23 bi] lion was reported to have been spent on media advert for the 

presidential poll. Quoting the Compliance and Content Monitoring (CCM) report, Arneb 

(2015), states that PDP spent N2.5 billion (77percent of the total spending) and that APC 

spent N728 million (23 percent). This amount was used to push 253 creative materials across 

over 260 radio and television stati ons across the country with PDP utilizing 145 and APC 

utilizing 107. The CCM report was based on the analysis of 260 broadcast (radio and 

television) media, 48 print (newspaper and magazine) media and over 1,000 outdoor 

billboards across the nation over a period of December 2014 and March 2015. 

Another report had it that _just five days to the March 28 elections, political campaign adverts 

placed in the various media by the two leading contending political parties were estimated to 

have cost N4.9 Billion (Ekwujuru , 20 15). Thi s was minus the usual hand-outs and 

mobilization that went to individua ls and groups (There were rumours that PDP gave several 
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millions of dollars to some political , traditional and religious leaders and some socio-cultural 

groups). If spending on on line cam paign (mo ney paid to bloggers and online 

advocates/warriors), Public Relations activities such as town hall meetings, courtesy visits , 

special events, campaign rallies and other below the line adverts are quantified. There is no 

doubt, that the 2015 presidential elect ion remains the costliest so far in the history of 

democratic elections in Nigeria. 

The critical turning point was that , rather than fo ll ow the PDP ' s fundraising pattern (raising 

funds from government functionaries and government contractors), APC created different 

platforms through which ordinary Nigerians could donate to the Buhari/Osinbajo election 

campaign. Donations as little as NI 00 and above were made through payment to dedicated 

bank accounts; purchase of recharge vouchers and other creative and assessable means (See 

Figure 5.1). This way, th e party created the feeling of partnership and ownership in the mind 

of the ordinary Nigerians and would-be voters. 

Figure: 5.1. An online donation platform of APC Presidential candidate 2015 election 

Source: www.buharisupport. org 

Unlike in business and commercial marketing ,vhere smear and negative campaign are not 

allowed , in politics , smear and negative campai gn have become part of the game. The 2015 

presidential election is described a:, possibl y the 1nos l divisive election, drawing Nigerians 
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into a devious web of mudsli nging as weJI as ethn ic and religious chauvinism (Gander, 2015). 

This type of comment may not be unconnected with the nature of the political adverts, 

television documentaries and propaganda that was deployed by the two major contending 

political parties and candidates (sec Figures 5.2 , 5.3, 5.4 & 5.5). However, thi s study reveals 

that media campaign was not a majo r intluencer ol" vo ters ' preference. Media campaign came 

a distant seventh, coming behind party candidates, party/candidates· previous performance, 

party/candidates ' social and community projects/programmes, party manifesto, party 

image/behaviour, and political campaign in that order (See Table 5. l) 

Table 5.1 To what extent was voting decision intluenced by the following 

Statement Nil Very Great Little Extent Not at all 
Extent 

Freq c1/o F'rcq °/4, F'req % Freq % 
--

Party Candidates 10 () 7 807 -9 _9 292 21.7 239 17.1 

Party name and Logo -15 " " 385 28.6 333 24 .7 585 43.4 .>.J 

-
Party Slogan 40 3. 0 379 28. 1 30 1 22 .3 628 46 .6 

-------- ·---- - -----
Party lmage/ lk haviour ,15 J 3 4 12 30.6 44 7 33.2 444 32.9 

Culture and Reli gious J\rll iati on 55 4. 1 173 12.8 358 26.6 762 56.5 

Ethnic and communal relationship 50 3.7 234 17.4 4 19 3 I. I 645 47.8 

Opinion Leader 50 3 7 272 20.2 489 36 3 537 39.8 
. 

Per Influence 60 tl5 149 I I. I 40 1 29.7 738 54.7 
- --- - - --- -- -

Money and Gift 55 4. 1 76 5.6 198 14.7 10 19 75 .6 
-

Political Campa ign 45 3.3 ,107 30.2 437 32.4 459 34 .1 

Media Campa ign 50 3.7 ,!() ') 30.3 425 315 464 34.4 
--- -

Party and Cand idates social and 40 3.0 581 43 . 1 429 3 1.8 298 22.1 
Communi tv projects/Progra mmes 
Party Man ifesto 45 3.3 5% 44 .2 387 28.7 320 23.7 

-- ---
Party/ candid ates prev ious 30 2.2 72~ 53.8 299 22.2 294 21.8 
performance . ____ 1.__ -- - -·- -
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Figure 5.2 APC sponsored advert presenting .Jona tha n }lS clueless and incompetent 

THISDAY SlJNOAYl'EBRUARYl 201S 

Years As An U11derstudv 

S HEBOSS 

We've wasted 8 good years 
as a nation . 

This man is unarguably 
incompetent to lead us. 

Nigerians, it's in our hands. 
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Figure 5.3 PDP sponsored advert p resenting Bu hari as a dictator and an undemocratic 

leader 

VIII MONDAY FEBRUARY 2. 2015 THIS DAY 

EXECUTIO N OFTHR[[ NIGER IAN YOUTHS f·01WRUG !PMH(KING BASU1 ON /\ RETROACTIVE DECREE 

Q:"So, itis not something you look back now at /0 an<.' ~:-J•✓ it was an error?·' 

A: "No, It wos not or, error. le was deliberar,," 

DRACONIAN DECREEE FOUi! TO GAG ·1 HE PRESS 

A: "What we did was tho t yo11 must rio t embrmoss those civil servcmts. If you hove got evidence that somebody was 
corrupt, the courts were there. But you don't just gll and write articles thnt were embarrassing. 

Q:''But don't you thm k you went too fo ,?' 

A:"What do you mean by going too f ar ?" 

Q:"8ut you wen! to the ex treme that public ofliterr, could do no w rong, as if they were saints . You called the decree 
' Protection o1 Public Officers Against False Accusa tio,, ,' and clamped down on the media .. .... " 

A: "Those who did it, the editors, tire reporters, we Jailed t hem." 

Q: " No regret ?" 
A: "No regret, because we did it according to th~ lriM we made" 

OVERTHROWING ELECTED GOVERNMENT 0~ SHAG/l.RI 

Q:"When you were eased out of powe, and yc.u had t irne to reflect for three year,;, what did you then see that was 
Wrong?" 

A: " What did we do wrong to warrant being ;11,:kcJ .Fur example, w!1e11 we overthrew the Second Republic, we 
hod what we called the SIP. the Sped al ln.1estiqu1>011 P,111e/ that comprised !he police, the Natio110/ Security 
Orgcmisation (NSO} t/Jcn and the inreili.,,,·nc- comma,11ty of the mi/itarv. We did nothing by impulse or ad hoc. " 

EXCERPTS FROM INTERVIEW WITH THE SUN NEWSPAPER 26 0ECEMBf.R 20U 

DOKT VOTE TO REGRET. •. MJIOH W!SHV. uon FOR TRUE DEMOCRATS ....... VOTE FOR GEJ 
; , !'HE.SH FOCU& PUBLICATION 
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Figure 5.4 Newspaper Advert suggesting that Buhari (APC Presidential candidate) will 

die in office as in the case of the other Heads of State whose pictures are listed. 

Will you allovv hi story t o repeat itse lf? 

(;'(j' 
JON 
A 

Y HOULD 
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Figure 5.5 APC sponsored ad vert dchunking the purported lies against buhari. 

X 5UNOA Y F£8RUARY 1. 2015 TH IS DAY 

f e llow Nigerians. the clesp0rntw11 of 110 Peoplei, Democratic Party (PDP) t o smear the image and 
personaJity ofll1e Prnsicle 11l1<al Cc1ud1cldLe o! lh" All Pwg1e ~s1ves Coagress (APC). Gene ral Muhammadu 
Buhari. has t aken a cliftornn t twis t vv-1th !.1 10 b lunder of thou roceat clocurnontary on the Gone r al. 

• 

Please disre g ard Lhe TOTJ.1..LLV FALSE DOCUMENTARY 
and fo llow the truth: 

Fela N'EVE:R m ent ioned tl uha.,i 
in th e S 2 .8billiou scandciJ. He 
m e ntion e d OBJ. The J'. fric a n 
Indcpe nden1 Te l evb$1o n (AlT ) 

edite d that part. 

Bubari n.,vcr c xl'. e ll~d 
Ghanaian~ !l'om N1 g~r1 a . 
Shagari ot' the defu_ncl Nat~onal 
Party ofNlgeila (NPN) d;d. Al'l' 
made a FALSE! a s ser tion-

Gloria Olrnu d id not 
disapp ear under. 
Buhari. It h appe n e d 
underIBB, 

Whal has the docume11t a~y g o t 
to do with the fa mily of th e 
General'! The PD'P s loopcd so 
low lo brin g l)uh.:ui's 
daughters al\d his la1E: w ife i nt o 

politic::;. 

Fela's mother, the GREAT 
Funmilayo Kuti , dled after 
soldiers attacked Kalakuta 
Ropuhllc in 1916. Buhari c.une 
luto power in 1984. 

All 'l'oltiH:ia.Lu that we.re &cntonced 
lo prison by Iha 1984 Milltary 
'f:ribunal werQc fou.nd 10 either }\aite 
ClUie-hed thcrnsolves with public: 
funds or divcxted pu.blic funds. None 
wa~ convictoc1hy fiat, 

'l"be docu.mc::L\t11.ry all~g.,.d thitl Buhari 
had b o on lo~:i.rtg nlect:ioua :,ii.nee 1999-
Tb.ls is a lie. Gen. Bul)a.Yl'• firil shot at 
th.t1 r,ires i.denc-v w,1s in 2.003. Ch.le(Olu 
r<1Ja.o of tho ANJ>PIAD contt.:»Led 
against Obasanjo in 1991.;l . 

The docun,entary criticised Buhtid 
for head:b,g PTf 's Board , whereu 
PTf is till date the most isucccsdul 
paxas-tatill ev-e1 in Nigeria., w)&.ich 
also hrougld p.ron,tnent tra.ilbl:u:en 
ltlce the IMC Prof. Dora Akunylll. 

Nigerians, having gone thro1.i9b the r e cords, the choice is yours 
to VOTE for a c o1npa1 y o f l:iars or fo2" those W'ith integrity. 

OT CHANGE! 

1.00 



5.5 Political Marketing Stra tegics 

From the political marketing poin t of"vievv, the approach and behaviour of PDP towards 2015 

presidential election can be said lo be product-oricnled . The product and programmes the 

party offered were not in consonance ,,vilh the concerns of majority of the voters . The party ' s 

candidate was obviously not Lhc popu lar choice of lhe leaders of the party. Some major 

stakeholders in the party were of the opinion that haven spent 6 years; Goodluck Ebelle 

Jonathan should step down for a Northern candidate in the spirit of the North-South rotation 

and his personal promise not to seek additional term in office beyond 2015. In addition to 

these, many Nigeri ans reasoned thul PD P's 16 years in government had not met their 

expectations. To compound PDP 's chances, the Jonathan/ Sambo Campaign Organisation did 

not engage the voting public on what lo expect from the party and its candidate in the next 

four years ; they equall y did very littl e to highlight the achievement of the party and its flag 

bearer in the past 16 o r 6 years. They rather fo cused more on attacking the personality of 

Mohammadu Buhari and Bola Ahmcd Tinubu, the Presidential candidate and a leader of the 

APC respectively . 

The APC on the other hand , had a lo ng term plan . The rumour and possibility of a merger had 

been in the public domain since 20 11 . On the 6th o f february 2013 , in anticipation of the 

2015 elections, Nigeria's four bi ggest opposition parties - the Action Congress of Nigeria 

(ACN), the Congress for Progressive Change (CPC), the. All Nigeria Peoples Party (ANPP), 

and a faction of the All Progress ives Grand Alliance (APGA) came together to form a merger 

with the sole aim of wrestling power l"rom PDP. APC quickly embarked on a computer based 

registration of all party members across the nation. The idea was to capture the data of every 

party member and use the data to articulate the party's campaign strategy and plans. Some of 

the information captured in the temporary pariy membership card includes names, state/ward, 

phone number and email add ress . This plan was however frustrated by the Directorate of 
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State Security (DSS) on the all cgnti on that the opposition APC was planning to hack into the 

system of INEC. 

In addition to organising an open, decent, free and fair national pnmary, the party also 

commissioned a 20,000 public survey to know the needs and expectations of the people. 

According to Babatunde Fashola, fi nd_ings from this survey were used to formulate the 

party's manifesto and progra111 111 cs , 11 In add ition to this , the party went around engaging 

different groups and stakeholders, discussing the party ' s manifesto and planned programmes 

with the people. This behaviour can be likened to that of a market-oriented party. 

5.6 Branding and Integrated Marketing Communication (IMC) 

This study defines branding in the context of the political parties and their candidates, not as 

the product, the packaging, the name, image, colour or what the producer or marketer says it 

is . Rather, what the people perce ive o f it. Similarly, the study conceives IMC as the strategic 

and coordinated use of the vari ous marketing co mmunication tool s and media for a seamless 

delivery of brand messages. J\ look at the logo and slogan of the PDP and APC, and how 

their brand messages relate and resonat e with the target voters shows that APC did a better 

job than the PDP. From brand communi cation point of view, in the count down to the 2015 

presidential election, APC led many Nigerians to believe that PDP had failed to protect the 

nation; the ' Umbrella' had become weak and leaking. The party and its leaders have become 

'power' drunk. As such, APC sold ' change ' to the people. But for that change to come, PDP 

must be swept away from power; and it must be collective, hence the ' broom revolution' . The 

logo and slogan of APC communi cated more strength and was more consistent with the 

party's message and the yearnings o f' the people more than that of the PDP. 

1. Babatunde Ra_ji Fashol a. form er g,iverno r 0 1· Lag,)s state co111irmed thi s on Strai ght Talk with Kadaria on C hanne l 
Televi s ion o n 18th February 20 15. Watch : •W itho ut has ics like po wer, people demand mo re money - Gov. Fashola 
on Strai ght T alk w ith Kadari a 'I 51i" {1\jlJ2S.:/1\ '.) ' 11 0 vo ulubc.com/walch9v= lJ cV2h l-l Sd l 10) 
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Figure 5.6 Logo of the 2 leading poli tica l parties in the 2015 presidential elections 

CHANGE! POWER! 

5.7 The Election and the Result (Matters Arising) 

The Presidential election initi all y sche~iulcd for Saturday, 14 February, 2015 , eventually took 

place on Saturday, 28 March, 20 15 after a controversial six-week postponement hinged on 

the need for the military to accelerate the battle against Boko Haram insurgency in the North 

East and the delay in production and di stribution of Permanent Voter 's Card (PVC). At the 

end of the closely contested pol L Retired General Mohammadu Buhari of APC defeated the 

then incumbent President and candidate of PDP, Good luck Ebele Jonathan with slightly over 

2.5 million votes (See Table 5.2). 

Table 5.2 INEC's declared resu lt in respect APC and PDP candidates 

-----
Total Number of Registered Voters 67,422 ,005 

-------- ----
Ace red ited Voters 3 1,746,490 

Total Votes Cast 29,432,083 
-------

Valid Votes 28,587,564 
- --------. 

Buhari (APC) 15,424,921 
.. ·-------,-

Jonathan (PDP) 12,85 3, 162 
--- ·----- -

Difference between the Winn er and the 2,57 1,759 
Runn er-up. 

-- - - --

Source: !NEC 2015 Declared Presid entia l Results 
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5.8 Voter Apathy 

Though considered the most cornpditivc and expensive in Nigeria's electoral history, 2015 

voter turnout was the lowest ever (43.6% compared to the 52% in 1999, 69% in 2003 , 57% in 

2007 and 54% in 2011). Down·s ( 1957) rational choice model in brief posits that an 

individual voter calculates the expected benefits and the cost of voting to decide whether to 

vote or not to vote. When a potential voter perceives that the cost of voting outweighs the 

expected benefit, or that his singular vote for a particular party or candidate will not change 

the result , he may rationally consider voting a wasted venture. The significant drop in voters ' 

turnout in the 20 15 presidential election may, therefore, suggest that a large number of the 

electorate felt that the cost of votin g al the elections outweighs the expected benefits. This 

may not be too far from the truth. 

A number of reasons have been add uced fo r the drop in voters' turnout particularly at the 

2015 elections; Pre-conceived noti on among voters that actual votes cast do not usually 

count; the imposition of unpop ular candidates by some party leaders ; hectic nature of the 

registration and voting processes; violence; electoral frauds and nonfulfillment of electoral 

promises (See, Fagunwa, 20 15:41 & Agaigbc, 2015:2). 

Table 5.3 Nigerian Presidential Election: 2011 & 2015 Regional Voters Turnout 

--
Geo-Political 2011 2015 Movement 

Zones A roxim a!~ -
South West 32% 40 .J Up by 8.3% 

-· 
South East 63% 40.5 Dow n by 22 .5% 

·--· 
South South 62% 57 .8 Down by 4.2% 

----- - -----
North West 56% 55 () -~Jp bv 0. 1 °/ci - -· -- .... - --
North East 56% 45.2 Down by I 0.8% 

North Central 49% 43.5 Down by 5.5% 
-

Nation wide 52.3% 43.6 Down bv 8.7% 

Source: Adapted from INEC 2011 & 2015 Oeclan:d Presidential Results 
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As much as thi s study concedes io the obvious fact that there is voter apathy in Nigeria and 

that it must be addressed. Comparing the 20 15 presidential election figures with that of 1999, 

2003 , 2007 and 2011 , and concluclt ng that the 2015 voters ' turnout is comparatively low, may 

in itself be faulty and contestable. The relat ive high vo ters· turnout in previous elections may 

be due more to electoral fraud tb an reality. Cases of multiple and under-age registration and 

voting, ballot box snatching and stuffing. l(Jan ipulation and falsification of election results 

have always been associated with elections in Nigeria. 

5.9 PVC and Card Readers 

The introduction o f Permanent V utns C1rds (PVC) wi th bi ometric data and verification of 

voters through card readers by tbe electo ral umpire, INEC, was to reduce fraud so that 

Nigerians can develop confidence in the electoral process. The use of PVCs and Card 

Readers (CR) was to check inflati on of voter registration and election results and also prevent 

impersonation and multiple vot ing. ln sticking to its planned utilization of PVCs and CRs, 

INEC argued that it had identifi ed more than 4 million multiple registrations in the 2011 

register and that evidence from 20 11 po lls also shows that some Local Government Areas 

recorded turnouts as high as 94°/ci and 96% of all registered voters with some polling units 

recording 100% turnouts despi te the obvious practi cal impossibility of such numbers 

(Situation Room. 201 5 ). The 201 5 voters· reg iste r in the researcher ' s opinion is a significant 

and critical step forward in dealing with the electoral fraud such that was identified in the 

2011 voters register. The ferocity w ith wh ich some politicians fought against the utilisation of 

the new technology (PV C and CR) probabl y suggests their frustration and determination to 

continue to manipulate the elect()ra\ process. 

Public assessment or 2015 electi ons as the .most credible election (aside 1993) (See Table 5. 

4) is largely attributed to the in troducti on oC PVC' and CR by INEC fo r the 20 l 5 elections. 
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This, to a large extent, prevented multipk registration, voting and result padding. President 

Muhammadu Buhari was quoted at; attri bLtting hi s victory at the 2015 election to the use of 

technology (PVC and CR) . I-l e M is re ported to have thanked God and technology from 

preventing him going to the Supreme Court Cor the fourth time (See, Gander, 2015). 

Table 5.4 Distribution of Respondent on Election Credibility 

--· __ ., ___ --
Parameter 

-· 
f'i-eQucncy__ _e_crcc_i~~c 

Nil 15 I I ·---- - --·-
1999 146 10. S - . -··---
2003 77 5. 7 

·- --
2007 55 4.1 ---· 
2011 259 19 .2 
2015 665 493 -----·-
Cant 12 1 9.0 
Remember -----
Other 10 0. 7 ----------~ --- --
Total 1348 100.0 

-· --·---··-- --· -

5.10 Social Media and Youth Pa rticipation 

The story of 2015 presidential election will be incomplete without acknowledging the 

participation of the you th and the role of the soc ial med ia . The two political parties funded 

bloggers and online warriors who me mostl y young people between the ages of 18 and 30 to 

articulate their party programmes and candidates, attack their opponents and defend their 

party and candidates. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and other chatting platforms became 

battle grounds for smear cam pai gns, negative adverts and propaganda. Social media 

platforms became the expanded pub li c fora where political and campaign agenda were openly 

discussed, young Nigerians male and fem ale used the media to express their opinion and 

sentiments about democracy in Nigeria. the political parties/candidates behaviour, and their 

expectations. Sirnilarly, social mc·d i~1 were ex tensively used to source and share election 

results from the wc1nls ; the rel ease of dccl ion results via social media before rhe official 

declaration by the elcc t0rnl um pi re according to Oyenuga (2015) increased political 

participation and added val ue to the Nigerian political culture. 
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Although there are no official vo ting data to ascertain the demographic participation of 

youths in the 2015 elections, the ir \ml inc activism and group participation in a number of 

campaign programmes and events of lhc iwo leading contending parties and candidates give 

the researcher the feeling that the youth played a critica l role in the outcome of the 2015 

presidential election . The researcher al so opines that if social media traffic rates were to be 

measured and analysed , the traffi c between the periods of Februray to April 2015 will 

probably be higher than any other pe ri od be tween May 2015 and February 2016. 

5.11 Political Marketers and Their Roles 

Although the existence of registered political marketing and election campaign firms in 

Nigeria is currently doubtful , the re ex it a number of individuals and integrated marketing 

communication (IM C) firms that provide election campaign related services. The services 

rendered include Creative content and message development, media buy and placements, 

party organisation and lobby, event planning and organisation, media engagement, publicity 

and propaganda. It is on record that the Al I Progressives Congress (APC) engaged the 

services of AKPD Message and Media, a United States-based Public Relations and Public 

Affairs Consultancy firm , to manage the party's campaign for the 2015 general elections. The 

firm rendered services basically in the areas of research, planning and budgeting and message 

delivery . 

In the researcher 's personal opini on , A P( 's use of local and international professional firms 

and the organised and coordinated use of lMC tool s and methods in its presidential campaign 

could be said to have contributed to the part y' s electoral success. The party ' s messages to the 

public and their spokespersons were consistent in their information dissemination. PDP 

performed dismally in this regard . There were a lot of conflicting reports coming from 

different groups and spokespersons . Thi'< confusion was evident in the reports of the 
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abduction , the number of the ahduc ted . purported release of the abducted Chibok girls , 

President Jonathan proposed visit to the Chibok community and military recapture/recovery 

of lost communities. This may not be unconnected with the loose public communication 

structure of PDP. Dr. Doyin Okupc, Special Senior Assistant to the President on media, Olisa 

Methu, PDP 's pub licity sccreL.11·y ,md Chi ef Femi Fani-Kayode , the director of 

communication of the Jonathan/Sambo campaign organi sation were obviously not working in 

synergy. 

5.12 Voter Inducement 

The use of money, foodstuff and other material gifts to induce vote was still visible and 

possibly worked in some areas. In the larger contest, the party that threw more money around 

(PDP) lost to the party that had Limi ted fund s to throw around (APC) . As a matter of fact , the 

slogan amongst the people was "Collect the mo ney, but vote for change" . 

5.13 Conclusion 

In a true democrac y. power resides with the voters; they decide who to lead them for a 

stipulated period of time. Prior to the 20 15 elections, N igerian politicians, to a large extent, 

undermine the voters. They do this by manipulating the electoral process and results . 

However, INECs deployment of technology (PVC and Card Readers) indeed gave the voters 

the power for the first time to determine the faith of the politicians. In marketing terms , the 

electorate assumed the critical ro le of the "customer-king". 

The critical turning po int in the 20 15 pres identi al election is that fo r the first time in the 

democratic history of Nigeria, an incumbent Pres ident lost, not to a candidate of his party, but 

to the candidate of another party. By th is, the then ruling PDP will have to live with the 

reality of being in opposition at leas t for the next four years . Another turning point is that the 

2015 elections signalled the introduction and use of technology into the electoral process, this 
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to a large extent, served the purpose for which it was introduced ( check/curtail electoral 

fraud) . However, wh ile the fina l results \\ere slil l be ing awaited , the incumbent Pres ident, His 

Excellency, Goodluck Ebele Jonathan did the unexpected , he called his opponent, Rtd. Gen. 

Mohammadu Buhari , to concede defeat and congratulate him . By this singular act, former 

President Goodluck Jonathan nol onl y exhibited grace and statesmanship, his gesture 

signalled restraint to his foll owers and ilJ(Jicated that the wish of majority of Nigerians is 

greater than his indi vidual desire or ambition. His democratic maturity brought immediate 

calm and peace to the nation. 

In addition to the above, 2015 presiden ti al election will also be remembered as the first 

election since 1979 lhat will not proceed to the electi on tribunal. Presidential elections since 

1979 have always been challenged even to the highest court in the land. Apart from the 

deployment of technology for voter reg istration and accreditation, the 2015 presidential 

election will go down as one in which the socia l media platfo rms were critical battle fields. 

The election will also be remembered !'or Lhe active ro les and participation of Nigerian 

youths . 

From the political marketing point of view, the market-oriented approach of APC, no doubt, 

gave the party the edge in the battl e for /\so Rocle There is no doubt that the purposeful, 

coordinated and strategic use of marketing communication media and tools contributed to the 

success of APC and Buhari/Osinbajo campaign organisation. This study confirms the 

emergence and relevance of the concept of market-ori entation in the 2015 presidential 

election; it al so fo resees the emergence of pol itica l marketing and election campaign firms in 

the very nearest future. 1t is hoped that the new ruling party (APC) and its elected leaders will 

work to deliver on their electoral pr\)rniscs and that the e lec toral umpire (INEC) will work to 

sustain and build on the success of 2015 elections. This way , public trust in the electoral 
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system will improve, voter aparty will diminish and more professional political marketers 

will come on board. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

DAT A ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 

6.0 Introduction 

To ascertain whether political party lcmkrs, poli tical candidates, campaign managers and 

consultants in Nigeria are aware of, and practice the concept of Political Marketing; to 

identify the various political marketing strategies the ruling and opposition political parties 

used in their bid to earn the votes or the electorate and secure political offices; to assess the 

measure of effectiveness of the political marketing strategies used by the ruling and 

opposition political parties in recent electoral contests and also in an attempt to predict the 

direction and future of political marketing in Nigeria, qualitative and quantitative data were 

collected. For the qualitative data, the researcher consulted friends and colleagues for contact 

with governorship candidates who had contested in previous elections, political party leaders 

of ruling and opposition political part ies. any individual or agency that had consulted for, or 

worked for any governorship candidate or political party in any election between 1999 and 

2015 . 

The researcher, aware of the daunti ng task of getting the target population to grant interview, 

but also determined to use every decent and ethical means to collect relevant data, made 

several phone calls . sent text and email messages (where contact phone numbers and email 

addresses were available). It must be reported that many of these individuals contacted, never 

responded , a few who did, gave excuses or ou trightly refused to grant an interview. At the 

end, only four governorship candidates, th ree political party leaders, three campaign 

coordinators/consultants and six in tegrmcd marketing communication (IMC) professionals 

who were available and willing, were in lc rviewed by the researcher. Of the 16 interviews 

conducted, one was by email and the remaining 15 were done in person with the researcher 
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asking the questions and taking notes \Nhilc c1 research assistant operated the voice recording 

machine. 

For the quantitative data, One thousand, three hundred and forty eight (1,348) members of the 

voting public, who registered and vo ted in any of the elections between 1999 and 2015, were 

surveyed by the researcher with the assistance of four trained research assistants. The team 

visited the six South Western states and administered the questionnaire directly to willing 

respondents in person. It should be noted here, that the number of respondents per state was 

decided on the basis of the number of registered voters per state as declared by the electoral 

umpire (INEC). Data for the study was co llected over a period of three months (June -

August, 2015) in the six South Western states of Lagos, Ekiti, Oyo, Osun, Ondo and Ogun. 

Data analysis and interpretations are hereby presented under two sub-headings : Qualitative 

data and quantitative data. 
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6.1 Qualitative Data 

6.1.1.Use of Professiona l Campaign Managers/Consultants 

Figure 6.1 Pie chart showing the use or Professiona l Campaign Managers/Consultants by 

political Parties/Candidates 

Professional/Voluntary 
67% 

Volu ntary easis 
11% 

Professional 
22% 

Voluntary Ba sis Pro fession al Profess ional/Voluntary 

The chart above shows that majority o l' the campaign managers and consultants interviewed 

rendered services on professional and voluntary basis. Two (22%) rendered services strictly 

on professional basi s, While on ly one ( 11 %) rendered service purely on voluntary basis. 

Some of the reasons given for rendering serv ice on voluntary basis are; the lean campaign 

budget of the particular party/candidate and the ir personal relationships with the candidate 

and party. 

"I would say we worked /o r them professionally, at the same 
time on volunteer bctsis.. . 1Ve were aware of the party's lean 
budget , hence, Wf' used very lean budget to run huge ideas 
because we were convinced that ·s the direction to go. So , we 
were hoth volunteers cts well as 17rn/essionols " (.<:;OJ). 
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Another IMC professional though cl aimed hi s company rendered services to the political 

parties/candidates purely on professional basis, his submission below however suggests the 

firm also rendered volunteer se rvi ces; 

Our relationship wi1h these political candidates and political 
parly was purely on p/'()/ess ional basis; we charged 
commercially for material production, Launch and media 
placements. Although we hove not been able to charge for our 
professional services, th is is due to the fact that most times, the 
candidates see us as people who believe in their course and see 
us as fr iends who should help in defi,aying some of the financial 
expenses oftheir campaign (U). 

The use of professional campai gn managers and consultants is not widespread . While a leader 

in the ruling political party in one of the states. emphatically declared that they do not engage 

campaign managers or consultants fo r their political campaigns, but, that they run their 

campaign in-house. led by the governor himself; "To run our campaigns, we don 't engage 

them; (Campaign Managers/Consultants) if is done by party members led by the governor" 

(PA). An opposition governorship candidate (FP) affirmed that he enlisted the services of 

professionals; members of the Advertising practitioners of Nigeria, Nigeria Institute of Public 

Relations and Radio/Television and News paper journalists who helped him push his 

candidacy, messages and visions in the media and areas he personally could not reach. 

Another governorship candidate confessed never to have hired any campaign consultant. 

Though, he acknowledged their rel evance, he identified availability of funds as the limiting 

factor; "I can tell you we have never engaged any campaign consultant, not that we don't 

need them but we can't afford to hire o consultcmt. Although, we do get volunteer campaign 

strategists, once we know them, ,i:e encourage them" (Kk). 

Please Notel The use: or initia ls is to pro tect the: identit y ol"th~ rc;spu nclent , 
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From the responses of the professional campaign consultants/managers and the politicians 

themselves, it can be deduced that the engagement of professional campaign managers and 

consultants is not widespread. Many political party leaders and candidates still consider 

election campaign as the sole respo nsibi lity of the internal party members to be led by the 

governors in their respective states. I lowcver, the; fact that the services and relevance of these 

professionals are acknowledged is a sign tha t tbeir use and engagement can only continue to 

grow. 

6.1.1 Knowledge of Political Marketing Concept 

Table 6.1.1 Knowledge of the Concept of Poli tica l Marketing 

Parameter Frequency Percenta oe ::, 

-----
Yes 12 75% 

-----
No 04 25% 

Total 16 100 .0 
·- -· 

Majority of respondents interviewed, claim to be aware of the concept of political marketing. 

However, 11 of the 12 respondents who claim to be aware of the concept gave definitions and 

explanations that are inconsistent with the spirit of business marketing, not to talk of political 

marketing. Definitions such as cited below give clear indication that these respondents are not 

aware of the true spirit of marketing: 

"A marketing approach used lo i1iluc:11ce consumers about political issues " (M I. 

Ltd). 

"Yes, I am aware of the concep1 o(political marketing. it is very relevant to political 

campaign and we cannot bu/ use political marketing to achieve our goal, so my mvn 

concept ofpolitical marketinY, is, how best to reach those buyers and make them buy 

my product?" (F'P ). 

"Political marketing is telling people what we want to do for them. If they don't like 

our product, they won 't vole for our party" (P.A). 
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Telling the people what you want to do i'o r them, or developing strategies to influence the 

people to buy your product without initially co nsidering their needs and wants cannot be 

marketing. Market ing in the real s..::n se is nol sales , neither is it promotions. lt is definitely 

not a top-down communication. Market ing is a wide range of carefully ordered process 

through which a product, servi ce or ide:1 that meet and satisfy the needs and wants of a target 

market originates and reach the final destination (Arens, 2004). Similarly, and by extension, 

political marketing is the application o f marketing principles and procedures in political 

campaign by individuals and organisation (Newman, 1994, 1999); the marriage between 

politics and marketing (Lees-Marshmcnt, 2001 a). Like its business counterpart, political 

marketing is about understanding the vote r' s needs and the development of party product(s) 

to satisfy those needs. From the responses above, the researcher can fairly conclude that 

many of the political party leaders, political cand idates , campaign managers and consultants 

in Nigeria are not aware of the true concept of po litical marketing. 

6.1.2 Strategies Adopted. 

The responses below show the diversit y and the combination of strategies used by political 

parties, aspirants and the various profess iona ls engaged for campaigns and allied issues. The 

responses also reflect the various marketing communication tools and methods used by the 

political parties, asp irants and their campaign managers and consultants in their quest to win 

elections and attain the ir desired ob_jt:e t1vcs. A lormcr Director of Organisation of a political 

party and a campai gn co nsultant Li ;i nu 111hcr of 1:-'ovcrnorship aspiran ts considers free flow of 

information top-down and bottom-up very critical to effective election campaign. To achieve 

this objective, he selects pecple he call s fieid officers in every local government and 

encourages them to repl icate same in the.: Narcls under their local governments. These field 

officers collect and disseminate inlorrnalion bottom- up and top-down. In addition to this , he 
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reasoned that traditi onal Yoruba movies; hnvc a large foll ower-ship cutting across the upper, 

middle and low income groups . Hence, he selected two very popular Yoruba movie actors 

and two very popular Yoruba fuji music arti stes to endorse and support his client. And 

through these local celebrities , be sold hi s c lient. political party and programmes to the voting 

public. His choice and preference for th is ;.; lratcgy is that: "a lot of our target voters hardly 

read newspapers and those who do , were ,·iciously opposed to my client"(W A). 

- "We did television commercials and also some social media promotions" (SOJ) 

- "We used Advertising, Public Relcitions mainly PR and social media engagements" SB!. 

- "We deployed the multi-media uppm och. We used digital and interactive media, Radio and 

Television jingles laced with popular music icons fea turing and we also used events" 

(T.J) . 

In addition to using the newspaper, television, radio, posters, billboards, campaign rallies and 

souvenirs to create awareness and forn iliar ity with the voting public, a governorship 

candidate also acknuwledgecl the grov, iug inO uc11cc of the soc ial media in connecting with 

the people. "Today, the social mcdio hove become vety powerjitf tools; you can use biogs to 

ensure that your photographs, videos and statements are available for used by people we call 

'e-warriors · who are out there on the Internet disseminating positive information about you". 

Branding or campaign ve hi cles. hiri11g smgcrs and dancers who s111g and dance, with 

someone screaming out the candidatc· s name, vision and programmes on a mega-phone as 

the campaign rally goes around the various towns and cities has remained popular and 

effective. '"This afjbrded us the opportunity to l"ell our pmgrammes and plans directly to the 

people. This method 11·us ve,y ,4/e cti ve · ( /- P) . Visit Lo, and engagement with key stakeholder 

groups was also a popular strategy adopted by the candidates. Many of them visited 

traditional leaders , churches, mosques, schoo ls and colleges, youth groups, road transport 

workers ' groups and market women groups. J\s poli ticians visit and engage with these groups 



gifts and money a lso changed hm1d s: ' /Ve olso visited and engaged congregations and 

groups. However, as we visited 1hese various groups, we didn '/ go empty-handed, we gave 

campaign souvenirs and money lo ossisl !hem and sho11 appreciation jbr ac:cepting us and 

giving us the opportun ity to intemc/ with them,. (FP) . 

From the responses of the governorship candida tes , party leaders, campaign managers and 

consultants in respect of the campaign stra tegy/strategies adopted, not a single one of them 

mentioned the use of research. sun·ey. inte lligence or an ythi ng close to these, to suggest that 

they sought the views .. input and opinion oJ the target voter. Thi s clearly shows that their 

approach and strategy can bes t be described as product or sales-oriented and not market

oriented. 

Table 6.1.2 showing com bination of strategics, meth ods, media and tools used by 

political parties/candidates/consulta nts. 

Strategy Marco m Methods MarCom Media/Tools 
- ----

- Creation and working - l\.dve rt isi ng Radio, Te lev ision, Bill-Board, 

through structures. . Publ ic Re lati on s Poster, Handbill , Campaign Rallies, 

- Ce lebr it y and group - Direct Marketi ng Soc ial Media, Word of Mouth, Use 

endorsements l'crsonal Sel lin g (" o, bra nded gift s and souve nirs, 

- Stakeholde r engagements Spec ial events, Door to door 

canvas ing, Town Hall meetings 
i.__..._ _____ 

6.1.3 Factors Responsible for Success/Failu re at the Polls 

Respondents attri buted the success and fa.ilure at the polls to many factors. Successes were 

attributed to the party or/and candidate' s previous perfo rmance in office ; the political party 

under which a candidate contes ted was also considered an advantage. Cohtesting under a 

popular and establ ished po litical pa rty like PDP and A.PC was considered by some 

respondents as an advantage. compared L<.) a competitor who is contesting under a little 

known political party like PPN, /\CCORD and LABOUR. Having a better campaign and 

communication structure; deve lop ing a manifesto and programmes that connect with the 



people, and addresses their need s and wants were also listed as success factors. Some 

respondents also be lieve that state power and resources at the disposal of an incumbent also 

confer advantage on the incumbent or hi s favoure d candidate. On why some candidates and 

political parties failed in past elections in Nigeria, respondents listed insufficient fund to 

prosecute their campaign, defective campaign and communication strategies, use of money 

and gifts to induce voters, violence, electoral fraud and other related malpractices. This is 

consistent with Ojo ' s (2014) observation that rigging and electoral violence is so pervasive, 

and they are threat to Nigeria' s democracy. 

The researcher notes that the governorship candidates interviewed did not see any defect in 

their election campaign strategics . Unli ke the campaign consultants and IMC agencies, they 

attributed their failure at the polls basicall y to insufficient funds , electoral malpractices and 

the power of incumbency in some cases: 

"I lost the election not because 0111· strategies were ineffective, but because I 

didn 't have enough financial power tv compete ,vith the sitting government 

who .fimded the candidate tha1 eventually won. If I had a ve,T deep pocket, I 

·would have been able lo reoc/1 Ct lot ofjJevple" (FP). 

''The best of'ideas can ne,•er translate to reality without the backing of 

necessaryjimds The absence ojodequatejitnding actually was intimidating. 

Ifwe had had adequate.fimding, \l'ilh the yearning ofpeople for change, we 

would have won" (Kk) . 

The campaign managers/consul tants and IMC agenci es have a slightly different opm1on, 

though they agreed that money played a cri tical ro le in the success and failure of contestants 

and political parties at the poll s. thi s notwithstand ing, they reasoned that the political parties 

that recorded success at the polls were th ose which presented the most credible candidate; 

presented a better manifesto thcit conneCls with the needs and wants of the people, and had a 

better campaign and comrnunicatiu11 st i-alc.;gy. ;\ n [MC consultant to one of the governorship 

candidates was of the opinion that the "street credibility" of his client, His policies and 
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programmes in the past foul' ycun were s11 i'lic:c' nt for him to sell hi s client to the people"(CS). 

Another consultant ( WA) n::to rtv:I lhat i1 Js ,: iiL'nl record ed successes when he had a firm grip 

of his structures and rnainl8incd good re lations hip wi th them; but lost when he started 

disconnecting with his structures. An IMC c1 gcncy and a campaign consultant however 

confessed that the opposition p:1rty/cc1ndictaLc 's be tter campaign strategy could have been 

responsible for their succe:-;s at th e :i() ll: 

"The opposition pal'ty had o better strategy and campaign theme (Change) 

and their campaign was social media led which was the best medium to reach 

the voting public which largely comprised r~/ the youth" (M I Ltd). 

"The oppusilion purlv hud u lw/!er n111didate, better manifesto and they 

connected heller with thf vo1i111< ;Jt 1h!ic" (.{,,'OJ). 

Table 6.1.3 Showing factors responsib ( · fo r success and failure at the polls 

·------ · - ... ---- - ------ ------
Success Factors .Failure Factors 

··- ····---···----- ------·--------1---------·- ·-- ··-·-
Party/candidates prev io us pcrfonn a11 cc and i1rn1gc. Use of money to induce voters 
- ---------~·---- -- -· -- -- -- ----- --------- -•·-- - -

Political Party' s market pos iti on Fai lure LO connect with the people and the party 
structures . 

Better campaign and corn rnuni ca ti o11 strntc-gi,'s Defecti ve campaign and communication 

- ------·-------. -
strategi c~ 

··- --- - ·-- =--------
Power of incumbency Electora l fraud , violence and malpractices. 

- • ·· ··--· ______ _____ ____ __:_ _____ ___J 

The diversity of opinion of tl1 c polit ic ian s and their campaign managers and consultants 

suggest that the contestants and party kaders we re probably subjective in their assessment, 

while the proless iuna l carnpai 61~ rn ;1n,,gc 1·,; und consultan ts were dispassionate in their post-

election introspecti on. 

In their quest to win e lections and attain desired electi ve offices, it is obvious from the 

responses that :-;orne eontestc111ts engaged the services of campaign and marketing 

communication experts . whether on pru fes:;io nal ur vo lunteer basis. It is equally evident from 

the respon~;es that murke tin g curnniun;cation tools such as Advertising, Public Relations, 

Publicity, Direct Sak,; and Jivcnt,; v,;cn: dep loyed by some political parties and candidates to 

inform, persuade, :rnd inllue nct.· t'.1c v:1li 11 g pt1hlic. There is little or no evidence from the 
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responses to show that the political parties and their candidates subscribed to voters' research 

and intelligence to determine voters' needs and expectations, and voter segmentation. 

Fundamentally, while there are evidence to show that political candidates, campaign 

managers and consultants in Nigeria use some marketing communication tools and methods 

in their campaign, it is also obvious that majority of them are not aware of, and practice the 

concept of Political Marketing. At best, their approach to election campaigns can be 

described as product or sales oriented. Not a single one of those interviewed gave the 

impression that research was conducted to discover and understand voters' needs and wants. 

All they did was just to design political products they considered appropriate for the voting 

public. These they promoted in a top - down approach. The acknowledgement and use of 

campaign managers and consultants by some political contestants however is an indication 

that the future of political marketing in Nigeria is bright. 

6.2 Quantitative Data 

6.2.1. Return rate of Questionnaire 

One hundred per cent return rate was recorded for the survey. This is attributed to the 

sampling approach adopted by the researcher. Respondents who had voted in any previous 

election between 1999 and 2015 and were willing to be surveyed were purposely selected. 

The researcher and his assistants sought responses only from the numbers of respondents 

allocated to each state based on the figure of registered voters published by INEC. The 

researcher and his assistants provided writing material to respondents and collected the filled 

questionnaire right on the spot. 

Table 6.2.1. Return rate of Questionnaire 

Questionnaire No of Respondents Percentage 
···-·---

Returned and found 1348 [00% 

Useable 
Returned but not N il 0% 
Useable 
Not Returned Nil 0% 

Total 1348 100.0 
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6.2.2. Demographic Outlook of Respondents 

For the second population group, 1,348 members of the voting public (electorate) who 

registered and voted in any of the general elections between 1999 and 2015 were purposively 

selected and surveyed. A total number of 1,348 questionnaire instruments were allocated to 

the six South Western states of Lagos, Ogun, Ekiti , Ondo, Osun and Oyo at the ratio of 1 -

9,996 according to the number of registered voters as published by INEC 2015 (See, Table 

4.1 showing size of population). The aim was to ascertain the relevance and effectiveness of 

the political campaign and communication strategies adopted by the first population group 

(political party leaders, candidates and campaign managers/consultants) in recent electoral 

contests, and to also help to identify other variables that might have been responsible for the 

success or failure of political parties and candidates in recent electoral contests. 

Table 6.2.2 Distribution of respondents by age group 

Age Frequency Percentage 

18-30 years 336 24.9 

31-43 years 521 38 .6 

44-56 years 396 29.4 

57-69 years 80 5.9 

70 years and Above 15 I. l 

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.2.2 above shows that middle-age people between the ages of 31 years - 56 years 

form the highest voting age group with a combined population size of 917 (68%). People 

between the ages of 57 years and above constitute 7%, while young people between the ages 
.l~r·.r . ·~ 

of 18 years and 30 years total 336 (24.9%). To qua_l.ify vote in a national election in Nigeria, a 

citizen must have attained the age of 18 years . However, the relatively low percentage of 

respondents between the age bracket of 18 and 3 0 years may not be unconnected with the fact 

that many young people across nations have lackadaisical attitude towards elections. 
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Table 6.2.3 Distribution of respondents by gender 

-
Sex Frequency Percentage 

Male 891 66.1 

Female 457 33.9 

Total 1348 100.0 

Although, majority of the respondents were male, the gender disparity of respondents as 

reflected in table 6.2.3 does not in any way; suggest that the male gender participate in the 

electoral process more than their female counterparts. The figures should be seen only to 

reflect those who were available and willing to partake in the survey. 

Table 6.2.4 Distribution of respondents by states 

State Frequency Percentage 

Ekiti 72 5.3 

Lagos 583 43.2 

Ogun 171 12.7 

Ondo 150 l l.l 

Osun 138 10.2 

Oyo 234 17.4 

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.2.4. above shows the number of respondents allotted to each state. The figures 

allotted to the states are an approximate percentage of the number of registered voters per 

state as presented by INEC. This was done to give fair representation to the states under 

study. (Please refer to Table 4.1). 

Table 6.2.5 next page, indicates that Civil/Public servants with 37% of the total number of 

respondents formed the largest group of respondent. They are followed by the self-employed, 

professionals, students, traders and artisans in that order. Those who could not classity their 

occupation within any of the listed options constitute only 1.9%. 
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Table 6.2.5 Distribution of respondents by occu pation 

Occupation Frequency Percentage 

Civil/Public Servant 507 37 .6 

Professional 208 15.4 

Self Emp loyed 25 7 19 . 1 
-· 

Students 166 12.3 

Artisan 55 4.1 

Trader 130 9.6 

Others 25 1.9 

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.2.6 Distribution of respondents by education attainment 

Education Frequency Percentage 

Post Tertiary 379 28. I 

Tertiary 666 49.5 

Secondary 2 13 15. 8 

Primary 30 2.2 

Technical/Vocational 45 3.3 

Never went to Schoo l ! 5 I.I 

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.2.6 shows the educational demographics of respondents. Although, 15 respondents 

(1.1 %) claim they never went to school , all the remaining respondents 98.9% have had some 

level of formal education and were at least literate enough to respond to the questionnaire 

items. 

6.3 Electoral Participation 

Table 6.3.1 Have you ever voted in any election in Nigeria between 1999 and 2015? 

Parameter Frequ ency Pe rcenta ge 

Yes 1348 100 .0 

No - -

Total 1348 100.0 

To qualify to participate in this survey, the respondent must have registered and voted in at 

least one of the elections \,vi th in the study period. Hence table 6.3 .1 above shows that all the 
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1348 respondents had regi stered and voted in any of the elections between 1999 and 2015 . 

The 100% "Yes" response is as a result of the choice of purposive sampling technique 

adopted. 

Table 6.3.2 Registered membership of a political party 

Parameter Frequency Percentage 
---- -

None 894 66. 3 

Accord 15 1. 1 

APC 303 22 .5 

Labour 15 I . I 

PDP 10 I 7 .5 

Others 20 1.5 
---

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.3 .2 shows that majority of the 1348 respondents do not belong to any political party. 

The remaining 33 .7% belong to the various political parties; with All Progressives Congress 

(APC) having 303 (22.5%), Peoples Democratic Party (PDP), 101 (7.5%), Accord and 

Labour parties each having 15 (1 .1 %) and those who belong to other smaller parties 

constituting only 1.5% (20). It must be noted, that APC was a result of the merger of 

Nigeria's three biggest opposition parties; Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN), Congress for 

Progressive Change (CPC), All Nigeria Peoples Party (ANPP) and a faction of All 

Progressives Grand Alliance (APGA) on 6th February, 2013 in anticipation of the 2015 

elections . The new poli tical party however got the approval of the nation's electoral umpire 

Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) on 31 July, 2013. 

Table 6.3.3 Attendance at political party meetings 

Parameter Frequency Percentage 

Very Often 129 9.6 

Often 65 4.8 

Occasionally 179 13.3 

Never 975 72.3 

Total 1348 100.0 
---·--
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Scholars' argument that there is a decline in party membership and loyalty (See, Biezen, Mair 

& Potuntke, 2012; Whiteley, 2011; Scarrow & Gezgor, 2010; Lees-Marshment, 2009) is 

reinforced in Table 6.3.3. Here , we see that a whopping 72.3% of the respondents claiming 

never to have attended any political pmiy meetings. A paltry 27 .7% claim to attend political 

party meetings . Attendance of political party meetings , Stolle, Hooghe & Mecheletti 

(2005:245) strongly suggest, should not be the only factor for measuring political 

participation. They recommend the inclusion of political consumerism and other forms of 

political activism such as boycotts, signing petition, demonstration and occupation of 

buildings. The import of this is that, political party membership and loyalty may be on the 

decline, political participation is probably not. 

If indeed election is a system of exchange as posited by Farrell & Wortmann (1987), one 

would invariably expect that the "seller" (political parties and candidates) will offer 

something of value to the "buyer" (voters). and that the buyers will not only always 

remember and remind the seller of his promises, and demand the delivery of such promises. 

Table 6.3.4 below reveals that majority of the respondents remembered the pre-election 

promises of their preferred political party. The concern however is, if indeed election is a 

system of exchange between the political party/candidate and the voter, what were the 31.9% 

of the respondents who could not remember the pre-election promise(s) of their preferred 

political party, expecting in return for their vote? 

Table 6.3.4 Pre-election promises of preferred political party 

-
Parameter Frequency Percentage 

Nil 430 31.9 

Physical Infrastructure 
,,,,,, 24.7 .).).) 

Social Welfare 385 43.4 

Total 1348 100.0 
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In order to confirm whether or not political parties and their candidates consult their target 

voters for inputs before designing their manifesto and campaign messages, the following 

questions were put to the surveyed respondents: 

1. Were you in any way and at any time consulted by your party or candidates for 

inputs or suggestions? 

11. Through which medium or channel were you consulted? 

111. Does your party/candidate listen to your views? 

Table 6.3.5 Consultation of Electorate 

Parameter Frequency Percentage 

Nil 40 3.0 

Yes 305 22.6 

No 865 64.2 

Can't Remember 138 10.2 

Total 1348 100.0 

Data from the table 6.3.5 above indicates that only 22.6% of the respondents were consulted, 

while the remaining 1043 can be classified as not being consulted because, 3.0% did not 

respond to the question, 64.2% categorically responded in the negative, and 10.2% can't 

remember being consulted . 

Table 6.3.6 Through which medium were you consulted? 

Parameter Frequency Percentage 

Nil 1018 75.5 

- -
Party Meeting 235 i 7.4 

--1--

In Writing 35 2.6 

Online Survey 35 2.6 
-

Other 25 1.9 

-- · --- ·- --
Total 1348 100.0 
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The data in table 6.3.6 is consistent with that of table 6.3.7 in that, out of the total number of 

1, 348 respondents, an overwhelmi ng majority 1, 018 (75.5%) gave no response. 17.4% 

confirmed to have been consulted at political party meetings. 2.6% each were consulted in 

writing and through online survey and 1.9% through other channels. 

Table 6.3.7 Does your party/candid ntc listen to your views? 

Parameter Frequency Percentage 

--+--------- - - - - - - -
Nil 115 8.5 

Yes 430 31.9 

No 357 26.5 

Not Sure 446 33. I 

Total 1348 100.0 

In table 6.3. 7, only 31.9% of the respondents claim that their views were listened to by their 

party and candidate. The remaining 68.1 % represent "missing variables", "No" and "Not 

Sure" responses. In view of Lecs-Marshment 's (2001a & 2001 b) case study of how the 

British Labour party transited from a Pr~duct-ori ented party in 1983 to Sales-oriented party 

in 1987 and eventually to Market-oriented party in 1997, thereby attaining electoral victory, 

and Ormrods argument that a political party is market oriented only when its members are 

sensitive to the attitudes, needs and wants of both external and internal stakeholders, and use 

the information gathered to develop policies and programmes that help the party to attain its 

objectives (Ormrod, 2007). With the data analysed above, it is doubtful whether political 

parties and their candidates subscribed to, and deployed political marketing strategies in their 

campaign. 
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6.4 Voting Pattern (1999 - 2015) 

Table 6.4.1 How respondents voted in elections between 1999-2015 

~-,- -
Election Nil AD/AC/CAN ANl'P PDP Labour Accord APC 

Year Freq % Freq % Fn:q % Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % 

- -
1999 622 46 .1 446 33. I 18 1.3 257 19.1 5 0.4 - - - -

2003 562 41.7 349 25.9 28 2.1 389 28.9 15 1.1 - - - -

2007 423 31.4 438 32.5 13 1.0 4 19 3 1.1 50 3.7 

2011 283 2 1.0 693 51.4 14 1.0 288 21.4 40 3.0 15 I.I 10 0.7 

2014/ 381 28.3 45 3.3 5 0.4 166 12 .3 50 3.7 5 0.4 696 51.6 

2015 

Table 6.4.1 above shows how the respondents voted in elections between 1999 and 2015. 

Fundamentally, the tab le refl ects the fluid nature of the voters. To use the two leading 

political parties , Alliance for Democracy (AD) which changed to Action Congress (AC) later 

to Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN) and eventually All Progressives Congress (APC) in 

2013, and Peoples ' Democratic Party (PDP) as example, the voting pattern shows that 

AD/AC/ACN had 33.1 % in 1999, dropped to 25.9% in 2003 as against PDP's held 19.1 % in 

1999, but garnered 28 .9% in 2003 to push AC out of governance in all but one (Lagos) of the 

six states under study. In 2007, the gap between the two major parties narrowed with AC 

having 32.5% to PDP 31.1 %. But in 20 11, when AC had changed to ACN, it enjoyed 51.4% 

of respondents ' vote to PDP ' s 21.4%. In the last election (2015), APC, the new party that 

came from the merger of ACN, ANPP, CPC and a faction of APGA enjoyed the preference 

ofrespondents with 51.6% to PDP's 12.3%. 

This table shows that indeed party loyalty has declined and the political market has become 

very competitive. The era of political party ideo logy and long-term vision seems to have 

given way to short-term and market-d riven po litics of communication. 
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6.5 Credibility of Elections 

Table 6.5.1 Credibility of elections 

Parameter F'requency Pe rcentage 

--- - --
Nil 15 1. l 

1999 146 I 0.8 

2003 77 5.7 

2007 55 4. 1 

2011 259 19.2 

2015 665 49.3 

Can't Remember 121 9.0 

- - ----
Other IO 0.7 

Total 1348 100.0 

Elections in Nigeria have always been fraught with violence, fraud and all manner of 

malpractices. The 1993 election was. however, unarguably the freest and most credible as 

observed by Nigerians and fore ign observers. Respondents of this particular study rate the 

elections between 1999 and 20 15 thus: 49.3% considered 2015 the most credible, 19.2% 

picked 2011 , 10.8% 1999, 5.7% and 4. 1% voted 2003 and 2007 respectively. Although, the 

study never sought to find out how the responden ts reached their decision on the credibility 

of the elections, the researcher noted and reasoned that the introduction of technology for the 

registration and accreditation of voters in the 2015 general elections might have contributed 

to the popular opinion that 2015 was the most cred ible since 1999. 
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6.6 What influenced voting decision and when was voting decision reached? 

Table 6.6.1 To what extent was voting decision influen ced by the following 

Statement Ni l Very Great Little Extent Not at all 
Extent 

-
Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq % 

Party Candidates 10 0.7 807 59.9 292 21.7 239 17.1 

Party name and Logo tl:i 3.3 385 28.6 333 24.7 585 43.4 

Party Slogan 40 3.0 379 28.1 301 22.3 628 46.6 

Party Im age/Behavio ur 15 3.3 4 12 30.6 447 33.2 444 32.9 

Cu lture and Religious Am iat ion 55 ,1. 1 173 12.8 358 26.6 762 56.5 

Ethnic and communa l rclationshiri so 3.7 234 17.4 419 3 1.1 645 47.8 

Opinion Leader 50 3.7 272 20.2 489 36.3 537 39.8 

-
Per Influence 60 4.5 149 I I.I 401 29 .7 738 54.7 

Money and Gift 55 1I. J 76 5.6 198 14.7 1019 75.6 

- -- - --
Political Campaign ,15 3.3 407 30.2 437 32.4 459 34.1 

Media Campaign 50 3.7 409 30.3 425 31.5 464 34.4 

- -- - i-- ---· ··-
Party and Candid ates soc ial and 40 3.0 581 43. 1 429 3 1.8 298 22.1 

Community projects/Programmes ~-
Party Manifesto 45 3.3 596 44.2 387 28.7 320 23 .7 

Party/candidates previous 30 2.2 725 53.8 299 22.2 294 21.8 

oerformance 
~ 

Table 6.6.1 above shows that the party candidate offers the greatest influence when voters 

decide who to vote for in the elections under review. Political party candidates top the list of 

influencers with 81.6%, followed by party/candidates previous performance, 76%; party and 

candidates social and community projects/programmes, 74.9%; party manifesto, 72.9%; party 

image/behaviour, 63 .8%; political campaign, 62.6%; media campaign, 61.8%; opinion leader, 

56.5%; party name and logo, 53 .3% and party slogan, 50.4%. However, money and gift, 

20.3%; culture and reli gious affiliation, 39.1 %; peer influence, 40.8% and ethnic and 

communal relationship, 48%, in that order offered the least influence. 
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Is democracy dead and politita l marketing alivt and well as suggested by Hughes (2011)? 

Table 6.6.1 suggests so . The three lead ing variab les that influenced voters ' choice of party 

and candidates in the elections under review (Political party candidates, party/candidates 

previous performance and party and candidates social and community projects/programmes) 

are more marketing rather than ideol ogical creations. Marketing communication strategies 

and tools such as Market research , Publicity, Public Relations, Advertising, branding and 

positioning have today become more effective in influencing targeted voters and stakeholder 

groups than party ideology. It is, therefore, not surprising that the party manifesto would only 

come fourth in the ranking of factors that influenced respondents' voting decision. Another 

key point to note about this table is the distant seventh position media campaign occupies 

among the list of variables that intlucnced voters ' voting decision. 

Table 6.6.2 Communication media that best delivered the message that influenced 

voting decision 

-
Parameter Frequency Percentage 

Nil 32 2.4 
·---· ->---

Radio 135 J 0.0 

TV 600 44.5 

Newspaper/Magazine 93 6.9 

Posters/Handbill 74 5.5 

Billboard II 0.8 

Internet 41 3.0 
- ·-- ---

GSM 5 0.4 
----- -- --- ·- -- -

Events 7 O.S 

Word of Mouth 220 16.3 

Direct Mail 5 0.4 

None 125 9.3 

Total 1348 100.0 
-·- -~ ----

Television, with a response ra lc of 44.5% was considered the most effective communication 

media in terms of delivering campai gn messages that influenced voters' voting decision. This 

was distantly followed by Words of Mouth (WOM), 16.3%; Radio , 10%; Newspaper and 
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Magazine, 6.9%; Poster and HandbilL 5.5%; Internet, 3.0%; Billboard, 0.8%; Event, 0.5%, 

Direct Mail , 0.4% and GSM, 0.4% in that order. The audio, visual and motion elements of 

television gives it obvio us ad vantage over other channels particularly among low income 

earning rural population. 

Table 6.6.3. When the final decision on the party to vote for was reached 

Parameter 
I Percentage ____ ! Frequency 

Nil ~ 24 
1.8 

12- 16 month before the electi on 519 38 .5 

5-3 month before the election 194 14.4 

2-1 month before the electi on 4 16 30 .9 

Less than 3 weeks to the elect ion 175 13 .0 

Election Day 20 1.5 

Total 1348 100.0 

Table 6.6.3 indicates that maj ority o r the respondents had reached a decision on the political 

party/candidate to vote for not less than a month before the election. Only 14.5% of the 

respondents decided on the choice of polit ica l party/candidate to vote for within the last 21 

days to the election. If the concept or swing vote is to apply here, only those who reached a 

decision on the party/candidate to vo te fo r within the last 60 days to the election (45.4%) can 

be so classified . 

Table 6.6.4 below reveals that 51 % of the respondents are of the opinion that political 

parties/candidates consider public interest and opinion in formulating their policies and 

programmes . Majority of the respondents disagree with the notion that political 

parties/candidates do not need to consult the public in designing and formulating their 

programmes. As a matter of fact , an overwhelming majority of the respondents expect 

political parties and candidates to be voter-o riented in their campaign. 41.8% of the 

respondents reason that poli ti ca l part ies and their candidates are voted into office to lead and 

not to follow the voters. But 42% th ink otherwise ; they are of the opinion that political parties 

and candidates should fo llow public opinion and not lead. 
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Table 6.6.4 Respondents' expectations and opinion of political parties/candidates' 

behaviours and elections 
r------------- --,---- - - ------ ,-- ------;r-------~----~----~ 

Strongly Agree ~ii ndecidcd Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Statements 
Ag ree 

-·-··- - -- - ·- - --+--- ,--- --+--~----11----~----l 
Freq '1/o Freq % Freq % Freq % Freq 

Political parties/Candidates consider 15 
public interest and opinion in 
formulating their policies and 
programmes. 
Political parties/Candidates do not need 25 
to consult the public in design ing a11d 
formulatine. their programmes. 
Political Parties and Candidates arc 35 
supposed to be voter-oriented in their 
oolitical campaign . 
Political parties and their candid ates 25 
are voted into office to lead and not to 
follow the voters. 
Party and candidates' pre-election 30 
behaviour change when they assume 
office. 
The electorates have, and will continue 25 
to have strong influence on who wins 

Freq 0/.1 

I I 332 24 .6 356 

1.9 79 5.9 93 

2.6 594 44 .1 49 1 

1.9 297 220 267 

2.2 676 50.1 384 

l.9 4 11 30.5 426 

26.4 249 I 8.5 245 18 .2 IS l 1 l.2 

6.9 145 10.8 479 35.S 527 39 .1 

36.4 166 123 37 2.7 25 1.9 

I 9.8 193 14 .3 355 26.3 211 15 .7 

28.5 164 12.2 44 3.3 50 7.7 

3 l.6 255 18.9 133 9.9 98 7.3 

i-::el~e:::,ct.'..::io::..:n=...s ----------l-- - +---4 --··- t---;--::----t----,-;-;:----t-:-:-:---t-:-::-::---t--:-:--,--+-::--:-:----+-::-::---=---f--:-:-:-----1---1 
Riggingandotherelectoralfraudarc 35 2.6 ~4 6.2 140 10.4 157 11.6 306 22 .7 626 46.4 
normal in anv election 
There is nothing wrong i11 politicians 25 1.9 65 4.8 63 4.7 147 10.9 333 24 .7 715 53 .0 

offerine. monev and gifts for vote \ 
Political parties and candidates deliver 2'i IT, -79 5.9 180 13.4 3 14 233 399 29.6 35 1 26.0 

their promises when they get into I 
office 
Politicians seek office to se rve 25 1.9 I 504 392 29.1 226 16. 8 79 5.9 122 9. 1 

personal interest rather than public I 
L.:..'.in:::te::,_re,:.::s::..t _______ _ __ L_ _ _..L _ _j ---'------"-- -~------'---_..___ ___ L___ _ _L __ __,___ _ ___, __ _j 

In the opinion of 78 .6% of the respondents, the pre-election behaviour of political parties and 

their candidates change when they assume office. Indeed, 55.6% are of the opinion that 

political parties and their candidates don' t deliver on their electoral promises. In fact, 66.5% 

concluded that politicians seek office to serve personal interest rather than public good. 

On elections, 69.1 % of the respondents oppose the notion that rigging and other electoral 

fraud are normal in any electi on. 77 .7% of the respondents consider the idea of politicians 

offering money and giCts to the electora te in return for votes as wrong. 62.1 % of the 

respondents opine that the electorate have, and will continue to have strong influence on who 

wins elections. 
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6. 7 Summary of Findings 

This study is premised on the ass umed relevance and potency of market-oriented strategy in 

politics and election campaign as posited in Lees-Marshment's Comprehensive Political 

Marketing (CPM) and Ormrod 's Political Market Orientation (PMO) models . From the 

qualitative and quantitali ve data collected and ana lysed, and the researchers ' observations of 

the events leading to the 201 5 general elections, the elections and matters arising from the 

elections, the following findings are listed: 

• Although the exi stence of' registered politi cal marketing or election campaign 

firms in Nigeria is currently doubtfu l, there exist a number of individuals and 

integrated marketing communic_ation (lMC) firms that provide election campaign 

related services . The use of these profes sionals is though not widespread. Many 

political parti es and candidates con testing fo r positions at the state and national 

legislative levels, and at the governorship level still prosecute their election 

campaign using internal party structures and members. In all the six South 

Western states covered in thi s study, it is only in Lagos state that there exists some 

evidence of enlisti ng the service of professional campaign consultant/manager and 

IMC firms. 

• Many of the South-West po litical party leaders, candidates, campaign managers 

and consultants claim to be aware of the concept of political marketing but their 

response to the researcher· s question and their election campaign strategies and 

behaviour suggest the opposite. What many of them defined as political marketing 

can at best be "promot ions" or "sales". This negates Wring's (1997:653) 

definition of political marketing as the party ' s or candidate's use of opinion 

research and environmental analysis to produce and promote a competitive 

offering that will help rcaliz.e organ isational aims and satisfy groups of electors in 
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exchange for their votes Political 1m1rketing the understanding of voters' needs 

and the development ot' a party product to satisfy those needs (Newman, 1994). 

Marketing precedes production, it surpasses sales and promotion, it starts with 

research, ends witb research , it is customer (voter) centred. 

• Using Lees-Marshment' s (2001) CPM and Ormrod's (2005) PMO models as the 

basis fo r ana lys is. it is doubtfu l that the rul ing and opposition political parties and 

their candidates in the six South Western states are aware of, and used market

oriented strategy in their bid to win elections and attain political offices between 

1999 and 2015 . What is obvious from the field reports is that the political parties 

and candidates across the various political parties were more product and sales 

oriented in their e lection campaigns. Their products were generated internally and 

sold to the voting public. Even their message generation and communication were 

more of vertical (top-down) rather than horizontal. 

• In the six South Western states under review, political parties and contestants 

seeking elective offices in to the state and national legislatures and the 

governorship positions, made use of Public Relations, Advertising, Direct Sales, 

Personal Selling, Celebrity and Group endorsements, Events and other marketing 

communication media and tools in their campaign for elective offices. 

• The political part ies and cand idates. v. ho had won in previous elections, attributed 

their success at the polls to the effecti veness of the strategy they adopted. But for 

the parties and candidates who lost, they attributed their failure at the polls to 

factors that are extraneous to political marketing strategies. 

• In recent ekctoral conte!->t s in South--West Nigeria between 1999 and 2015, the 

following variables were identified as haven contributed to the success and failure 

of some political parties and candidates. The power of incumbency, the market 

position of the pol itical party , the brand image of the party and candidate, 
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previous performance of the party/candidate while in office, the social and 

community relevance and contribution of the candidate, availability and access to 

enough financial resources, electoral fraud and use of money and gift to induce 

voters. 

In addition to the above , this study also reveals that: 

• There is apathy for direct political party participation in South West Nigeria. 

The quality and quantity of attendance at political party meetings, particularly 

at the grassroot is poor. Hardly do 100 members attend political party ward 

meetings except on days when mo:1ey or gifts are to be shared. The researcher 

also observed that many of the attendees at such meetings are the aged, the 

illiterates and jobless young men and ladies . 

• Election result figures from INEC also reveal a downward trend in voters' 

turnout. [n the 2003 presidential election, the voters ' turnout was put at 69%. 

It dropped to 57% in 2007, 54% in 2011 and 44% in 2015. 

• The study al so establishes the foct that party loyalty is declining. From data 

analysed and presented, it is clear that voters were fluid as many of them vote 

for different political parties at different elections. 

• Despite the low voter turnout of 2015 elections, respondents rated the 2015 

election as the most credible election since the beginning of the current 

democratic di spensation in 1999. 

• Political party candidates , party/cai1ctidates previous performance and party/ 

-
candidates' social and community projects/programmes influenced voters' 

voting decision more than party manifesto, party image/behaviour, political 

campaign, media campaign, opinion leader, party name and logo, party slogan, 
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ethnic and communal relati onship, peer influence, culture and religious 

affiliation and money and gift in tbat order. 

• The lnternet became an active medium fo r election campaign in Nigeria in 

2007. By 20 l 5, its popularity had grown such that many political parties ar d 

candidates enli sted the service of bloggers and online wmTiors to project their 

image and programmes. This notwithstanding, television remained the most 

effec tive communication medium in terms of deli vering the messages that 

inn uenced vo ters' voting decision . 

• Majority of the respondents are of the opinion that politicians seek offices to 

better their personal li ves rather than serve the public's interest. Their 

expectation however, is that political parties and their candidates should be 

voter-oriern,xl in their bcha\'iour. 

• Over 50% of the respondents expressed lack of trust in the political 

parties/candidates to deliver their electoral promises after securing elective 

offices. Man) believe that the behaviour of political parties and candidates 

change afte r assuming oflicc. 
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7.0 Introduction 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a developing democracy in the sixteenth year of an uninterrupted fourth democratic 

dispensation, and also being the largest bl ack populated nation in the world, the researcher 

was curious and eager to understand the nature, practice and marketing of politics, democracy 

and elections in Nigeria. Working on Lees-Marshment 's (2001) CPM and Ormrod ' s (2005) 

PMO model templates, and using the six South Western states of Oyo, Osun, Ogun, Ondo 

Ekiti and Lagos as case study, the researcher collected data using a combination mix of 

qualitative and quantitative methods . Although, the study aimed to speak to the marketing of 

politics, democracy and elections in Nigeria, but because of the largeness of the nation and 

the need to streamline the study in line with available time and financial resources, the six 

south western states of the country were chosen as study areas. 

To give a background to thi s study for a proper understanding of the trends and practices of 

politics and electi ons in Nigeria, and Lo be able to predict the direction and future of political 

marketing in Nigeria, chapter three was devo ted to "Politics and democracy in Nigeria: 1960-

1999" . The researcher equally observed, collected relevant data related to activities and 

events leading to the 2015 presidenti al election, the election and matters arising from the 

election and observed a critical change in the politics and electoral campaign environment in 

Nigeria. This is presented in chapter seven under the title: Nigeria 's 2015 Election: The 

critical turning point. 
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7.1 Conclusion 

After a critical review of CPM and PMO models, rele vant literatures and the analysis of 

collected data, this study comes to the conclusion that many of the South West political party 

leaders, candidates, campaign managers and consultants are not aware of the true concept of 

political marketing as espoused in the Lees-Marshment (2001) and Ormrod's (2005) models . 

Although, in their bid to win electi ons and attain desired obj ectives between 1999 and 2015, 

many of the political parties and candidates used marketing communication strategies, media 

and methods such as advertising, public relations, events, direct mail, celebrity and group 

endorsements, personal selling, stakeholder engagements, radio, television, Internet and other 

below-the-line media to sell their political parties and candidates to the voting public. There 

is no evidence to show that the ruling and opposition poli tical parties , candidates and their 

campaign managers and consultants in the six South Western states conducted market 

research to determine the needs and wants of the prospective voter before designing their 

products. It is clear from the data analysed , that the behaviour of the political parties and their 

candidates in Oyo. Ogun, Osun , 1--: kit i and Ondo states can be likened more to that of a 

product-oriented political party. A product-oriented political party designs its product 

internally, argues for what it believes in and assumes that the voters will take its offerings and 

position as the best for them and then, in turn, vote for the party/candidate. A product

oriented political party/candidate is never willing or read y to change its product or ideas even 

if it fails to win an election (Lees-Marshment, 2001: 1075). A product-oriented political party 

sees nothing wrong in its offerings and approach; it will rather blame its failure to win 

elections on other variables such as defective communication, rigging, power of the 

incumbency, insufficient fund to prosecute election or unenlightened voters as many of the 

candidates and political party leaders did. 
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Lagos state presented a slightly different picture. Some governorship candidates of the ruling 

and opposition political parties in Lagos state, unlike their counterparts in the other South 

Western states tend to be more sales-oriented in their behaviour and approach to elections. 

Though, they stocked to their pre-determined products and ideas, sensing that their product 

and ideas may not be popular wi th the voters, they contracted the services of media and 

marketing communication professionals and/or firms to help them package and communicate 

their messages in such a way that wil I persuade the voters to like and accept their offering. 

The researcher is of the view, that the cosmopolitan nature of Lagos state might be 

responsible for the different po lit ical marketing strategy and behaviour of many of the 

governorship candidates. This is consistent with what Baine & Lynch (2005) defined as the 

'context' of political marketing. The duo, opine that the market environment (context) defines 

the 'content' (strategy). 

As much as the researcher would have lo ved to concede that product or sales-oriented 

strategies at one time or the other have proven to be effective for the ruling and opposition 

political parties and candidates in recent elections in the South West, the impact of some 

other variables that are extraneous to political marketing such as: the power and influence of 

the incumbent, the use of money to induce voters, viole11ce, rigging and other electoral fraud 

makes it difficult to objectively and expressively draw such conclusion. Similar opinion was 

expressed by Ojo (2014) and Gbadeyan (201 1 ). Ojo (2014) identified violence as the major 

bane of democracy in Nigeria . Gbadeyan (20 11 ) li sted God-fatherism, use of money to 

influence the electorate, violence and electoral fraud as some of the factors militating against 

the effective use of political marketing strategy in Nigeria. 

The 2015 presidential election, however, presents a slightly different picture. It gives an 

indication that the future of political marketing is bright in Nigeria. For the first time in the 

political history of the nation , an incum bent president lost, not to another candidate from his 
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party, but to a candidate of the opposi ti on political party. President Goodluck Ebele Jonathan 

of the PDP who was seeking additio nal fou r year term after spending six years in power, lost 

to a three time contender, Retired General , Mohammadu Buhari of the newly formed APC. 

This feat is unprecedented. Available data and the researcher ' s observation of events leading 

to the 2015 presidential election, the election and matters arising from the election evidently 

suggest that Buhari/Os inbajo Campaign Organi sation and APC subscribed to , and deployed 

market-oriented strategy in their campaign and determination to wrestle power from the then 

ruling PDP. 

To achieve this, they commissioned a vo ter research to determine the needs and aspirations of 

the voting public, services of a consortium of local and international marketing 

communication and campaign firms were enlisted to design and communicate messages that 

connect with the needs and wants of many would be voters. The Buhari/Osinbajo campaign 

organisation and APC ' s preparation fo r the 2015 election; the fund-raising strategy and 

platforms, campaign and communica tion strateg ies, the. party' s logo, slogan and manifesto 

were voter-oriented (See Chapter six for details) . 

This confirms Ormrod 's (2007) propos ition that a political party is market oriented when the 

party and its members are sensi ti ve to the atti tudes, needs and wants of both external and 

internal stakeholders, and use the informatio n gathered to develop its policies and 

programmes. Ormrod concludes that a political paiiy/candidate that adopts this type of 

behaviour attains its objectives. Thi s is al so consistent with Lees-Marshment's (2001) 

submission that political party/candidate that invests in market intelligence to understand 

voters' demands and aspirations, and thereafter designs its behaviour to deliver the demands 

and aspirations rather than attempt to change what and how the people think wins. Although, 

the market-orientation process may he long and complex, its end justifies the means as 
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suggested by Ormrod (2007) ; Lees-Marshment (200 i) and as evident in the March 28, 2015 

Presidential election in Nigeria. 

Kohli and Jaworski 's (1990) op inion that the nature of the competitive environment may give 

product or sales orientation advantage over market orientation becomes relevant in the 

context of the different political marketing strategies deployed for governorship contests in 

the South West and the presidential e lection by the same political party. 

7.2 Recommen dations 

• All the stakeholders involved in Nigerian politics, democracy and elections must 

continue to work towards the deepening of democratic tenets and values. 

• The Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC) must continually strive to 

remain independent; creat ing and sustaining a level playing field for all political 

parties and contestants . 

• INEC must sus tain and im prove on the electronic voter registration and accreditation, 

and the use of Permanen t Voter Ca rd (PV C) . The electoral umpire must consciously 

work to simplify voter registratio n and the voting process. This will definitely reduce 

voter apathy. 

• Marketing is data-driven. Po lit ical parties, candidates , political marketers, campaign 

managers and consultan ts will always be in need of credib le data for the campaign 

planning. INEC must, in thi s regard, improve in its record and data collection, 

analysis and presentation. INEC should be able to provide demographic data of voters 

(age, gender, religion and ethnicity) not only to the contesting political parties and 

candidates but also to researchers. This will help political campaign managers, 

political parties , candidates and other such interested individuals and groups to 
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intelligently delimit the market, design appropriate campaign and communication 

plans and make objective predictions . 

• Federal and states Mini stries of lnformation, The National Orientation Agency, Civil 

Liberty Organisations and the media should intensify their efforts in the area of public 

and voter enlightenment about democracy and elections. 

• Government, its law enfo rcement agencies and the judiciary must collectively work 

towards ensuring that the electoral process is devoid of violence, fraud and 

manipulation . They must coll ectively ensure that the "One man, one vote" mantra is 

entrenched in our society and that the vote of the peo pl e count. 

• The media should live up to its creed. It must be objective, fair and balance in it 

reportage. The media sbould guide against being used to subvert democracy and the 

unity of the nation. 

• As at now, there is no ev idence of an y Nigerian registered political marketing firm. 

Although, some individuals and marketing communication agencies are rendering 

some services to candidates and political parties on professional and volunteer basis, 

it will be heart-warming to sec Nigerian firms coming up to provide professional 

election campaign services lo politica l parties and candidates so that the like of AKPD 

of United States will not come and take away the nation's scarce Dollars. 

• It does appear that the nation has come to accept and it is developing in it democratic 

journey. As long as dem ocracy remains, and peo ples' votes count; the more violence 

and electoral fraud become unfashionable in our politics ; the more voters become 

aware of their statutory powers to determine who win elections and the political 

parties and candidates co 1.n e to the realization that they need the goodwill of the voters 

to attain their objectives, the marketization of politics will continue. It is for this 

reason that this study recommends the introduction and development of an academic 

module lo introduce unde rgrad uates in Communication, Marketing and Political 
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Science disciplines to political marketing, and to a.l so encourage willing students to 

pursue research in thi s cll'Cil :it Masters and Doctoral leve ls. 

7.3 Theoretical Implications 

This study was conducted on the premise of Lees-Marshment ' s Comprehensive Political 

Marketing (CPM) and Ormrod 's Po litical Market Orienta tion (PMO) models . The idea was to 

empirically verify if the models are re levant and workable in Nigeria. Although the two 

models differ on where informati on that drives party policy development is derived, the two 

models give market intelligence a pride of place in formulating party policies. The models 

also suggest that the political parties and candidates who win elections do so because they 

commit time, human and financ ial resources to understanding the key stakeholders, 

particularly the electorate, and des ign their policy programmes in tune with the needs and 

aspirations of the voters . 

The researcher embarked on thi s st udy no ting the submissions of Stromback and Nord (2005) 

and Kohli and Jaworski (1990) : that simply adopting a market-ori ented approach to election 

may not necessarily guarantee electo ral victory in all countries and party systems, and that in 

some circumstances, a product or sales ori entation would be more profitable depending on 

the nature of the competitive enviro nment. 

Fundamentally, the po litical systc111 and electoral env ironment 111 Nigeria is different from 

that of United Kingdom and Uni ted States of America which informed CPM and PMO 

models respectively. Britain runs a central government. It is a parliamentary system where 

the political party that wins an overall majority in the House of Commons at a general 

election forms the new go vern ment and its leader becornes the Prime Minister. Government 

ministers are thereafter chosen from members of parl iament and Lords in the parliament (See 

www.parliament. uk). Nigeria opera tes a Pres idential system of government like United States 
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of America, but the electoral systems and environments, particularly at the primary level are 

quite different. ln Nigeria, the nati onal primaries of the party , where the party ' s flag-bearer is 

chosen is conducted in a day. On the genera l election day, the presidential candidate with the 

most votes is declared the winner in the first round. as long as he gains at least 25% of the 

votes in two-thirds of Nigeria's 36 states including the Federal Capital Territory, Abuja. In 

the USA, the party congresses take months. At the general elections, the tally of popular 

votes does not determine the winner. Instead, for a candidate to win, he or she must receive a 

majority of Electoral College votes (Sec. USA.gov). 

From the foregoing, the researcher observes that election in a parliamentary system like 

United Kingdom is more party-centred as against a candidate-centred election observed in 

Nigeria. Another fundamental difference is that while the popular votes of the masses 

determine who becomes the president in Nigeria, only 538 super voters can determine who 

rules America. While the history of election in U.K and the USA dates back to 1802 and 

1789 respectively, Nigeria 's first national parliamentary election took place in 1959. 

Despite the obvious difference in the hi story and system of government and elections in U.K, 

USA and Nigeria, the current study confirms that adopting market-orientation to elections 

can help a party to attain it objcctive(s). This was evident in the 2015 Presidential contest 

between Good luck Ebele Jonathan , the then incumbent and candidate of Peoples' Democratic 

Party (PDP) and Retired General Mohammadu Buhari of All Progressives Congress (APC). 

This study, however, submits tha1 for political marketing to thrive and political parties and 

candidates in Nigeria to be mo re market-oriented in their behaviour and approach to 

elections, the electoral environment must be devoid of violence, rigging and all manners of 

electoral manipulations. IL is only in a pol itical system where the voter is the king that 

marketing can marry politics with very min imum discomfort. 
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It is very doubtful if the four po lit ica l parties that came together in a merger to form the All 

Progressives Congress (APC) could have indi vidually unseated the Peoples ' Democratic 

Party (PDP) at the 20 15 presidential election. The decision of the leaders of ACN CPC 
' ' 

ANPP and a faction of APGA to come together is consistent with Ormrod's (2007) proposed 

Competitor orientation. In identif)1 ing four critical stakeholder groups in the society; the 

voter, the internal , the external and the competitor, Ormrod proposed the party-wide 

awareness of other political parties' attitudes and behaviour, and the acknowledgement of a 

possible cooperation with other political parties to attain common long-term objectives. As at 

January 2011, there were 63 registered political parties in Nigeria. A]] Progressives Congress 

(APC) was formed in February 2013 . That only four of the 201 1 sixty three registered 

political parties came together to form APC suggest that the political parties that came 

together would have monitoring each other for a while and that they probably saw that they 

have a common Jong term objective . 

7.4 Future Studies 

Lees-Marshment (2005) and Lederer et al. (2005) argument that a market-oriented party in 

power becomes more constrained by events and actors in the political environment than when 

in opposition (see, Ormrod, 2007:83) implicitly suggests that a market--oriented party can 

only exist in opposition when seek ing to gain office or attain some defined goals. It will be 

worthwhile to study the behaviour of the political parties and candidates who are currently in 

power to determine whether th1;y are tru ly constrained by events and actors in the political 

environment. By 2019 another nat ional elections will be due. Assessing the behaviour and 

approach of the ruling and opposi lion political parties and candidates may help to ascertain 

whether a market-oriented party can only exist in opposition. 
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While South Africa's 20 14 general elections recorded over 60% voters' turnout, the recently 

concluded presidential election in Pakistan recorded over 80% voters' turnout. Nigeria's 2015 

Presidential election result figures reveal a continuous downward trend in voters' turnout. In 

the 2003 presidential elections, the voters' turnout was put at 69%. It dropped to 57% in 

2007, 54% in 2011 and 44% in 20 15. A study lo determine the reason for this downward 

trend and the possible relevance of' po liti cal communication and the media to address this will 

be welcome. 
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APPENDIX I 

In terview Gu ide 

Title of Study: Knowledge, strategies, trends and practices in poli tical marketing in South

West Nigeria (1999-20 15). 

Population of Study: Leaders and Governorship candidates of ruling and opposition parties 

in South-West Nigeria, Campaign managers and consul tants . 

There will be three different sets of questions to be administered to the three different 

categories of people identified below: 

1. Political Party Leaders 

2. Governorship Candidates 

3. Campaign Managers and Consultants. 

The above set of people are elite in their right, hence elite interv iew will be conducted. The 

interview will be open-ended to allow the interviewees to go beyond just giving answers to 

specific question by providing insight that will be of value to the study. 
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APPENDIX IA 

NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, MAFIKENG CAMPUS, SOUTH AFRICA 

FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

DEPARTMENTOF COMMUNICATION 

Dear Sir/Ma, 

My name is Akinola Olanrewaju a student of the above named institution, I am conducting a 

study on the "Strategies and trends in political marketing in South- West Nigeria" and I would 

like to ask you some questions. Please note that the info rmation obtained with this instrument 

will only be used for academic purposes. Your responses will equally be held in confidence. 

I will sincerely appreciate if you will answer the questions as completely and honestly as 

possible. 

Thanks 

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR POLITICAL PARTY LEADERS 

1. Sir/Ma, kindly introduces yourself, stating your name, position, duration in office and 

the name of your party. 

2. Can you please give me a brief historical background to your party? 

3. What ideology or philosophy drives your party? 

4. Are you aware of the concept of Political Marketing? 

4. Is there a national manifesto that the party at various le vels subscribes to? 

5. Is there a state based manifesto? 

6. How did the manifesto evolve? 

7. What campaign strategy and tools does the party subscribe to, and how are the tools 

deployed? 

8. What is rhe relationship of the party with the voting public? 

9. Which organ/department/unit of the party is responsible for campa ign? 

10. Does the party engage the services of profoss iona]s in its campaign planning and 

implementation'.> 

11. How does the party fund its electoral campaign? 
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Appendi x J b 

NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, MAFIKENG CAMPUS, SOUTH AFRICA 
FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

DEPARTMENT OF COM MUNI CATION 

Dear Sir/Ma, 

My name is Aki no la Olanrewaju a student of the above named institution, I am conducting a 

study on the "S trategies and trends in political marke ting in Soutl1- West igeria" and I would 

like to ask you some ques tions. Please note that the informati on obtained with this instrument 

will only be used for academic purposes. Your responses will equally be held in confidence. 

I will sincerely appreciate if you will answer the questions as completely and honestly as 

possible. 

Thanks 

INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR GOVERNORSHIP CANDIDATES 

I. Sir/Ma, kindly introduces yourself, stating yom: name; office vied for, which year, 

duration in office and the name of your pc1rly .-

2. What ideology or philosophy drives your party and your political campaign? 

3. How related is your personal campaign manil esto to that of the party? 

4. How did your campaign mani festo evolve? 

5. What campaign strategies and tools did yo u deploy during the campaign? 

6. Were these strategies and tools relevant and effecti ve? 

7. How will you describe your personal relationship with the voting public? 

8. Did you prosecu te yo ur campaign by yoursc l 1: or you engaged the services of some 

profess ionals") 

9. Are you aware of the concept of political marketing, if yes, what is your view of its 

use and relevance? 

10. What would say acco unted for your success or fa ilure at the polls ') 

11. How did you fund your electoral campaign'! 
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Append ix Jc 

NORTH-WEST VNlVERSlTY, MAFIKENG CAMPUS, SOUTH AFRICA 

FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 

DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION 

Dear Sir/Ma. 

My name is Akino la Olanrewaju a student of the above named institution, I am conducting a 

study on the "Strategies and trends in po litical marketing in South-West Nigeria" and I would 

like to ask you some questions. Please note that the information obtained with this instrument 

will only be used for academ ic purposes. Your responses will equally be held in confidence. 

I will sincerel y appreciate if you will answer the questions as completely and honestly as 

possible. 

INTERVIEW GUIDI<:: FOR CAMPAIGN MANAGERS AND CONSULTANT 

I. Sir/Ma, kindly introduces yourself, stating your name; your organization, clients, your 

academic and professional backgrow1d. 

2. Which poli tical party/parties or candidate (s) have you consulted for, or help to 

manage their pol it ical campaign? 

3. In rel ation to ques tion 2 above, did you serve as a professional or a volunteer? 

4 . What was yo ur involvement and experience? 

5. Where your sugges tions and proposals accepted and implemented? 

6. How would you describe the relationship of your clicnt(s) with the voting public? 

7. Which ideology or philosophy did you subscribe to in delivering your assignments? 

8. What marketing strategics and tools did yo u deploy in campaign? 

9. What would you say accounted for the success or failure of your cl ient at the polls? 

I 0. Are you aware of tl1 e concept of political Marketing? 
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APPENDIX II 

NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, MAFIKENG CAMPUS, SOUTH AFRICA 

FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION 

Dear Sir/Ma, 
QUESTIONNA IRE 

My name is Akinola Olanrewaju a student of the above nfmed institution, I am conducting a 

study on the topic "Knowledge, strategies, trends and_,, practices in political marketing in 

south-west Nigeria (1999-2015)" and I would like lo ask you some ques lio ns. Please note that 

the information obtained through thi s instrument wi ll only be used for academic purposes. 

Your responses will equally be held in confidence. I wi ll sincerely appreciate if you will 
answer the questi ons as completely and honestl y as possible. 

Thanks 

Section A. 

I . Age of Respondent: a. 18 - 30yrs LJ b. 3 l--43yrs c:=i c. 44 - 56yrs LJ 
d. 57 - 69yrs LJ e. 70 and above LJ 

2. Sex: a. Male c:=Jb. Female LJ 

3. Nationality: a. N igerian c:=J b. Others (Specify) ............... .. . . 

4. State of Origin .............. ... . . 

5. Reli gion: a. ls lamc:=J b. Christianity LJ c. Tradi tional Religion CJd. Other 

(Speci fy) ............. . 

6. Occupation: a. Civil/Publ ic Servant CJ b. Professional c:=J c. Self Employed c:=J 

d. Student LJ e. Artisa n LJ f. Trader CJ g. Other 
(Specify) . ... . . ... .. . ... ...... .. . 

7. Educational Attai nment: W hich is the highest leve l completed by you? 

a. Post-Tertiary CJ b. Tert iary CJ c. Seconda ry CJ d. Pr imary CJ 
e. Technical/Vocati onal Tra ining LJf. Never went to schoo l LJ 

Section B. 

8. Have you ever voted in an y election in Nigeria between 1999 c1n cl 2011? a. Yes CJ 
b. No C:=J c. Ca n 't Remember LJ 

9. How wil l you describe your past voting experience? a. Very good C:=J b. Good c::J 
c. Can ' t say C:J d. Bad c:=J e. Very bc1d CJ 

10. Did you vote in the las t gubernatoria l (20] 5) elections? a. Yes C:J b. No [=i 
c. Can ' t Say CJ 
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APPENDIX II 

NORTH-WEST UNIVERSITY, MAFIKENG CAMPUS, SOUTH AFRICA 

FACULTY OF HUMAN AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNICATION 

Dear Sir/Ma, 
QUESTIONNA IRE 

My name is Akinola Olanrewaju a student of the above nfmed institution, I am conducting a 

study on the topic "Knowledge, strategies, trends and_,, practices in political marketing in 

south-west Nigeria (1999-2015)" and I would like lo ask you some ques lio ns. Please note that 

the information obtained through thi s instrument wi ll only be used for academic purposes. 

Your responses will equally be held in confidence. I wi ll sincerely appreciate if you will 
answer the questi ons as completely and honestl y as possible. 

Thanks 

Section A. 

I . Age of Respondent: a. 18 - 30yrs LJ b. 3 l--43yrs c:=i c. 44 - 56yrs LJ 
d. 57 - 69yrs LJ e. 70 and above LJ 

2. Sex: a. Male c:=Jb. Female LJ 

3. Nationality: a. N igerian c:=J b. Others (Specify) ............... .. . . 

4. State of Origin .............. ... . . 

5. Reli gion: a. ls lamc:=J b. Christianity LJ c. Tradi tional Religion CJd. Other 

(Speci fy) ............. . 

6. Occupation: a. Civil/Publ ic Servant CJ b. Professional c:=J c. Self Employed c:=J 

d. Student LJ e. Artisa n LJ f. Trader CJ g. Other 
(Specify) . ... . . ... .. . ... ...... .. . 

7. Educational Attai nment: W hich is the highest leve l completed by you? 

a. Post-Tertiary CJ b. Tert iary CJ c. Seconda ry CJ d. Pr imary CJ 
e. Technical/Vocati onal Tra ining LJf. Never went to schoo l LJ 

Section B. 

8. Have you ever voted in an y election in Nigeria between 1999 c1n cl 2011? a. Yes CJ 
b. No C:=J c. Ca n 't Remember LJ 

9. How wil l you describe your past voting experience? a. Very good C:=J b. Good c::J 
c. Can ' t say C:J d. Bad c:=J e. Very bc1d CJ 

10. Did you vote in the las t gubernatoria l (20] 5) elections? a. Yes C:J b. No [=i 
c. Can ' t Say CJ 
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---- - ----· -
Electoral AD/AC/CAN ANPP PDP U\ BOUR ACCORD APC Others 
Years (specify) ·-- -· <--- -- ----- -
1999 --- -~ - ---- - -- ------
2003 - ·-- - --- -·--- - ----·---
2007 ----
2011 
2014/15 

22. Which of these elections will you consider the most credible? a. 1999 c:::J b. 2003 

Cl 
c. 2007 c:=Jd . 201 1 CJ e. 20 15 c:=J [ Can' t n..:mcmber CJ g. Other 

specify .. .. . . ... . 

23. To what extent was your voting decision influenced by the fo llowing: 

No In nucncers Ver) Great Little Extent Not at all 
Exten t 

--- - --
A Party Ca nd idate 

>---- -·--- - - --- - - ·--- --
B Pa rt y Na lllc and I ogo --- - --- - - --- - ----
C Party Slogan 

-
D Party Image/Behaviour 

E Cu lture and Re ligious Affili ation ; 

- - - -
F Ethnic and Comm unal Relat ionship 

·- ---- - - ---
G Op inion Leader 

---·-· - -----
H Peer Influence 

-- - - ----
I Money and Gills 

~------- - - - - --
J Political Cam paign 

'--- ---·-- - - -- - ----
K Media Ca mpaign 

- ·-·-- -· 
L Pa11 y and Candidate's Soc ial and 

Communit y Projects/Program mes . 
M Party Man ifes to 

-- -- - - --- -
N Party/ Cand icl <1 te ' s Prev ious l)erformance 

-- --- -·- -·-

24. Which of the communication media will yo u say delivered the campaign message that 

influenced your vot ing decision? a. Rad io c:=Jb. Television c=:Jc . Newspaper & 

Magazine Cld. Pos ter & Handbill Cle. Billboard CJr. ln lernet c:::Jg. GSM 

c::=J h. Events c=J i. Word of Mouth (WOM) c::=J j . Direct Mail c=J k. None 

Other specify . ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. ...... . .. . 

25. When did yo u reach a fin al decis ion on the party and candidate yo u voted for at the 

last election? 

a. 12 to 6 months be fore the election c=J 
b. 5 to 3 months befo re the election c:=J 

c. 2 to 1 mon1h be to re the elect.ion c:=J 
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No 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

d. Less Lhan Lhrec weeks to the election D 
e. Election day C=:J 

26. In your personal opinion, will you consi der voting during elections a worthwhile 

activity in the contcx l of past elections? Yes CJNo C=:J Don' t Know CJ 

27. Please read the foll owing statements and tick where you stand on the issues: 

-- ----
Statements Strong ly Agree Ne utral Disagree Strongly 

Agree Disagree 
---- - - --- - ~i.------ ··-· 

Political parti es/Candidates consider public 
interest and opinion in formulatin g their 
policies and programmes. 
Political parties/Candid ates do not need to 
consult the publi c in designi ng and 
formulating thei1:2.1:9_g r~1~1 m~_s._ 
Political Parti es and Candidates are supposed 
to be vote1·-orien ted in thei r politi ca l 
campai_gn . - -· 
Political parties an d the ir candid ates are voted 
into office to lead and 11 ot to foll ow the voters. 

- -
Party and candidates' pre-e lection behav iour 
change when they ass 11 rn e o f'fice. 

·--·- ·---- --- ---
The electorates have. and wil l con tinue 10 have 
strong influence on wh o wins e lect ions. 

Rigging and other e lcctor,11 l'ra ud are normal 
in any electi on ! --- - - ·-- --· - -- - -- --·--- - ., 
There is nothing wro ng in pol iti ci ans offering I 
money and gifts for vote 

Political parties and candida tes del iver the ir 
promises when they get into office. 

---- ---- --- --- +-·--
Politici ans seek office to serve personal 
interest ra ther than pub lic in teres t. _ _J __ 

---
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---- - ----· -
Electoral AD/AC/CAN ANPP PDP U\ BOUR ACCORD APC Others 
Years (specify) ·-- -· <--- -- ----- -
1999 --- -~ - ---- - -- ------
2003 - ·-- - --- -·--- - ----·---
2007 ----
2011 
2014/15 

22. Which of these elections will you consider the most credible? a. 1999 c:::J b. 2003 

Cl 
c. 2007 c:=Jd . 201 1 CJ e. 20 15 c:=J [ Can' t n..:mcmber CJ g. Other 

specify .. .. . . ... . 

23. To what extent was your voting decision influenced by the fo llowing: 

No In nucncers Ver) Great Little Extent Not at all 
Exten t 

--- - --
A Party Ca nd idate 

>---- -·--- - - --- - - ·--- --
B Pa rt y Na lllc and I ogo --- - --- - - --- - ----
C Party Slogan 

-
D Party Image/Behaviour 

E Cu lture and Re ligious Affili ation ; 

- - - -
F Ethnic and Comm unal Relat ionship 

·- ---- - - ---
G Op inion Leader 

---·-· - -----
H Peer Influence 

-- - - ----
I Money and Gills 

~------- - - - - --
J Political Cam paign 

'--- ---·-- - - -- - ----
K Media Ca mpaign 

- ·-·-- -· 
L Pa11 y and Candidate's Soc ial and 

Communit y Projects/Program mes . 
M Party Man ifes to 

-- -- - - --- -
N Party/ Cand icl <1 te ' s Prev ious l)erformance 

-- --- -·- -·-

24. Which of the communication media will yo u say delivered the campaign message that 

influenced your vot ing decision? a. Rad io c:=Jb. Television c=:Jc . Newspaper & 

Magazine Cld. Pos ter & Handbill Cle. Billboard CJr. ln lernet c:::Jg. GSM 

c::=J h. Events c=J i. Word of Mouth (WOM) c::=J j . Direct Mail c=J k. None 

Other specify . ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. ...... . .. . 

25. When did yo u reach a fin al decis ion on the party and candidate yo u voted for at the 

last election? 

a. 12 to 6 months be fore the election c=J 
b. 5 to 3 months befo re the election c:=J 

c. 2 to 1 mon1h be to re the elect.ion c:=J 
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No 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

d. Less Lhan Lhrec weeks to the election D 
e. Election day C=:J 

26. In your personal opinion, will you consi der voting during elections a worthwhile 

activity in the contcx l of past elections? Yes CJNo C=:J Don' t Know CJ 

27. Please read the foll owing statements and tick where you stand on the issues: 

-- ----
Statements Strong ly Agree Ne utral Disagree Strongly 

Agree Disagree 
---- - - --- - ~i.------ ··-· 

Political parti es/Candidates consider public 
interest and opinion in formulatin g their 
policies and programmes. 
Political parties/Candid ates do not need to 
consult the publi c in designi ng and 
formulating thei1:2.1:9_g r~1~1 m~_s._ 
Political Parti es and Candidates are supposed 
to be vote1·-orien ted in thei r politi ca l 
campai_gn . - -· 
Political parties an d the ir candid ates are voted 
into office to lead and 11 ot to foll ow the voters. 

- -
Party and candidates' pre-e lection behav iour 
change when they ass 11 rn e o f'fice. 

·--·- ·---- --- ---
The electorates have. and wil l con tinue 10 have 
strong influence on wh o wins e lect ions. 

Rigging and other e lcctor,11 l'ra ud are normal 
in any electi on ! --- - - ·-- --· - -- - -- --·--- - ., 
There is nothing wro ng in pol iti ci ans offering I 
money and gifts for vote 

Political parties and candida tes del iver the ir 
promises when they get into office. 

---- ---- --- --- +-·--
Politici ans seek office to serve personal 
interest ra ther than pub lic in teres t. _ _J __ 

---

' 17.0 



11. Are you a registenxl/card carrying member of any political party? a. Yes c=Jb. No 

c=J 

12. If the answer to the above question (11) is yes, _please state th e political party to which 

you belong .... .. ...... . .... .. .. .. 

13 . How often do you attend your political party meet ings? a. Very often c=J b. often 

c=J 

c. occasionally C=:J d. Never C=:J 

14. Of all the political parties, which will you say appeared to understand your needs and 

promise lo address them ? a. APC C=:J b. PDP c=Jc. LABOUR c::J d. ACCORD 

CJ 

e. None c=J f. Others (specify) . ... .. ........... . 

15. List at least Two (2) pre-election promi ses of your prefe rred party . 

I. ... ............ .. . .. ·•· ....................... .. .. ..... ' ........ . ..... .... .... ········· .... . 

II. ............ .. .... . ........... . ... .. . ..... ..................................... .. .......... . 

16. Were yo u in anyway and at an y t ime consu lted by your party or candidate for input or 

suggestions? a. Yes c=J b. No c=J c. Can ' t remember c=J 

17. If your answer lo ques tion (16) above is yes, through which medium or channel were 

you consulted? a. Party meeting c=J b. In Writing c=Jc. Online survey c=Jd. 

Direct mail e. c=JOther (Specify) ......... . ....... . ................ . . 

18. Does your party/candidate listen to your views? a. Yes c=J b. No c::Jc. Not Sure 

CJ 

19. How comfortable are you with your party manifesto? a. Very comfortable c::J 
b. Fairl y comfortabl e CJc. Not com Cortahle c=Jd. Fairly uncomfortable c=Je. 

Very uncomfortab le c=J 

20. Please tick that which applies to you. 

I regi stered and voted at the gubernatorial declions of 

i--E_le_c_to_r_a_l ,:__y_ea_1_· ___ --=-=-=/
1 
__ Y_e_s _ _ _ 

1--19_9_9 ______________ / _ ____ -1-

2003 i 

No ·--------------
Don 't know 

mL -~~~ -/, __ -----~~~t-~=_-~------__ : - ~----=--:-~_: __ ----=------:_~-=--~=--==~ 

21. Please tick the political party you voted for in the gubernatorial elections of the 
following years: 
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mL -~~~ -/, __ -----~~~t-~=_-~------__ : - ~----=--:-~_: __ ----=------:_~-=--~=--==~ 
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---- - ----· -
Electoral AD/AC/CAN ANPP PDP U\ BOUR ACCORD APC Others 
Years (specify) ·-- -· <--- -- ----- -
1999 --- -~ - ---- - -- ------
2003 - ·-- - --- -·--- - ----·---
2007 ----
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24. Which of the communication media will yo u say delivered the campaign message that 

influenced your vot ing decision? a. Rad io c:=Jb. Television c=:Jc . Newspaper & 

Magazine Cld. Pos ter & Handbill Cle. Billboard CJr. ln lernet c:::Jg. GSM 

c::=J h. Events c=J i. Word of Mouth (WOM) c::=J j . Direct Mail c=J k. None 

Other specify . ... .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. ...... . .. . 

25. When did yo u reach a fin al decis ion on the party and candidate yo u voted for at the 

last election? 

a. 12 to 6 months be fore the election c=J 
b. 5 to 3 months befo re the election c:=J 
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e. Election day C=:J 

26. In your personal opinion, will you consi der voting during elections a worthwhile 

activity in the contcx l of past elections? Yes CJNo C=:J Don' t Know CJ 

27. Please read the foll owing statements and tick where you stand on the issues: 

-- ----
Statements Strong ly Agree Ne utral Disagree Strongly 

Agree Disagree 
---- - - --- - ~i.------ ··-· 

Political parti es/Candidates consider public 
interest and opinion in formulatin g their 
policies and programmes. 
Political parties/Candid ates do not need to 
consult the publi c in designi ng and 
formulating thei1:2.1:9_g r~1~1 m~_s._ 
Political Parti es and Candidates are supposed 
to be vote1·-orien ted in thei r politi ca l 
campai_gn . - -· 
Political parties an d the ir candid ates are voted 
into office to lead and 11 ot to foll ow the voters. 

- -
Party and candidates' pre-e lection behav iour 
change when they ass 11 rn e o f'fice. 

·--·- ·---- --- ---
The electorates have. and wil l con tinue 10 have 
strong influence on wh o wins e lect ions. 

Rigging and other e lcctor,11 l'ra ud are normal 
in any electi on ! --- - - ·-- --· - -- - -- --·--- - ., 
There is nothing wro ng in pol iti ci ans offering I 
money and gifts for vote 

Political parties and candida tes del iver the ir 
promises when they get into office. 

---- ---- --- --- +-·--
Politici ans seek office to serve personal 
interest ra ther than pub lic in teres t. _ _J __ 
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